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The yearly programs of Geophysical Fluid Dynamics

at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution are both inter-

disciplinary and international.

This year (1964) we are indebted to Dr. T. F. Malone~

and through him to the Travelers' Research Center ~ Inc. ~ for

providing funds for the travel of Fellows from abroad.

Without this nail for the proverbial horseshoe~ the

valuable international aspects of the G. F.D summer programs

would soon vanish.

i~Participated in less than one-half of the program.

Dr. John G Pierce and Dr. Shoji Kato should have been
included in the post-doctoral participants.



Editor's Preface

Two distinctive features of large-scale geophysical flows

are that they are dominated by the earth's rotation and that

they are turbulent. This year's lecture program was an explora-

tion of recent achievements in the study of ~ first ~ the simplest

examples of turbulence, and second, the rotational constraint.

Progress at the frontiers of turbulence theory was

described by R. Kraichnan and K. Hasselmann. The Principal

Invited Lecturer, A. Robinson, gave an account, in depth, of

the mathematical tools and physical ideas currently employed in

theoretical oceanography.

This volume is a restatement of these lectures by the pre-

doctoral participants in the summer program. It represents their

view of the relative importance of points raised in the lectures,

and their view of matters neglected. The final contributions here

are seminars by senior participants and abstracts of the lectures

of visitors. They are included in order to record the scope of

our summer exposure to non-linear fluid dynamics,

Mrs. Mary Thayer has done all the work in assembling and

reproducing the lectures, We are all indebted to her for her

remarkable efforts in keeping the summer course running smoothly

and to the National Science Foundation for its financial support

of the program.

Willem V,R.Malkus
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Boussinesq Equations

Willem V.R. Malkus

June 29,1964

'"Benard's .problem

In thls first lecture we shall derive some equations

which prove to be very useful in convection problems. . The

most typical of these is Bènard' s problem:

A viscous, heat- conducting fluid occupies the space

between two infinite horizontal planes (z = 0 and z = d), at

different temperatures, that of the lower plane (Ti) being

greater than that of the upper plane (T2) A constant gravity

gn (n being a vertical unit vector) acts on the fluid.

t~

; -+
l-Sri E

-r

If the temperature difference f1 T = Ti - T2 is small, the fluid

remains at rest a~d there is a pure thermal conduction. If 6 T

exceeds a certain critical value such a state becomes unstable and,

convection occurs.

Let us write the Navier-Stokes equation for that problem

:De :: _~ d.ivV
J) t;

e ~~ =div-P-t.~ri

(I)

(2)
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eo D(CyT) =:P;~iv+ d.ìv(~5ra.dT)l)t (3)

"0 _ ('. +"' (' d 1.~ .. d V"K 2._
rLK -:" - fld¡'k (l, ÔXI\I Ol(i. - .3

ÕVJ,,' £. )

'aX' L K
J

(4)

The tensor P is the sum of the scalar pressure - p d lJ and of

the stress tensor T k is the thermal conductivity. The

equation of state will be

l =
'P

1\ T
(perfect gas) (5)

The Boussinesq approximation

As the Navier-Stokes equations are too complicated to

handle, one usually simplifies them. assuming:

A constant density except in the gravity term.

An incompressible fluid.

The dissipation term lC : V if is neglected compared with

th~ heat flux term cLív(K3Y'o.d. T).

The equation of state is simplified.

..~ i "0 .. -)
to J)t :: - 3Y"a.oi r +- po r:. V v-

t 0 J)~C~ T) = d.iv (k 5ya.d T)

i' -)
c1IV V :: 0

:e8~ (6)

(7)

(8)

t= (1-eo (r-T,))f-t (9)
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where eo is some mean density and T y a reference temperature.

What kind of an approximation is this? We shall show that the

Boussinesq equations Can be deriv~d from the Navier-Stokes equa-

tion by non-dimensionalizing and introducing a reference field.

The reference field ( tet i "P ? it)) is a stratified,

static, adiabatic solution of the Navier-Stokes equations which

here reduce to

d Po.

â i! .. ~- ~ ft4 (10)

together with the adiabatic condition

d T ii~ = - ..
Cp

(a consequence of
cl s

h= 0) , (11)

and the equation of state

fa.
- PfN-

RTa. (12)

The explicit solution will be written in the next paragraph.

We now ~ntroduce the departure of the actual field from

the reference field by writing:

,.
e -= t - t 0- (13)

-
l' - "f a.p - (14)

-I - T-T (is)a.

Before non-dimensionalizing the eq~ations we have to find

.,
the parameters of Benard's problem. These are
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oIl 6 T1 C v) lÁ) K) 3) 'Py ;i Ty-? R

where 1'~ and ir~ are some reference pressure and temperature

and 'R is the perfect gas constant. Using' independent units

(MJ = unit of mass;
CLJ

(9 J =

unit of length

(í'J =
uni t of time; temperature unit

we have the following dimensional equations., -:2 '; -~ -I
cl:: (LJ; 6T= C9J~ 3 =-LLJlTJ ) (V = c.LJ (1J (eJ

~ ~ ltJ rLJ-'lTJ-~ K= lMl lLJITJ-'(eJ-'

-Py= IMJ LLJ~' (1r: T., -= (eJ) 'R= (.lJ?-(TJ-:iieJ-,

We can thus construct ~ - ~ =.5 dimensionless independent

parameters. Two of them will be chosen in such a way that they

vanish when ~T -- 0 and d ~ 0 , and we shall use them as

independent expansion parameters.

Some algebra

Solving th~, system (10, Ii, 12) for reference field we get'I I-S
(16) I~ "" 1 - ~ ~ :: f l "Fa. -: ~s, to. = i S-Ty' 7.,. fly

li~ is some reference temperature (here ~ for instance).
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_ 3d.
~ - cp T-(

(17)

is the ratio of dL to the hydrostatic adiabatic height.

s = ~ (18)Cf

Besides ry and S we introduce two more dimensionl~ss

parameters. The Prandtl number

-v
CT :: -: (19)

where

p,V o:'--t and x=-i
t Cl

(20)

and the relative temperature difference

i6\ _C'i--
. T Y' .

- ..
I(d)-i(o)

TY'
(21)

We noticê that £ and ? vanish when 01 ~ 0 and

l:T~O.
The Navier-Stokes equations are non-dimensional ized by

setting

x = ( 01) X J; ~; Cd.) ~ I; :a == ( d) z'

X = ì1 (Ty)lt'

K = ~ (Ty) K i

(22)

(23)

(24)

i:= (ETv)T' (25)
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~ = (E~ f\.) t' (26)

v ~ (y) V ' (27)

- ( :il' '" ty Y )-p'

t ~ (-= )t'

(28)

(29)

where

_( e 6Td.)ty- --
1"(

(30)

The following relations prove to be useful

)l-y-:(ê.? C ;

~ = (itt

~C=-(CpTyl (31)

(32)

This non-dimensionalizing procedure is not entirely

arbitrary. It is the one which gives rise to the Boussinesq equa-

tions. For instance the pressure being proportional to £, is

in some sense of higher order than the density which is proportional

to E.

Expressed with the new primed variables the Navier-Stokes

eqùations are transformed

i ~1'_1

'f"P-s¡ I
e=- 5(;+£71)

?f1~(I+ E.Jm~I)=

into the set

.

,
\ ..$"" ---111 - .$ (33)

d' ~ J-I -I i ~ ~- 1"I'lJI+~YrW ; t.~V"'.Y'
I

(34)
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~ Ii-
'D lj/ I.. d. i ( \ ,. =

(fft".E.t')J)t' = - r '(_~Y'~ P + t J div''t 1 (35)

1.J J )~
e(P~t:t)$f¡; !(~/o-)dìvlkt~y~dli+ 1(~\l c:, i G.

r i i 'J"" í cr )\1.. 1 J

.: £.1 LW t +iti + lR cp'

Si6~
~G:: t. V T"y

¡

d 1\

Õ 'áI (36)

~' stands. for.

is the generalized Rayleigh number.

=, ',-li
L:\7l.

(37)

We now expand anyone of the independent variables with

respect to E. and ~

l Cl l ~ J
ii :: ,t. 1'¿, E. 7 .Q t Co .

L/J ". 0 J
. (38)

and get as zero, zero equations

I _"o = - ,, Oil 00 (39)

I ~
Dol) ~~-", -

::t
J.

1.. ( C-)oa l i..' 011
- Poo h +- 'Ra \1. \l U;c _ ~ro. ~g/ i ~

J) l)G Too :: (-1) cJi ill ó\ V'cul T i
1)1:' l""6Ci .) O~

(40)

(41)

where
I

.1)00 - =- i + V' . \7'

J) t i ê) to / i:e

(42)

These are the Boussinesq equations written in non-

dimensional form. As an important feature of this method we

notice that the heat transfer and the momentum transfer equa-

tiQns remain coupled even with vanishing E: .
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As another one we notice the impos$ibil ity of sound-

wave~like solutions, the pressure being of higher order 
than the

density.

Here are some numerical values of the parameters for

d. 10 cm 6T == .01oC in air, (N.T.P.)

ê = 2.10-5 ~== 3.10-6 'Rc;= 2.103 (j== 0.7 5 = 0.4

Liquids

What happens if we replace the gas by a liquid?

The equation of state is now

f = t¥ (1-'" (T-T,) +ß (P- l,)J ; 0( = - (t(#)pl; p= t~ (~tl (43)

The adiabatic equation is now

óTa. _ l' ~
fa. eii â ~ - C\ ~:a (44)

or

"To. =

ó=
-p~ ß t'( ~

~a. c~ + ~ 'Py-
(45)

We approximate this expr~ssion by

1'y- ,ß ry 'J

t.t' C., t ex Py
(46)

The parameters of the problem are now

d ¡ 6'T) C" ¡ fl) K¡ ~) --, T'(i F\I , Cl J 13
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Keeping the same value for c: we now choose

:: Prßf.~cl
YJ (fi C,/+O( "P.,)T-r

(47)

and introduce ci := ex -t ~ C:i:: (. 1'., (48)

The velocity scale becomes

V = (ci~~~~r (49)

and the Rayleigh number

R =- Ci "Rc; (50)

Boussinesq energetics

A careless use of the Boussinesq equations leads to a

paradoxial form of the energy equation. Let us try to explain

this difficul ty.

in the steady state an energy equation can easily be

derived from the Navier-Stokes momentum equation mul tiplying

-+
both members by . i, and averaging over the whole system.

DlJ'2 -' cl, -t =
(. ~ f 1) t )m = -(11. 3 V'Q. t)'f - (rs W"lrr- ~ LJ -'\ T)m (51)

The left-hand side is zero because

f :Dlj~= tut'9ra.dlJ.i:;Á.¡V(f"~\))- fV'ldìV(~tt)'Dt ..
dol" (f ii) is zero
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The other term, when averaged, becomes a surface integral which

~ ~
vanishes because If o. n .. 0 at the boundaries.;( t5 ~.~ )'N

vanishes too because there is no mass flux across the boundaries.

We are left with

-l ;e

( V' ~ 'fo. d P)W' + (i.. 'i L ìyv :: 0 (52)

If we do the same with the Boussinesq momentum equation

dropp ing the subscripts we get

/.. ;o1J~\= _/~'W') +(p:r)lctl.'V~'i;t1/\_/JI.3'(()d'p) (53)Y:i 'D t "'/m \ fr \'f V ~ \ m
The left-hand side again vanishes; the second vanishing term/~ 1.1 j' I~' Iis now '\ U- . 3YC/ Ci l/ ~ because Q.I V V :: 0 f is

replaced by - T~ LJ~\:¡I.\l'iJ/)"" can be written ..\('iIiJ~~.

We are thus left with

I

.( T'or ì. = (:;f (( \7' t ') ~ /-m (54)

This equation seems to involve no work term; actually / _I "
(. I ur /l'

is the work term: expanding the work term of the Navier..Stokes

- (~. . jYOid t ìm

(52)

~ -( w-~ ~ - (t-. ~V'~d P lròr 'O J
energy equa tion

The second term is zero aB we already know. Using equation (10) and
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-
t( t u. ~ :I (, f~ w ~ -t ~ t w-1n = ()l (vert ical momentum)

we get

- ,t. 3Y"a.d l4r = - ~~W"E'/Yn

I I
After non-dimensional izing and using f': - i the

work term becomes just I I
.¿ T u. 2

íy

Some useful relations (steady state)

Expanding the heat equation of Boussinesq hori~ontally

averaged (Ã is the horizontal mean value of A )
.J "2_

l; lWf)~ (~,,-r "ad:"

which can be integrated yielding

, 1:
WT + (~i;ci) ß.: IH= 'Ci1'stClYlt,: A, "dT("" :: - ~

Mill tiplying the heat equation by -r and averaging over the

whole space

(-5 ltT'"4l '" ((4l~~t-T ~;V 3Mi\ Tk

The left~hand side is zero as

(-l d.ÎV CV i-~))~

(55)

(56)

(57)
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We are left with

( ~ iI/ (í ~'(aa í ))~ :. ( (9YCt~ Tr~ (58)

The first term, expressed as a surface integral gives

rise to \

(ati;.rt i4 (T¡. · i, )

where H is the heat flux through anyone of the limiting 
planes .

planes.
\

( t.rr .(\5'fo.d TJ).. = H t: ï
(59)

Introducing the horizontal fluctuation of the temperature

T~S-+;: (1'= mean horizontaltempèrature) . (60)

we obtainit ..
(~~) ((~tCtcl.s) ~ :: ((jWT'l~ (J-= dT--

()~
(61)

using W = o.

The shear flow analogue of the two preceding equations were

first used by Landau to study finite amplitude problems.

Notes submitted by

Uriel Frisch.
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Convection:

Stability, the Problems of Realizability and Uniqueness

Willem V.R. Malkus

When a temperature gradient is maintained in a hori-

zontal layer of fluid by heating from below and cooling from

above, the arrangement is top-heavy and will becQ~e unstable

to perturbations. We can anticipate the convection problem

as follows:

Since the heat flux

H = 'k 13m + (WT)m

is independent of the vertical coordinate ~ , and since there

is no vertical motion VI near the boundaries, the temperature

gradient which is constant in conduction (solid line) must

increase at the boundaries as indicated by the dashed line

T ~T- "'

~Tt~
~

Although the situation is top-heavy and motions will

tend to rearrange the fluid, these motions will be inhibited by

the viscosity of the fluid. We may thus ask under what condi-

tions there will be instability. If we consider only infinites-

imal amplitude perturbations and solve the resulting linearized
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perturbation equations, we will be able to state only that

below the critical conditions, the infinitesimal perturbation

will decay. However it is not necessary that motions of

infinitesimal amplitude will be the first to become unstable.

The following analysis will allow us to ask under what con-

dHions is the irifinitesimalamplitude stabil ity theory

meaningful,

The Boussinesq equations are as foliows:

C:-t - ì( 'Ç')T = - v. ílT
(L -)) V' ~ \r :: - \7 'Pl -: ir. \7 V + 't (T -1: ) k\: at) .. /lo -- ~ -A

(i)

(2)

\l.v=o- (3)

where
~ = ;(

jJcp
~ = thermal conductivity

'Õ'=ôo( o( = coefficient of thermal expansion

-
P=fJ-~=

From these we isolated the mean equations as follows:

The horizontal average (denoted by a bar) of equation (I) is

where

~~ +k(1\ß) =
d .-ß=--"l
"' 2:-

T :: 1~1- T'

d -- _(WT)
'ô ¡:

(4)
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Equations (I) and (4) give

(2., _7t'Y-i)T~pW-~òt- , (5)

where

t. -;-1J".vT- ~ WT.. CJ :i

h = 0

Thus the non-linear term has been separated into a part which

represents the interaction of the fluctuations with the mean

field (and hence with each other through the mean field), and

a part which represents the interaction of the fluctuations with

each other.

The equations (2), (3), (5) constitute five scalar equa-

tions in the five quantities ir- T 1 Taking the

z-component of the curl curl of equation (2) we eliminate the

pressure and obtain

where

(2 -v\l"'),\J'3W:: ¥\7~T - L (M)òt ) " .-
( ) d 'lIV 'l '0" ~ò~ -; AllL /V == -_. +, - \j 1.1
"' ~)Lda Olj #' i 2:

iv\ = (~.\7)V1

(6)

.. Ò" èi'3
\., :: êiX'A + ~)o

Since we pivot our analysis about the linear stability problem
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governed by a sixth order differential equation (see Pellew and

Southwell 1940), we el iminate the temperature to a certain extent;

taking '7 -i of equation (5) and (lt - x. V'~) of equation (6),

we obtain

(it- "KV~)(ir -)IV') V~v/-'l¡3 V;'" \I

:= -õ 91"kA +clt -"K \7) 1-

(7)

If ,/ is a constant, the left-hand, side is a linear differential

operator with constant coefficients on VV. The boundary con-

ditions at ~:i D.l d. are

W::o

Jr = 0 (assuming that the boundaries are perfect conductors).

Further, if the boundaries are rigid (or more precisely if there

is no slip ) then \: -: \í = W == 0 . Then, since \7.. V" = 0 we must-
also have

òW
0'2 -= 0

. at r:= 0; d.

This is a realistic boundary condition. However, a simplified con-

dition is the stress free, or free boundary condition, i. e.~tL:: dW ::D.o:¡ Ò?
Then it again follows from (3) that

o..w- =0
õ ;a i.

at r: = OJ oL .

The equations are non~dimensionalized by letting
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~ = ( ;? ) f i

X = (cL)i--

x ~ (~))(

T=(~~3) T'

The equations then become

(..l- -7i.)\¡..W = V'J T - -l L"a- ?Jt:' / ()

(2 _ \J~)T = L 7Z W - Æòt' ß.'t
and

(1. -\J~ "(.1 .È - \72) ,lAw - ß OR \l '- Wõt; J fS at A i
= _~2--A +t (lt -\7~ L

~

i? = ò'~Td
"k V

/) _ .óT
fJw¡ - -i

The fields Wand T are expanded in powers of é.

where

:i ::
W:: £ ~ + £ W, t (. VV-; + . · ·

T =t:Tø + !:a ïl + £' G. + . · ·

where E is to be identified with the amplitude of the

velocity field (Vi WtJ~ :: £ i

(8)

(9)

(10)
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Clearly the amplitude willbe.afunction of the Rayleigh

numbe-r : c;
"R:: ¿, .0

.

'R.el.
'I

with 7(0 :: cri tical Rayleigh number.

Substituting these expansions into (10) generates the

following sequence of linear equations:

J. (W.)s(lt -17~(i ~ -V~i7'w. -ir.l7~ 1'.= o.

J. (Wi) ~ 'R1'7 ~~ - V:'--tøo + 0--1 (* - n) Loo ·

1 (W,) -- ~\ ~~wi t "R.2 \J,~WfJ + r(~ iL - ~ + Goo) 'Vi?' ~ -

-v;~ (+'01+ li,o) +cr'(lr -'nj( Lo1 + L 10)'

't .1 t- Q.
ci ('M)= ~ "Ri_n\7l~ ~ + n~o i (w~ i;)M to

+G'rt-Wn ~1 'Q~ ~-cn+e+-,,)

+ r: f- \J~ ~ri.t-(ri+ii 0--1 r~t - \7ø¿J Ll'l 1...(\1+~))\1.0 ü -

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

where Go is that part of t which vanishes when time variations

of WT vanish:

L = J+ ~ J(WT) - WT+ G(~W-i) ì
ß'W 7(¡8m t"' at. J

Equation eii) is a linear characteristic value problem. The linear

constant coefficient operator t. is called the Rayleigh operator..
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Its solution will be discussed below. Equation (12) is a

linear inhomogeneous equation, the left-hand side consisting

of the known solutions of (11) and the unknown 1?¡ . The

solubility condition for such an inhomogeneous equation is

(~ i (Wi)) = 0
"m

For, if an operator ~ has a linear homogeneous eigenvalue

problem

1 ( VIa) .' 0

and al so t
J.(vI)=F

where P- is an inhomogeneous term, then, multiplying the".
second equation by ~ and integrating ,over the entire volume

gives

Jw. 1- (w,) cl = r (1 (w.~ w, J. r-

1 (~): 0, Thus the solubility condition follows, statingBut -
that the inhomogeneous term must be orthogonal to ~o

This condition gives us

1)
I\. ::

I

( ~ (\j'"-too t 0--1 (ft - \/j LooVlm

(~ r¡i~ Wo)'n

It has recently been shown that "R :: 0 for all boundary conditions.
I

The solubility condition app~ieçl ,tÒ (13) gives
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t(V¿ \ìi~WQ)m= - (w: l(~ l~rn - W" 1: J\7I~ ~)-m +

+ L Wo \ji~ (Al) i + -h i ~ ) J 'm -

a--ir~ fi - Vi)(Lo ,+ L1J J 'r

(IS)

To this approximation, ~.a determines the amplitude E. .
20

£ ~-aK-7?(J ::

If 1(2 were negative, 'R ¿ "R" ' and we could have finite

amplitude instability before infinitesimal amplitude insta-

bil ity. The first term on the right of (IS) depends only pn

the eigenfunctions of the linear problem. The second and

third terms containing the fluctuating non-linear terms

involve the first distortion to the flow. The importance of

the third term when the Prandtl number is small is seen in

experiments in mercury (d- ~ -i) where a reduction in the

initial amplitude is observed.

The above constitutes a formal technique for determining

the amplitude and distortion of a disturbance. The linearized

problem permits for the same Rayleigh number an infinitely

degenerate set of eigenÆunctions. The steady state finite solu-

tions also form a multiply infinite set. The stability of these

finite ampl itude solutions must be explored in order to select

the real izable solutions.

We now look at the I inear eigenvalue problem
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J. (~ ) = () (11)

For this, the boundary conditions can be written as £ollows:

Since T = 0, r -= 0 , oL,
'3 '

we also have \7, T.= O. From

(6) (linearized),

(7;~ _-,í,2) 17' W '" 0 ¡

t :: Ci) d.,

Since all horizontal and time derivatives vanish on the

boundaries, it follows that

ò~Yl = 0
õ all )

r == 0) d. .

Also '?WW=Ôi1 ::0 '2 -= 0,) d. free boundaries.

Equation (II) can be solved by separation of variables, writing

V\ ;: F (¡l¡~) G un ~ (t)

~(t) :. eV1t

As the parameters of a system (here the Rayleigh number) are

varied, the system goes from stable to unstable conditions through

a marginal state., (1f n. goes from negative to positive values.)

If .9rr h ') 0 , instability sets in as oscillations of increasing

amplitude; this is called overstability. If ~ ~ = 0 , then the

transition from stability to instability takes place through a mar-

ginal state exhibiting a stationary pattern of motions. We now

investigate the properties of rt, Equation (II) expanded is

i.
~ \J"~-h(i+t)\/(Wø+ \1~~- Ttr/VI~Wo =0
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..
Mul tiplying this by VVc and integrating over the volume gives

"'"3 , i),

o=l,+Yl(Hä= T z. -(-1,3+ "RoI~) == 0
(l6)

where

s w. vw. dL = - f (7 w.)\rr

== -Ii

J w~ ~if IA d L :: J (\J i VV~)~ d. r

:= + l~

-
(for free boundaries Wf::: ~ )

J Wo \)~~d. t ~ - 5 (\J ('i"WC) ))~d r

= -1..

:: --) (9, WI) Y ~ 1:

~ -1 If
5 ~'l d.1.
Wo \/1 ø

where ~ , ~~ ' :rJ ' ~ are positive quantities and the sur-

face integral s associated with each vanishes because of the boundary

condi tions.

.

Setting l". p+ t ~ ' with f,l ~ real in equation (16), the

imaginary part gives us

.2 ? i (l=) + ~ (i + -a ) lea = 0

implying that either ~:: 0 or p ~ 0 i. e, instability sets in
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via a marginal state which is stationary. Thus the marginal

state is characterized by setting Ì" :: 0 , and we have to solve

\Jb Wo - K '1), YI ~ 0

Wf):: F ('Xi ~) G C =ë )

We require that solutions be periodic in the horizontal:

). ~ ';1
\i F-ttX í\ F =0

i

This is satisfied by close-packed cells (squares, rectangles,

hexagons, triangles). Then

VI " F(x'3) tl CA. t. 7". ~.¡ 'E,' Wr .ip..: ~ J (17)

where

'Ip~ = 0(' Ti'r 1- ( 7IifiT~f W., J

W.;

A, 13,
.l ~ of

three cube roots of unit

arbitrary constants

For two free boundaries, (17) becomes

~ :: A F (-XJ ~) ~ 1\ Ti C'? f1 = I) 213)1 .

fr 'L + e4 to /

7t()i'Y :: rr/f Ci2.

I(OJ/ has a minimum value at
':

0( :0 .. , giving~
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(R) - L4T jT4 = ft!tr.0Jl rr -

For two rigid boundaries

( "R 0. I) ~= 1 to 1. e? Q( '2:: 1 .

Notes submitted by

Uriel Frisch
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Variational Procedures

Frederic Bisshopp

L Preliminary remarks based on the calculus of variations.

Let SCI" denote the set of functions U.C C~ , on the

interval (0 i iJ satisfying some specified boundary conditions:

)1~ C) i
L. o.~ tJ t (0) + bt UY)(l) = 0
.. ~I

Let the function I:-(xo~ i I ')em) possess a sufficient number of

(i)

derivatives for the following analysis. Functions satisfying

(I) are closed under addition. Then, if U. S 5 CY' and 11 ~ S C ~

it follows that

Ó u. :: Q- u eS C 'f (2)

In particular , if ,,~ lwov I ¡¡ - u.¡ = â then

at) a: l,-u. € S,J CYi

If "' ~ 0 , we can perform differentiation:

d.r - I i Î i
- CltA = U -U .= Ou.
dI

6. S' C Yl-I

Similarly define any higher derivative

(~ ') du = du.lM)

Now cons ider P ('X j t)l ;'" iJ~))

yYl L ri

Define tJ F == F (XJL.l II ii) - P (XJ IJ) .. l , )
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If F possesses first partial derivatives everywhere, then

tJF:: J'F't 0 (l/cSuAI)

and

()
6 F :: t FlJ(di ó u. i

11 ~ u. II :: tr I u (j) I

~ G Co, r\ J

XG LQiiJ

where

Al ternatively

~. (b '- --f ) = 0 lli a.~ cÍ u " II 6" u./I ~ ÓÓ~O

Consider as a simple example of a functional

I

1 (tJ) " J F (x., u., ....) d;

As above, define

where

'fi1 :: I ell) - l(u)

" r~F M
f)

i

" r d Fck + 0 (ii dLLI/)
o

= JI t o(IlJull)

i

61 =: r ó' F cW
o

.f .6 /.: :: 0 ?1l 0J .r U- ;0 II Ó u-ii " cÎó.- 0 Ui. e.
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Other kinds of functionals are

I

(i) I Cu., v) = J F (x, u,"" Ll (~~ V;.... i-m )ck

(ii) I (u.) -= rr 4d¿ P' (Z;~) ù) U)t) LL¡j) 0 to -)

(iii) G (Ii (/.)) 1,. iU), . ..)

Many physical problems can be expressed as variational

problems; the solution is to be found by requiring that a

functional have a stationary value. For example,I i
cG=O-r;¿ ~Lj,(~?rU-4 =0

o

To find the related differential equation, integrate the above

by parts, and obtain\ cL_ d.Yi
n = S di (Fu. -iG Fit t .. , . (- dJ) Fu."') J u. t

d

+ U F'LLl u. ) + (Fi. r u. - t: Fu." eft)) + ' · , -J
o

If the class of functions ~ are picked so that the integrated

part vanishes, then LL is said to satisfy natural boundary con-

ditions. Then it can be shown that u. satisfies the Euler-

Lagrange equations.

FlÅ - ~ Fu.' + . l. cl Y\_
t ( - eL~J i- I. tn) - 0 (3)

Usually we have the differential equation and want to know the
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corresponding variational principle. Therefore let us consider -

II. Examples of problems stated in variational form.

(a) Coupled differential equations when we have a functional

1-(1)) ir) a s in (i)

efI '~JlcLt I. I~ _.. ~~i F~L' 1-,. .)Cr~.l + CFv- -~ ~_I +...) dVJ +
(:

, i

+ to.r.T') lu

(Out-Integrated Part)

i

~O,l-Pf Ie :;,: 0 for natural boundary conditions on Ll and V .

Since l;j"" and di/.' are independent,

-- (L
I.. -'0"lJ cL X.

Flr., ti

Fu.' + ' ~ ()
(4)

I:... 1.1tr' .. =- 0

(b) Partial differ~ntial equat ions from funct ional (; LA... ), ,

as in (ii).
Again J.i D along with natural boundary conditions that

make the integrated part (1 ine integral) vanish will give the

equa t ion

)_. !A
~..-
_.- ¡-LtòX X

d
-ad

rU. t- \ \ .
d

- 0 (5 )

(c) Eigenvalue problems arising from two functionals r
i

and ., as in (iii).-.. "
An eigenvalue problem arises when an unknown parameter is intro-

duced. Thus it may arise when we require T
._. I to be stationary,
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~I = 0
I

, with a subsidiary condition that T~ be fixed

(i. e. Lagrange mul tipl ier is introduced):

ó ( 11 - llra ) :: 0

Another way to obtain the s~me eigenvalue problem is to

define
À = Ii-

I,.
JÅ := 0 leads toThen requiring

J À :: -I~ (6 I i -) J I~ ) = 0 (6)

as above. The stationary property of the eigenvalue is usually

stated in this way. These are not necessarily linear eigen-

value problems.

(d) Linear eigenvalue problems

Lu := ). f C7?)LL~ (7)

where

(l \'n (eL Yl..1L= po(~) T'êJ + pi L~) LJ +.... + P\1 (¡.)

with bou~dary conditions tit :: 0 j (u G SC'f). We wish to

find a variational problem whose Euler-Lagrange equation is the

above differential equatiQn. In general this can always be done,

for, take any function1/ in some other $pace

"V 6 SICYl
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Consider

À :=
r t(r.)VL"ê) L u.

JfG:)vlu.
(8)

We take the density function J (r) :: 1 since it can be incorporated

into Land .l while giving the same eigenvalue problem. Now

vary ìl , picking V- in such a way that: we obtain (7) as one

of the Euler-Lagrange equations.

;: = j~L,,
fv 1. u. (V; .t t.)

I r. ø
á) =(u,) 

10 L(óU; (Lu.-"ìfu.)) t (tLL.) (L TV_Ìi1.ir~

+~J. .

:: ( V; L u,)

where LT is the adjoint of L
i d. 'n d. Yl~1

L = (- -li;;) "po (~) + (- ëGJ p, + ..' + P-n

Here O. T."P. is the bilinear concomitant but it is not needed since

it vanishes by choosing lf:: 0

Thus Ó ÌI = 0 implies that given

L l. - À£ u..: 0
i

and L V - À ~ V' :: 0 , with boundary condi tions Ul. Co 0 , ~:: 0 l

f LT¡1!)
if LT= L

are adjoint to f LJ U() ¡he system is self-adjoint

and the v;. will be a rearrangement of the I.;/' . For

the system to be self-adjoint we must have po = 1 and n even.
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Or tho gona I it Y

Suppose the eigenvalues ,A are the set (,AI? 1 ' we order

the eigenfunctions f U..l and r V'l") in the same way.

LLLn = À'r1u.'f

Ìl~ (UV'¡ ~Vn) ~ (Urn) L i ~):: (L Um ¡ ~)

= À'r (f/)~ J Vh)

.. f)
L ~ : À¡i -c v¡

i. è . (À ~ - À r" ) (U\y ).. ?/) # 0

For non-degenerate eigenvalues,

(Urn i,f~) = N-l Jro n

where N is a normalization factor., ri
Thus, if we want to expand any function that satisfies

the ~' boundary conditions, we expand in terms of the functions

6L , and to get the expansion coefficients, we mul tiply by

~ 11 instead of by u. .

This formalism is used to calculate eigenvalues approx-

imately. In

Ìl
_ Ii (l.lt. ¿

I~(L)¡V)

we choose sets of functions CPh and 'ln satisfying appropriate

boundary cond i t ionS and we expand
u. = ¿: Aì' cPy¡

V :: ~ ß n 1fy¡

giving A:: ~0rp"ßYi)' We differentiate with respect to A, B,
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and require Ì\ be stationary,i.e.

d~
òAi

'dÌt-
'073.,

:: Q.

This gives

e:
S- A
f; k

co

2: 13
1t:f!/ /(

f (~ ' L T 11) - Â (1fk ,l y" ) J = 0

r ()Pk ' L iJ.) - À ("lfk i ~ 9?j' )) = 0

,.-::1,- ",a ) J

In most calculations, the problem is truncated at k = 2 or 3.

The resulting À is an approximate solution of J À. :: () , i. e.

where À has a stationary value. Thus the approximation to

i\ will be better than the approximation to tL.

III. More complicated examples.

(a) Suppose we have

Lu= À J. (?)v ) U. :: 0
to

/V '1.'" :: .f~ "h1 C it) t.

~I :: 0
J

where

cL'f
aWl

Iv
L :-

:: - +., It_-+",...,
cLr'tcL2 Yi

In hydrodynamic stabil ity problems one often el imina tes 1. and

gets a higher order equation for' u. :
I .

M T L u :: CÃ)A)m u

l1 - ( U i; Mi L u)
;; - (u.ï; m/,)
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However, for higher order equations, the boundary conditions

are messy; by going to higher order one is not making use of

the fact that the boundary conditions factor out.

(b) If we are willing to solve one of the equations, say

A;1-11f 7). jrt m u.(formally)

then

.p Ìl -
(u~ Lu)
( U T) ,Æ 1~1- ~l u)

Define î.T by T T T
L u. = À 711 1ï

Then the requirement that J (.u. À): 0 , for variations d Lt.
( Tand Ò U gives

Lu == Ì\j'7~

í - T
/V V / = )A. 'ln LL

as required. The method consists in solving half the problem

exactly, then the rest by variational method.

(c) Let
ì (L/.ì~ L I.A_)(l- ')J==

~. (~ ~i;;)

() (Ìtf1.) =: 0 for independent variations

J'v Ó VT, again gives)

(1-i Æ1'i~)_ '" .._. _1.-------.- ..

(1.r'~ m u)
Then, setting

(' r T
(! tl. ,J 0 l. )
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Liu T :. ,À?7 ir 1"

/V v :: ¡U'Y ¿¿

MTvT=r1.ur

Lu~À£'i.

(d) Suppose we have three coupled equations

L,¿ Ut ~ Z ~ ii 19 f.i
;j

Which of the À' i are eigenvalues?tJ
The )l ¿ L may be set equal to zero since they can be as well

incorporated in L . We scale the ,¿ ,,

j
i

t. ~ 7.. 3

Ut- ~ OL¿ Ut. (not summed)

, "\ '5and look for combinations of the remaining A which do not

change.

I
ii. :: a. , (L'vi t. f. 1.

implies

L¿
I

u.¿
(L¿

I

i
L, U.t it

:: Z À '1' l-.. u.jL l.d J.J o.i

- (a.¿ À ):\ ¿ lkj c.'J l-i:j U i

i I
=- ¿ À . ,1 " U.;~J t¡ rJ

i. e.
i

À.. -tJ

0,(~À'ii

Consequently certain products of the Ìi ts satisfy the requirement

of invariance under the above transformations. For example:
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L,u, À/"J U '-
i Q., ÌI1. ) :: ~,~ =. - 1'2Q,~

Li/.i À 23 UJ
i a." À

::
ì\ .23

-
a. J :4,3

À3/
i G.;! Ì\

L, /.:i :: l. , Àji CL,/31

, I i
Obviously À,:i À:l3 Àji': .À/i À.i-: À31 :: A

i.e. the product of the three is invariant to scaling.

2. ) L, lL, :: À1'l Ll:i + AI3 u."

L2.Li2. ': Ì\ii u.i

L,) u'3
:: À31 u.,

In this case there are two eigenvalues,

J\.. i :: Ì\/~ À:41

A i :. À1.3 À:1/

Such a case occurs for thermal convection in a rotating system,

where one is the Taylor number, the other the Rayleigh number.

3. ) L, u. :: Ì\ L.:2 + Ì\ i "I U,3I i i?- .i
L2, iL2. :: ÌL23 U,

L3U.~ = Ìl::iu.1
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Then the eigenvalues are

A i = Ìi1'JÀ¡'3 À3/

A,. :: ÀI~À3i

4.) Li LL, :: ).1.2 LLa + À1:3 Ll3

L2u2:: A", LL1 + À,2 '3 UJ

L3 lÁ3= ÌI:¡Iu.1

Then the eigenvarues are

Ai = ÀliÀ2~ Ìl3 /

A') -. Î\i~ 121

.J 3 ~ À13Î\31

5.) When all six of the Ì\ ~ are present, the eigenvalues are

Ai:= \1 A;¡, Ìl3J

A:; -: Ì\¡'j Æj2 A.~J

A~=: Ì\ii. ~)'J

Ai.=: Àn À31

AiA;;
Note À1~ A3 '2 =: .J A-, If
Variational formulation of the above cases remains to be carried out.

Notes submitted by

Ruby Krishnamurti
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Thermal Convection:

Experiments and Finite Amplitude Effects

Willem V.R. Malkus

In this lecture we will look at some aspects of the

effects of finite amplitude on the cellular convection set

up in a layer of fluid heated from below.

The effects of finite amplitude come from two kinds of

non-linearity in the non-dimensionalized Boussinesq equations.

,
The first comes from the term cF

equation and the second from the term

V. \l V in the momentum.. --
V . \7 T in the hea t,.

equation. We can thus say that at high Prandtl number (d- )

the first effects of non-linearity will come from the heat equa-

tion while for low a- non-linearities in the momentum equation

will dominate. Consistently we expect that for high 0 (Y large)

the flow field will be smooth and the temperature strongly dis-

turbed with sharp gradients while for small a- we expect a

smooth temperature field and a velocity field containing sharp

gradients and more small'4scale motions.

We thus expect to find at least some dependence of the

observables (heat transport, mean fields, etc.) on the Prandtl

number for overcritical Rayleigh numbers.

We now turn to a brief description of the experimental

resul ts obtained to date.

The first detection of the condition under which convection

first starts has been obtained by measurements of the heat flux for
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different temperature differences over the fl~id layer (see Fig.l).

.6 T
I

Fig. I.

It was found that at a certain value of the temperature

difference corresponding to a certain universal Rayleigh number

there was a relatively well-defined turn in the curve beyond

which the heat flux increases over the value corresponding to

pure conduction.

More recent experiments on the same phenomenon utilized

the setup shown in principle in Fig. 2.

iT1. ..---

Boundary
plates

~lí ~ ~ , ee
,) T;:

I 1// / ,,' // :~I/~:/:I~!
i

Insulating layer

Fluid layer

__I
I, Thermal masses

Fig. 2
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Initially the thermal masses are brought to a certain temperature

difference. The system is then left to decay. During the decay

the heat flux and temperature difference through the layer is

measured. The heat flux is obtained from the temperature jump

over the insulatÜig layer. In this way you can cover a wide

range of Rayleigh numbers in a single experiment. Thé results

are indicated in Fig. 3.

1.

more irregular motions

%c
sharp change in slope (p... 50,000)

aperiodic motions

not so well-defined turn (R. "' 18, 000)

steady cellular motions

cell motion starts (~= Rc.:: i, 700)

conducting region

. HIH ('Re)

Figure 3,

The curve representing H/H ("R) asa function of

seems to show a series of more or less well-defined changes in

slope (the first of which are shown in the diagram). These
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disc9ntinuities seem to be related to changes in the character

of the flow. Thus the flow at each step turns into a more

irregular state finally becoming completely disordered or turbu~

lent. These steps from one state to another more disordered

state seem to be of great interest in connection with the general

problem of the onset of turbulent motion.

When a wider range of Rayleigh numbers is considered, the

heat transport curve is usually drawn wi th logarithmic scales.

The prinçipal features of this curve are shown in Fig. 4.

\

H.."R3 "(Rl3'1S- ~ ,(2))

i

H -- 1? 7f

lJ H
~;-l He

Fig. 4

As can be, seen from the diagram the heat transport curve

has two principal ranges for R:: 'Rc .

The series of steps discussed above are all contained in
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\

the region where H ~"'-¡ The region where H J.~ KJ is
próbablyextended to ,infinity. This power law can be obtained

by dimensional arguments by assuming that the heat transport

is independent of the layer thickness which might be expected

for large enough Rayleigh number. This is, however, a crucial

point which is not definitely settled yet.

So far no Prandtl number dependence had been observed on

the heat flux. Recently however some experiments using mercury

to obtain low () showed a clear dependence. (see Fig. 5) .

'R / ~/
/ ,/~/

1/
II

.-
- H3 ((í~ ~o)

"R Co

~ ordinary fluids ( Õ ;; i)

H

Fig. 5

¡'he lower value on H for small R -"Rc. seems to depend

on the stronger excitation of higher modes in the velocity field

which are not correlated to produce the highest heat flux,

In an earlier lecture we presented the formalism by which

we can obtain higher approximations to the solutions of the Bous-

sinesq equations than the linear theory yields. By developing
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after the amplitude € of the disturbances we produced an infinite

set of non-homogeneous i inear equations for the vertical velocity.

For this procedure the Rayleigh number R. is al so dE:veloped

after E. .
Thus

r( .: 'Ro + E Rj + £ :l"R.l . . .

It will be shown later (coming lecture) that t(, == 0 quite

generally. The first result for the amplitudes of the disturbances

are thus given by K:i

E -: ;:
R-Ro ~ WT

'R :i
(I)

As an example we shall give here a sketch of the analysis

for two-dimensional rolls with free boundaries. In this case we

have

Wo =: 2 ~ ii 04 X iu Ii Z;
:i '2

To :: (i +0('&)( :2o(~) ~ TiO! 'j s. iT r

:l '- iTUo -= - õ( s. II CXX. ~ I t i '1 :: 0
(2)

"Ro :: TTlf (I :;..1)3) (0(2 -= i ~() "Ròmi.'O)

p - 0 L - 0 =') w = 0 'R = 0(lcr; - ) 00 - I I i

1T': ~
'R = - (1+C:~), I2.:2 1~2.
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In this case the first finite amplitude effects appear as a

distortion of the mean field of temperature ((3).

By means of the formula

~L :; 1 + -- ((WT) - wi)
¡Pm () (3W1 m (3)

we obtain

,4~ ~ 1 + 2. () - l ) "- .2 ¡;
(4)

The coefficient (2 in this case) in front of the parenthesis

is found to be i. 5 from experiment with rigid boundaries.

From (4) is seen that for 7?) 1. 7?t¡' (3 becomes negative

in the centre of the layer. This is considered as an unphysical

feature which also disappears when higher approximations are

taken. The heat transport is easily obtained from (4) with

the aid of the general formula-
H :: d1l3 + WT (5)-

because W T vanishes at the boundaries ( Eo = 0 or 7 ).

Figures 6 and 7 show the features of the different approxi-

mat ions . Figure 6 illustrates a curious behavior. It seems as

if the curve when we take higher approximations will come back to

the curve obtained in the second approximation. Figure 7 shows

¡J /lJ'M for ít == :3 Ro .

When three-dimensional disturbancies are considered we
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~Ra

6

"R"

'4
,

H/H (Ro)

Fig. 6

%rr

6
'\ 2\\\

~
o

Fig. 7

obtain a different result for

-I f. /ri ~ t."
R,.~ = Î C( Itoi')(32X'-I)

where X == (¡ + 1- cxfl + eX ¿,

(6)

Fig'S shows the resul t for the heat transport as computed from "R~

for different values of cr and 1m where .l and m are the
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two horizontal wave number s.

lWT)('_ ~~
. -3.1~- 'R)

o
limiting
rectangle

.elm

Fig. 8.

I cs= ø
i

Ics= 1

H = ~m -T 1'~"2. ('R-~)

I

, ()::Q,¡
I

1

The general hope when considering three-dimensional plan

forms is that one would be able to find some feature that deter-

mines which plan form is preferred. This problem will , however,

be treated in the next lecture.

If we accept the limiting rectangle rather than roll as a

possible solution, we see from Figure 8 that the plan form which

gives ma~dmum heat transport is not the same for different Prandtl

numbers. However it is not quite certain that the rolls should

be excl uded .

When using rigid boundary conditions in the finite ampli- .

tude analysis we run into tedious numerical calculations. We have

therefore turned our interest to approximate methods to determine
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..

amplitudes and heat transport of the convectiort field.

From the momentum and heat equation we can derive two

integral relations:

-i i (v-2 ì = Õ (Wi) - ìJ (nu: - \7 ~ ì2 ôi Jrn h' i )?Y

-t ;t (T~)m:: ((3 WT)'r - d1 (ivT. Vi)m

(7)

Vi -,If we assume certain forms and I of the fields we

can determine their unknown amplitudes A and B from equation

(7) . Thus we get:

and

~ = 'J (- V' I7'V)m /'! (W'T')."

Ii B ~ T¿ - "R.. ~

_ ~ (-TIr;~TI)'Y1\5 A
(wi T'')N)

5 :: (WITI)t(~~)'" -13,
'i (W1T')2.

y"

The convective heat transport (W T) is given by

(8)

where

(I B(WIT/~).
If we choose the form of the initial Rayleigh instability

. 1
with free boundaries for V i and ¡r we obtairt from (&):

(w1r') .: Jrn

(W'1') A B :: 1(7t - Ño )
M

(9)
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which is identical to the result for the roll with free

boundaries in the second approximation.

If instead we use forms that approximate the infinitesimal

solutions for rigid boundaries for Vi and T i in (8) we obtain

AB % 7#5/l7õ -1t-13.9) (lO)

This result is very close to the experimental result for

the heat transport. This encouraged us to do a more speculative

calculation. Suppose the different modes in the convection field

do not interact. Then we can derive the total heat transport as

the sum of the transport of the different modes. Thus we have:

AJ3 -= l C 1? - Xs ~) ~. (11)I /':/0
In this formula 7?SI. denotes the value of r\ for which the i' th

mode becomes unstable. S(' is determined from (8) with the i' th1 -I
infinitesimal mode for V and j

The heat transport curve obtained in this way shows

remarkabie resemblance to the experimental results at least

qualitatively. The brakes obtained from (ll) occur almost exactly

for the right value of ~ .
The reason for the very good results obtained from the

integral relations (7) are not quite understood. There is no

rational way of choosing the integral statement that will give one

the best resul t.

We will illustrate this by constructing another integral
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relation from the following form of the heat equation.

"" W =' h t (wr - (WT)rrJ W - \7~ T == L (12)

Squaring and integrating both sides we obtain

R"'~ (Ll1)'f 
, 

(w '-)f'
(13)

I T1With the infinitesimal roll for ~ and we obtain:
¿ J,

liB -- (2 K -If () )':_ "R () (14)

which is different from (9). Furthermore the result obtained

from (13) is not independent of the plan form which was the case

with equations (8).

From the given examples we see that the same trial function

gives entirely different results when applied to different integral

statements. The problem of how to choose the best integral state-

ment is therefore of great interest.

Notes submitted by

Sten Gåsta Walin
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Iristability of Finite Amplitude Solutions

of the Convection Problem

Dietrich Lortz July 3, 1964

The solution given by the development after the amplitude

( ~) to the Boussinesq convection problem is infinitely degenerate,

That is) the horizontal dependence of the field can be of

the general type

() = 2- C Wn
'1 h

where Ul1"
(/( . '(

Ö _11.-
'" t:

-- ( 'k t.) ,ßi tJ )

'J, :¡
with lex. of ~~ ~ ~~and feY) ::

'i"
q~ is defined by the linear stability theory and shall be

,.."!

taken to give minimum value of the critical Rayleigh number ( (\: ," ) ..

However for '":; 7fc. motions with a different value of Co, might

as well exist which makes the system still more degenerate.

We shall now try to 'remove this degeneracy. This shall be

done by considering the stability of the various finite amplitude

solutions to infinitesimal disturbances. This is made possible

by simultaneously solving the finite amplitude problem and the

stabil ity problem for small values of R. - i? c where 1(~ is the

Rayleigh number for the onset of convection. Thus we only hope to

remove the degeneracy in the immediate vicinity of critical conditions.

We shall use the following notation:
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. u"i. = velocity

tempera ture

â
~~

"A t = (0. 0; 1 ')

ï-io =¡5x.¿Ìii. +19

f = Ie L1 - 0( (T - To ) J

T =

Ôt: =

The non-dimensional Boussinesq equation becomes:

Õ1/~ + U.J êiJ ~ := '" u..l À J .. L\ e

t"' lJ' :: 0
tJJ J

(1)

Ôtu.¿ -t lJJ òJ l)l = - ÔJ 1T + '"Ài. ê + "P ti u. ¿

where -p :: f and 'R:: 0( ~ cL Y,c

yM,
and

the summation convection has been used.

Suppose that (ILL ¡ e) :iepresents a solution to (I)

with õt-:: 0 . The equation for the disturbances on the steady"' .-
solution is obtained by inserting (U¿' .. u.~ ~ 15 + Gi ) instead of

Cu.i. ) ê) in (I), where (a¿) e) are the infinitesimal distur-
bances whóse time evolution we want to know. We obtain

lYiXt t U-J ~j ü ,;+ lrJ'òj t)L = -ÒtTI + ?).L e +"PD D:i

cr ë t lJJ dj e .¡ íJ.i Ò3 ê = "R ClJ). j + Å e (2)

ÒJ CL j = 0
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where we have replaced
d
Õt:

by the growth rate d- which is

allowed because all coefficients are independent of ~

The boundary conditions on ( LL¿ ,e) are the same as those

for(u.he), which could be either of the rigid or free types.

The system (2) constitutes an eigenvalue problem for

d- More precisely: Given "R , equations (l) give pnè an

infinite set of solutions (u.¿)$). For which of these solu-

tions does the system (2) give us d- ? 0 ? If c- )- 0 for a

particular form of (0:, ; "e) , instabil ity is proved. If instead
i'.

we want to prove stability we must show that ci ¿;. 0 for all

kinds of disturbances,which clearly is a much more difficul t task.

We shall now write equations (I) and (2) in a compact way

using the following tensor notation:

0

p Pll 00 Ò,

:DJt~
- dì(- -i'i . =:, = )

o 0 "'-ó 0 O~

OOD 'P6 lJ :r OJ/

Equations (I) become

lY ~ ~ VX = :D)()¡ 'Lí~ d ìt iT t

è) X V"ìt :: 0 J
(3)

and equations (2) become

(f ~ f 1I),dÀ ~ + ~ dtÌ ~ = :Dìtìi ~ - ÒX 1r

.0 X V)' -: 0
(4)
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The non-linearity in (3) is handled by using the usual development

in the.amp 1 itudè £.-

(¡ . WI IY
Thus VX :: r C. 1JX ) ~ :; l. E ~ "R'WI

o
(5)

Wh~n (5) is inserted into (4) the interaction terms ~ 0À ~
..

and î1 d). i.
()

Dx. À with

D l() with

appear as perturbations on the linear operator
o

c: as perturbation parameter. Here DX~ means
fl

R inserted instead of ~. As usual in perturba-

tion theory we try the developments:

cP

()~~ ¿'r?, s ,. ~ 'r-I"" rf
~, == "T ê. Vx (6)

For J) t/'l we use the expression

Dd(À :: Dd(À + (R + -R) Aì(À (n

0100

or

L10~ (ì( A)= (12)

Ax).. =

elsewhere
where A ìtÀ ::

0000

0000

ootJC

Zeroth order in e

In the lowest order in ~ equations (3) and (4) become

o
identical except for the term containing cs in (4).

Equations /4) become I 1. )

å- Vi & j)~À V; .. d-t íi '

d ò( V"rt:: 0
(8)
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11

The operator .D '(À has a fundamental property of self-

adjointness which we express in the form:

( ~ ) D~tÀ ~/) = (, vi' ~ l)~À ~/) (9)

where the brackets are defined as follows:

,i II \ "P (' II). ( I ii \(v; ;it) -1f' '1) ir + "l' V-i ,\.\ ir\ - ' ø c) i. i J.WI tf (10)

and ( ) denotes averaging over the layer.
1Y

(9) holds for any functions satisfying the boundary

conditions.

The solutions to (8) are well-known and can be expressed
I-

in a single scalar quantity ir (the vertical velocity of a more
.

general potential). If however we put (j.. 0 in (8) we obtain

the lowest order equations of (3). This simply means
I,.

a. for ~
that if we

we have
o

tJ If 0

i

and ~-choose the same horizontal wave number

Restricting the wave number of ~ to be

the same as that of ~ is allowed as long as we want to

prove instability of Vi When later considering the stability

of rolls we will be forced to allow á::f 0. ·

The lowest order solutions can be expressed as

~= f(~*~¡,W,,)
~ = ~(;i)~ Cri W~ J

(11)

I I
where ~ II L V and

I-
~ =

i

Lv and L is a linear differential

vector operator.
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In (11) Wn
¿It . '(
",'1 .-:: e ) r = (X);j) (12)

and
"l

i ~n ) :: aw) LIe n \ ~ 1 ~

~
c ~ Cy¡-n

(13)

c.~ denotes the complex conjugate of en' Within the condí-

tion (13) Cy¡ can be chosen freely.

First order in Ë
For the steady function

li-Vx we obtain from (3)

, , J I n i. ~
-K A'lri ~+ 0. (;" lJ1t = J)JtÀ 1. - ~ II

:i
0). V)¡ :: 0 (14)

i

R is determined by forming the scalar product defined in (10)

i

wi th Vi

Now it can be proved rather straightforwardly that

Ii '" Il)
(V'Kt , V~ 0 ~ tr; == 0

(is)

and
I

1.1/
ì(

must be solutions to the zeroth order problem
Ii
~

but ~ can be a somewhat more general function.

Using (15) and (9) ít is easily shown that

i

7? == 0 This

result holds for all kinds of boundary conditions, even of the

mixed type.
I

In essentially the same way we can prove th~t 0- = 0 under

the same condítions. We are thus forced to go to the next order in

E. to get any information about (J .

The solutions to (14) with "R :; 0 are of the form
I
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'Vx ~,~ ,~~ (( ~n' ~yY). r) · Ch C~ ~ LArY

The corresponding solutions for the disturbances (with

.
0- = 0 ) are of the form

:a

it = ~ ~Yl ((!h'~nJ) C). ¿ Ctn Wn Wm

Second order in £

Equations (3) and (4) become

:i i I 'l :i èJ i 0 3 ':
- R AJ(À ~ l' ~ dÀ 1I + ~ À ~ ;: .DX?i ~ - OA 1í

and

I -i I I 2. /03 i
G- ~ - -R AJ( ~ + ~ dA ~+ ~ Ô,A ~ 1- ~ ÒÀ ~dr+~ ~ ~"JJXA ~ - d~ rr

Forming the scalar product defined in (10) of equations
I

(18) and (19) with one of the solutions Vn we obtain two

relations of the following types:~ *
R ~ Ch '" iY1h' em eM

¿ (;'J +T C C )C..,.-OM YiYn hm i' rn rn-

(21) is a system of homogeneous equations to determine C:n

from the coefficients Ch and the wave number vectors

appearing in the zeroth order solution.

For the system (21) to be solvable we must require

(16)

(ll)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

lk_/1
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d. I g: Jnrn -to -ç hi en ern I = 0 (22)

This equation contains the information about
2-
() we are

looking for.

It is possible to give conditions for the existence

.i
of at least one positive root 0- to Equation (22) without

much information about the detailed structure of the matrix

Cy¡ Cl" T'n m In fact we do not even know the order of the

matrix since the number of components en WYI in the lowest

order solutions is completely free. Thus it is possible to

show that for all ~m en Ctn that represent a three-

dimensional flow pattern Equation (22) has at least one positive

~
root ai and hence all three-dimensional solutions to (3) are

unstable. The only solutions left that can possibly be stable

are thus the rolls. To show their stability we have to drop

~
the assumption Cl:= 0.. This has been done and in fact the

rolls seem to be stable within certain limits of their horizontal

wave number a.

Experimentally one generally observes a three-dimensional

flow-pattern even when the lateral boundaries are reasonably far

away. To explain this one has to look carefully on the approxima-

tions made. The only assumption that can not be systematically

justified is that the coefficients Y ~ and d( are independent

of li. When introducing a slight dependence in these coefficients
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it is actually possible to show that one gets a region for r:
i:

i'mmediately above ó? \¡here hexagons are stable. For i? bigger
~

than a certain value ~ + b 6( the rolls however are the only

stable solution.

Summary

We have found the resul t that neglecting the temperature

dependence of Y , 0( and dt the only stable finite amplitude

solutions to the Boussinesq convection problem are the two-dimen-

sional rolls. When a sl ight temperature dependence of the coef-

ficients -J eX and tro 0 )
(cR .t cR ~ d? + ~cR where

is included we get a small region

hexagons are stable.

Notes submitted by

Sten Gästa Walin
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Finite Amplitude Stability

in dWater Stratified by Both Salt and Heat

George Veronis

In this study we shall meet two kinds of instability

of a fluid system. For a fluid system to be physically stable

it must be stable against any kind of small disturbances.

Generally we restrict our study to requiring that the system be

stable against infinitesimal disturbances. However if the

system is unstable to small but finite amplitude disturbances

we may not be able to real ize the unperturbed state in an exper-

iment. This kind of instability we will call finite amplitude

instability.

We will now look at the stabil ity of a layer of water

stratified by both sal t and heat.

The Boussinesq equations for this system are:

it 'l+Y'l': = - ;'m í7p + ~ (0( T -ßS) ~ + V \7;¿Y

,P=I;, Q-oT +ßSJ, '" = U* i ,l3 = c-f -*)T

~çL LJ + d w + êi V :: 0 (I)v-l 'õ ¡; l' ~
-~T + V · \l T - VI c l, , :: k _ \7'2T 1: t -; T - ó T 1; + Tât - 1)..0 m Gt
~t;S + y. \1S - Wß'¡ = i.(S I7Â,S ~ Stat o;.sh1-11S~ + S
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Introduce non-dimensional quantities according to:

KT i
V=:- Vcl -

d2. ,t=.-t . .r::~y' T::b,TT' 5==LlSS'
K¡

The boundary conditions are similar to the Rayleigh problem
¡

with the addition of: .s:: 0 at i! i::" and 1 . We obtain

after dropping the primes:

l-tõ~ Y. + i.'V '1) = -I/P + (RT- Tt.sS) k + \/) V- -
'ò1. + dV + dW :: 0~ ô~ ~
êl
ôtr+ V''VT-W = V'~T

LS + V ''\S - W.: 1:\7~Sat -

(2)

(2) contains the following parameters:

3

8 Of .. T cLR.::~) RS=
T

:;

~l3 ~ oS ct _ ) o-:.l ,

K í Y K¡ r='&
i.(¡

(3)

Let us now consider the disturbances (~ l' S) as infini-

tesimal. For simplicity we consider only the case with free

boundaries. The horizontal dependence is given by the total

wave number 0(

If we consider the marginal case characterized by i -= 0ôt
(no overstability), we obtain:

-I ;r"1 (0(';+ if

-' == 'Rs . '''C + ex:o (4)
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Since l~ I--
I ~ ()

this result indicates that the density gradient

introduced by the temperature gradient must be a hundred times

the gradient introduced by the sal t for the system to be unstable.

This result seems wrong so let us allow i .- i.,ìõ't

( ~ real number) for marginal conditions. Then we obtain

tR :=

cr
õ+1

'R.s +

J
ii''+ (()2.+ I)

0(:2
(5)

Here we can see that the case with overstability gives a drastic

change in the critical value of ~ Equation (5) states that

instability occurs for ~ slightly less than Rs'

To investigate the ¿ituation still closer we now look at

the effects of finite amplitude by the same technique that has

been described earlier in connection with the Rayleigh problem.

Thus we want to determine 1?1 in the expansion for'i "'
1? ': Ko + E. 'f i +. , . where 1\0

K¡ is equal to zero as usual).

is determined by equation (5)

However we find 1'¿:i.o"(

in this case in contrast to the Rayleigh case. This means that

the heat flux must behave as indicated in Fig. I.

This means that the fluid for 'R", Ra ( R' for example)

can have three different states, one resting state, I, and two

convecting states II, III. The interpretation of this resul t

is that the system in state I is unstable to finite amplit"lde

disturbances. That is if we kick the system in state I hard

enough it will spontaneously jump to state II or III. If we want
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R

'Ro

"RI ~

Ii
Fig. I

to obtain features of the system beyond the critical point the

computations become very tedious and we shall therefore try

another approach.

Let us develop the involved fields in Fourier series

and only keep the terms in the representë;tion that is necessary

to represent any physics at all. For simplicity we take the

flow as two-dimensional (rolls) and define a stream function

~ from:
-a lju= ~ w:. o ll--

Ò x.

The minimum Fourier representation is found to be (still

we use free boundaries):

If = 0., SÅ IT ex X ~ if"i

(6)
. i

T:: a.:¿ SA :2 íT z. + ~ 3 CO 'I 0( X SA ii i!

S:: D./fs. ~ í1 i- + a. s co:fiT eX X ~ ïT i2

From the non-linear equations (2) we then obtain:
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. _ 1. (, ?-) erex ( )
a.,'" -(' /I \.c. + i a., - í1(~c.~+i)'Ra.J-'RsCt~-

-i

. 4 "' + iT 0(0. ~ = - ii tÃ., -¡ 0., a. 3

ó. 3 : - 'i \ ci "l + i) 0.3 - -i1: Q., - iT ~ 0( a. i a. i.

..· Ht"''a IToto.~ ~ -., Ii C\~ + ~ 0.1 o.,t

á.j- = - "Lrr 1.(~ 'J+ I) (,r - rrtX cii - IT ~ ct, C¿+

(7)

These equations have been time-integrated for different values

of r( 'and different initial conditions.

The time integration shows many interesting features and

in particular verifies the interpretation of the finite amplitude

calculations.

"'

"Ro . .. __A ~____

I

'L/
~mín ~ n__-13,

o Hi

/
i/ I

H:i H

Fig. 2

If one starts the time integration with weak fields and

R..' 'R() the fields decay and one arrives at a point on the
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I ihe be tween 0 and A in Fig. 2. If ~ is increa sed somewha t

over rRo the system will not decay but will settle to the point

C in fig. 2. Then if rf is chosen with a value slightly less

than á? but with the steady state obtained previously as initialo

conditions the system will not decay but settle to a point on

the curve B - C. In this way one can reproduce the curve B-C

in Fig. 2.

When we were looking at the stability for infinitesimal

disturbances we got the result that oscillatory motions were to

be expected for ~ ~ ato. However the solutions we have ob-

tained in terms of Fourier coefficients are steady and of essen-

tially the same type as in the Rayleigh case.

Knowing that we can expect a steady state let us drop the

time derivatives in equations 7. The system can be solved for ~,

and we obtain:

A~ + 8 rl1YC,(l.tl)(I+ t') + ~~it (rRs -It)) A ~ -t

+ ''I ( 'L "ir! (0( '+ I) 't ~~ ¡ (¡;R.s -1" ~R) J = 0 (8)

where A i :: iT.. 0( a., .
~

This equation can be solved for A, and we require

A ~ )i O. This condition can be expressed in terms of the

coefficients of equation (8) and we end up with
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"R::"R . ~ TR t rrYI+lXj, + 2. (~'P rryO( ~i))l-- Yi S _" -a I\S -yo tX ",
This condition we expect to approximately give 

the point ~

in Fig. 2. We can see that 'R'( is really much smaller

than 1tø (approximately"' rN ~ l~tJ 'R,,).

The drastic change in the critical "R we obtain when

we allow the initial disturbance to be finite can be explained

as follows:

Suppose you disturb the system so strongly that the

layer becomes isothermal and isohaline.

Then the destabilizing temperature gradient will establish

itself a hundred times faster than the sal t gradient and convec-

tion will start. When the convection has started it will keep

the layer isohaline and the stabilizing salt gradient will never

develop.

Notes submitted by

S. Gästa Walin
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Turbulence

Robert Kraichnan

As we have studied the problem up to this point we have

a layer heated from below. We will use the Boussinesq approxi-

mation.

Velocity field V
-bT/:i

Temperature field T

'1

n
'"

+,DTA

0( coefficient of thermal expansion

Boussinesq Equations:

(~ _ -y \77.) U.: -).' 'V-U - V P + -l Tõt --

When the fluid is heated, the first thing that happens

is that ther~ is a steady cellular convection. When ~-r

increases, it is known empirically that the flow pattern becomes

irregular and we have turbulence. If the Boussinesq equations

are assumed to remain val id only two parameters can affect a

steady or statistically steady flow:

(2) Rayleigh number

0- :: -V/lo(

TYD3R. Ll -'a-=- K V'

, (I) Prandtl number
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The static state (r flow) becomes unstable to cellular con-

vection at small lj T. At larger 6 T cellular convection

becomes unstable to a large variety of different kinds of pe~-

turbations. The reason it is not possible to predict the flow

exactly at a later time, even if the Boussinesq equations remain

strictly valid, is that there are always small perturbations to

the boundary conditions which give rise to large fluctuations in

the flow.

Def: The turbulent state is one in which the exact flow state is

not predictable with certainty.

The question arises to the maximum amount of information

that we can obtain about turbulent flow. We do this by construct-

ing a statistical ensemble: we set up the flow many times and

measure everything each time and get certain average properties

of the flow.

Let "u::.i + V- .- ..
where ~ = velocity field, ~= mean velocity field and.. ,.

v- fluctuation velocity. Then' (~)= ~ where '- )

Similarly

average.

T= f + If- /
!?=p+~

We substitute these quantities into the Boussinesq set of

equations. First we average the Ìst equation over the ensemble:
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C1t - Y9jf ~ -(",.v,,)-Vj5+ ¡-T

Subtracting from the unaveraged equation we get:

.. .

(f: -,~ \1 ~ Y. =+ ( u. . \l U) - )A . '1 M. - V f i + "" ~

Now
.(u.'V.u)=- II, 'Vi1 + (V.\! v/ - (il. VV) + (V.\JU)n 11.0 0

s ti C2

l-V/=O

Then

Cl-'iíJ~)y'== - (VoVV-c(V'VV)J- ü.VV-v.\JIL-íJr/+ Ytp
Similarly, for the temperature equation

(-a 2.)-n - K \7 T:: -,¿. 'VT- ~V. '7 41)

and for the fluctuating temperature

(#t -K 'i2) LV :: -it. 
\7 4J - V. \l f - f v. '74J - (, V. \741 ) J

To simplify the further discussion we assume that the mean

velocity is identically zero. This is consistent with the'

equations of the problem, since ¡P enters only into the

equation and can be adjusted to make Ai ~ 0 throughout.

Then

(~ _ y \J:i ) 'L = - r ii. V V - ~ V. 'i V ) J - í/ tl -I 'I 0/

(lt-I~V~)'- =: - \V.i¡Lf)

(i-K\7~)tl =- -Vo\iT-(V'\7Ll-(Vd7t4ìJÒt'
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These equations present the problem that the equation for the

mean temperature field includes an interaction term with the

fluctuations, and the equations for the fluctuation temperature

field include an interaction with the mean temperature.

Remarks: Suppose we have a box containing a flow. As we in-

crease the Rayleigh number the flow increases and we get greater

gradients of velocity and temperat~re at the bo~ndaries. Even-

tually the situation becomes unstable. The surfaces of constant

shear begin to pucker up, convolute and the disturbances begin

to grow very large. The disturbed portion of fluid is not stand-

ing still and it is being carried about by the large-scale motion.

This physical characteristic is particularly difficnl t to charac-

terize with only the first few Eulerian moments. At this point in

the analysis it would be attractive to have simple Lagrangian

moments.

Given the statistical ensembles of the flow,how do we

describe (or characterize) them?

First we have the mean field.s T (X) t). These are easy to

describe. Then we have the fluctuating fields: (I) We can form

the moments
-( yi ì =: 0

-( LV (X) t) ll (X', tl))

-( i.(x.)t) LV (X.:i')t¡ (X"Ji;"))itc.
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Or: (2) We can form the probability distributions defined by

etc.

The trouble with these characterizations is that with

only a few of these functions, there are many flows that satisfy

the conditions. The problem is that the first few functions do

not characterize (or determine) the flow. In particular the

second order moments by themselves do not characterize the flow.

For example: We may define a function ,~ (~) which has

the properties of a "square root" of the Ó -function:

f (t)~ 0 rt' t 4= 0

5f(t)~~ =- I dL ff(t-t)f (t-t) it:: ~ (t¡-t,.)

where -- (i ~ ¡¿ = 0ÓI(X)::lo~X*o

Then consider the random function

3(t) := f (t - -t,) + f (t- t) where t'lj t:2

are randomly distributed on C CL iJ

Ir'
Then (~(t)~(t')) = r ~ (t)~ (t') clti dt:¿ ::.2 61 (t_tl)

o 0
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But the different ra.ndom function 80 (ì:) ==l t(t-t,) + rr f(t-t,,)

also has the same second order moment i J, (t-t ').

We deal only with the moments. We wish to construct the

equation of motion of the moments.

Mul tiply the fluctuating temperature equation by

ll (")/) t) and take the average:

lj(x~ tX:t -K Çl?4J~J);: t¡~:t)(-V(X,t).VT(x¡t) - (v.\7t¡-.(V'V\4) JJ

Then

(ft -K 'i ~(o/ ('IJ) iP(1-~t)ì:: -( U((X't')V Qc¡t)) .'iT (X¡t)-('l(X't')V(X,t).VL¡(xjt)ì

The problem we now see is that the statistical moments of all

orders are coupled together. To solve the equations we must

find a way of short~circuiting this process of involving the

higher order moments.

Argument (Batchellor): of increasing gradients: We consider a small

element of fluid at a given time and ask how the fluid element dis-

torts. According to the Boussinesq equations we can assume incom-

pressibility and the volume remains constant. Because of the inco-

herence of the flow the cube will be drawn out into some shape.

If the cube originally had two faces of constant temperature then

the tendency would be for the two faces to draw close together and

produce sharper gradients of the temperature. Because of the turbu-

lent character the regions of increasing gradients are more probable
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than regions of decreasing gradients. Similarly for the velocity

(but more complicated because of pressure 
effects) .

Statistical mechanical arguments for increasing gradient:

Ref. Burgers; T.D.Lee, QAM 1950; Kraichnan, Phys.Rev. 1958.

Make a Fourier analysis of fields in a box:

"

Tex,;t)=,2: T (~,t)eL~'X
.ß

If we go to the equation of motion and assume X:: 0 and con-

struct a phase space, if we assume mixing, ~e find the amplitudes

i (!:)t) satisfy a Liouville theorem so the motion of the points

T(K t) is incompressible. This suggests by analogy to statis-"";

tical mechanics that the density in phase space is constant along

surfaces of the constants of motion.

One such constant of motion is

J CT ()(J Or-eeX = f (T(tsyt
,J

which implies that in equilibrium all the Fourier terms, would be

equally excited.

Remark: If we were only considering the Navier-Stokes

equation in a box the only constant of motion would be the kinetic

energy. But with the thermodynamic equation included the mean

sqnare fluctuation temperature is also a constant of the motion.

Similarly we cap argue for equipartition for the Fourier modes of

of the velocity field. But there are an infinite number of such
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terms. The reason the field can't excite all these terms is

that we have neglected the molecular terms - X \1...

Then (~t +- ll K~ ) 47 (' k J t) takes the place of

4í (k) t) in the non-dissipative equation.
d-at

The molecular term is a damping term which becomes

stronger the higher k The non -I inear terms tend to produce

equipartition and put energy into higher modes but the molecular

term tends to draw energy away from the higher Fourier modes.

This is consistent with the picture of higher gradients. For,

higher gradients come from K -~ 00. Eventually the molecular

processes win out and prevent the formation of infinite gradients.

From this one can get an idea of the way the turbulent

process depends on the molecular coefficients. If we decrease

X by a factor of 100, gradients will increase but the effect
back on the large scale motion can be very small, provided R~

is large enough and X is small enough.

Reynold's number: ( ;1: - )) \l '4).u =. - U · 'V lt + . . .

(ft .. ì( V'i) T := - L¿ . \7 T

If we try to estimate the importance of the various terms:

)( :: V thermal À.,o)

whereÌ\rnol = molecular mean free path.

The A. . \3 í term has an effective transport coefficient:
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x ~t = AA ). ~¡ ;: 4. IJ

p.J) /
The ratio of these two terms -x = Peclet number

measure of the effectiveness of convective transfer of heat

is a

to the conductive transfer of heat.

)A 1)
t) -= Reynolds number

ness of convective transfer of momentum/molecular transfer of

Similarly ratio of effective-

momentum.

Prandtl number Peciét number/Reynolds number.

Near the boundary layer there are smaller scale

(order L ) local motions and we can define a local Reynolds

number .. ~ .

The Reynolds and Peclè't numbers give estimates of the

relative importance of the convective and conductive terms.

Rayleigh number gives the total tendency of the fluid to be

driven over the tendency to be dissipated.

Notes submitted by

Steven Or szag
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Turbulence: Modeling in Statistical Hydrodynamics

Willem V.R. Malkus

We have made a detailed study of a particular irreversible

process the finite amplitude processes. We found in this

study that advection of momentum seems to increase the role played

by the higher wave numbers. Also we have seen how the tempera-

ture field may be decomposed into a mean field and a fluctuation

field. We will wànt to stress the role played by the mean field.

But first, let us get some feeling for the type of ideas that

will be necessary for the further study of the turbulent process,

In the study of equilibrium statistical mechanics, progress

was made by abandoning the hope for a complete solution to the

N-body problem and concentrating on general laws which were

relatively independent of the specific circumstances. Such was

the nature of the statistical mechanics as formulated by Maxwell,

Boltzmann, and Gibbs,

The possibility for such a solution to the problems of

turbulence can be argued against by noting that turbulence must

deal with rates of certain processes and general statements about

rates are difficult to come by. But non-equilibrium statistical

mechanics, in general, has such problems with rates. In particular,

kinetic theory has shown some success in explaining non-equilibrium

phenomena such as heat conduction, etc. Further, there is Onsager' s

result on linear systems (force is proportional to flux) which

states that entropy production should be minimized in the steady
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state. Recent results on non-linear systems seem to show that

entropy production should be nearly independent of the system.

Even more elementary than this is the reason fo~ the introduc-

tion of the entropy in the first place as a measure of the

stability of a system. So there has been some success at formu-

lating principles relating to non-equilibrium phenomena.

Perhaps, then, there is a criterion for statistical sta-

bility in turbulence theory. It has been suggested by Malkus

that maximum heat transfer (or entropy production) is the criterion

by which to distinguish the statistically steady state. To

properly formulate this principle, we must define the set of

possible solutions amongst which we are to choose the extremum.

The point is that we wish to admit only physically reasonable solu-

tions to the problem. One way of delimiting our set of admissible

solutions would be as follows:

We expect that the smallest scale of motion is marginally

stable on the mean field. Large scales can grow and cascade down.

But to delimit the physical problem we assume first that motions

assertion to del imit the set is
~ ==

bound Yi 0

- ct. T ~ 0
oL~ :;

A secondtha t carry hea t have a wave number upper

This

assumption is reasonable since both conduction and convection tend

to remove negative gradients (convective elements will deposit heat

a t a po in t with (~ ,¿ 0 ) .

Mathematically, we may formulate the second condition as
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x (3 ~_::1 )0.
i-

Further, we may expand I in a series of orthogonal functions
~

T :: 2: Iyi ø'f We will discuss the case of free boundary
Yl=c

conditions. In this case we may take

( ø~ ~ ,f CO 2 Y1 P

( 1)0 ~ 1

y\ :: Q

The fixst condition above delimiting our set of possible solu-

h ,. Yìoj2

as the requirement that
Ylol-i

I ::;£ In ~n
Y':ö

I :: 0n
fortions may be expressed

Then Our boundary conditions

become r2-(O) ::i:2Cri)
r. ~/".

( ~ Inóf where
ì' ::0

== 1: or in terms of our series expansion

b:.J-(Jî-i)J
Ì1J Q

') and

~~ J is the ordinary del ta function.
With this condition as a restraint we want to extremize

r11 no/:ö
~ :: J. ,ìt (3 d ~ = Z- 1 L
H 1\ 1- n:.O ì'

I:

Using a Lagrange multiplier we find easily that the solution to

the extremum problem is

¡ T,t' ::

I ~o

5~-
Yl,,+1

'r ': 0

.J
no+ I

Then using these values for T we obtain-n
H :i ìC ~'m (Yì~ + \ )

and
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ho/.: '2

/31= -l(2:; ~ \ = i-
I ßrf notl YI"'O y nD+i

cp ;? '7 ..Y\O

T (cp) -T h1 = ~ n~+1 ~ co q'+ 0 (~) l

sZ;i(~ctl)i
~..f

we obtain forIntegrating this relation,

and for ip.. 11 with Š == (no + i) c.
Yìe;

T('l)-T",=~ Li-i¡ is¡ (¡Ç)- ~n J J
! . 1

where S" Š = 5 ~.1 d.

If we set

'fo

WT :: Z 'LA s. 2.Y) Cf
h::O d'f

then ~t\ ::1 X ßrt (i - Yí~-i).

This has in particular the attractive property that J'n::" for

n =. Y'i\ + I which indicates the valid;iy of the approximation

that information on the large scale processes is not propagated

past Yì;. n" .

We have still the problem of determining the value of 0

relevant to a particular problem. We may do this using a varia-

tional statement of the problem for marginal stability,

p. ::
f W\/" w d i.
j~w~oIcp

The requirement is that the field is marginally stable to Ylo + I
¡

All smaller ~ s (larger scales) would be unstable. Using

W :. sJ 5) r -: ( no .¡ 1) cp

~

cf = (Ylo + i) tlc

as a trial function, we obtain

where ot 19 'I::-íT ::b5'"Co 4

If we, however, look for scales of instability along the boundary,
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then we obtain, similarly,
j1'o;

"R= (Vìil+~1 ñ~ 0 ~W ílwd. ç0( S :I-l~ w~cL5

o

"2

where.? '= a j.-O(j' amd
_sA ~ .r

(3 - "T-

With w=itm ~ we obtain

:3

R=(Yì+i) R\ () boundary
whe'fe R. ,

boundary

.-
:: /017

We may define a Nussel t number, lViL, as

Then in the first case we

case /Ýù = (: - )~
boundary

the cutoff in the spectrum

N u. == i-
àt ßm (R)~

obtain Ni.:: R.C while in the second

In the case of large Rayleigh numbers

will be due to the first type of process

while at smaller Rayleigh numbers the boundary type process may

provide the cutoff for the available spectrum.

In the case of a system with rigid boundaries the orthogonal

functions to be used were constructed by Chandrasekhar and Reid.

These functions modify the free boundary case functions only near

the boundary. The procedure then is to extend the boundary by a

slight amount and fit into the laminar solution.

This says

Rboundary, free
Rboundary, rigid

-. 656
1708

Then Rboundary, rigid = 2600.

Experimentally Rboundary¡ rigid 2000 + 100. Furthermore, it is
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easily seen that for non-boundary type instability with rigid

boundaries the value of RC should be of the order of RC for the

free case, RC = 656. Experimentally, RC = 700 i IOO.

Notes submitted by

Steven A. Orszag.
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The Role of the Mean Field in Turbulence Theory

Jackson Herring

We will discuss the usual problem of a layer heated from

below. In the Boussinesq approximation the equations describing

the flow are:

~
(i) \7- V=:O

A,

(2) ~~t: -Y\7~)'~= -v.t7V-vP +3 f. e

(3)~-xv~)e=ßw-g.(ve~t we)

(4) Cft - ¥ê n-.)T= - ~ we

where e:: T(~ t ) - f( f,t) ~ T horizontal average of M~

cL T
¡3 _. CL'"

In the steady state H.: Xß + .Wê = constant. We want

to discuss the effect of leaving out terms which have zero

average. Throwing out such terms may be pictured as a statis'-

tical method for throwing out third order cumulants. That is,

we have cut off our system of an infinite set of coupled equa-

tions at order 2. In other words, we have effectively set

~ V7 T~ ~ ) ~ T;i.. Vi -i; ) .

The resulting equations seem to be good because they are amp i i-

tude equations, rather than moment equations. The thrown-out
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quantities Are conservative quantities and average out to zero.

Fnrther, the system has the desirable physical characteristics

that it leads to a positive kinetic energy wave number spectrum

(which follows dÜectly from the fact that the system is a real,

amplitude system) and satisfies the same conservation laws as so-

ciated with the complete set of equations,

If we non-dimensional ize the equations, setting

A. ~,
d(

T :: Tl£6i

~
I\ :; ( d. thickness of the layer)

-t - ~ t'
cL'l

we obtain

1':) ~ -l '§
((f~ -\1" ~ -: -;: 1/.'\V-\7Pt R t' e~ /\-

i: ß W-v. (ve - k we)

d-- wedê

rlt - \12.) e

(;t - \l~l ==

Leaving out third order terms and going to the limit Cl ~ 00

we have
/\

-\l'1V==-vP+RhG

(if - \)'-e::

(ft - \7-') T ==

(3 vJ

d ---we~è
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We set ~ -l~ ' y .. I.ò( iT.)( ,
W (í t) "' J2 ~ Wy¡ e '.s h 1T i!J h 0(; .._ .. i.jn.t.

e =: J2 ~ e e S'iJ Y' iT ~
't 0( VI

I

(3 .= I + ¿ f\ cJ.2 iT V1 t
V1 itì

Then
0. -co 0;

W.Yl :: Jv¡ 8,1 JCXRwhere :: -i1' 1í"

"l
eX

(n'l.¡ ()~f"

Further the Nussel t number

N _ ~~.- = I + ¿ A ~ ¿ :;e'2ì( (ß) in h \'
These equations were solved numerically and it was found that

~
N:; 0.3 \ R :3 R 2: 4000 for free boundaries

.J
and N:: O. 1110 R. .3 for rigid boundaries. This last resul t

is about 20% off from experiment.

The only physically unreasonable cbaracteristic of the

numerical solution is the fact that f3 becomes negative.
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ß

Actually it is E! priQri evident that f3 must become negative

at some r because by leaving out the terms we have left out,

we have also omitted all other mechanisms for stopping the heat

flux H fr-om becoming excessive.

Further results of the numerical calculation are shown

below in the plots of W Vè r and e ~ 'ë..

iè

e

~
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It was found that only the first mode W; is important.

Thus we can se t i::: 0
ri

for n =1 I 'ånd solve the resulting set

analytically.
-l

Then N:::r 9, and in the steady state

ßri,::J1 9,Cen~1 - Gh+i )

(n?+- C(?) e'r:: J; e,J'h, i + t (,Bn-i ,- ¡3n.¡l) J; S,

Further since the solutions are symetric about r = L we

retain only the odd terms in é) VV and only the even terms

in (3 Thus

,;3a.n :: J; 8, (6:an_,- eri'f+IJ

((2n-i )-l+ ~, ei n-l '=: :Ii e'~nJ¡ +1: ((Jh_,- An) J, 8,

I +- ~ ß.?~ :: ~ e~

Setting Yl:= I we obtain marginal stability for the first mode

(since 8 i is a factor of the equation).

Fur ther (3,: ;¡ (/- l-+;?)
,Æ ..;.
..! =:i

-I - G;? "" 2.0 J 30 1c .

:2 :: ,'2

so

For higher n

, ç+ i ß ri +1 t ~-\ ßYi-I'" (r;HI t r:-i + J-~ è~) (Jri :: 0. i I
where

\'r -
I

(2 n-/)" + eL..
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We assume that ¡G~ may be pictured as a function of a con-

tinuous variable 'Y , and we rewrite the difference equation

as a differential equßtion which we solve.

Approximately

.: ,Cry¡ l- (3 ) - '- A - 0ct:n cL 'I ì1 J"' e'll"'f -I I
or

cL (ri cL A) _ 2: A :: 0
d. 'f \' Y\ -a (0/ n :r N i.. 'f

When Yl is large r'( .. ~ so if we let
i- Y' 'I

A", =r+ ('f')d Y1/~/-" i- rvi
a. '¡ r _.. (4 V' .. + 0( "')f :: 0,

o!Y1" :!ri
First by a dimensional analysis, Yì i.~ ~ N and since N ~ V' bj

we have N _ ~ 1/3.

More precisely, it is known that the solution to the differen-

tial equation for f is a parabolic cylinder funCtion,.t= D-J (š)

i .l
where ç :; i (ÑII)\" and t is some numerical factor. Then

N ~ .J (r ( l¡) )1- I Y,3rc~) I
~ JO J,0.2. 9,\ 3) 0( ::. j,

compared with 0.31 rl3 gotten from the machine calculation.

Notes submitted by

Steven k Orszag.
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Turbulence: Foundations for a Deductive Theory

Robert Kraichnan

A few approaches to the problem of turbulence will be

described. The main ingredients and some of the results will
"l

be emphasized while the mathematical steps leading from the

hypotheses to the results will be left out.

Mixing Length Approach

Consider a horizontally infinite layer of fluid of thick-

ness JD confined between rigid, perfectly conducting top and

bottom surfaces at which all components of velocity vanish. A

constant temperature difference Ó T is maintained. We assume

the fluid follows the Boussinesq equations of motion. .

C:t -KV~T == - U'VT

( ~ - 'Y \7 ~ LA :: ~ C LA . V') u. - f~1 \1 P t ~ ¥ T

\I.u. =0

(I)

(2)

(3)

where

'--0 x - thermometric conductivity

T - temperature

U. - velocity vector

-V ~ kinematic viscosity

t Yi ::
mean dens i ty

f == pressure
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l'
11 -
Y --

unit vector pointing vertically upward

product of gravitational acceleration
and volume coefficient of thermal
expansion.

A dimensional analysis reveals that the structureòf the

thermal convection depends on two dimensionless parameters, the

Prandtl number Cí:æ~
and the

~

Rayleigh number óta.= Yb. T:D,Ív

If we write

T= T+ l¡
1.:s T-T

where

T.s ensemble mean of T

WeT -T

then (1), (2), (3) yield

( ctt )V - :: ol '" L. tp;:Il d.~-. etå ...-

t~l- -X \Jj ij ~ ~ LA (-1) - (u.\7 ¥I-(U''\ij) J

(* _.y 17V IJ " - (Lt · \I) i. -t~I'V r + rl 'l ij
where t.

(4)

(5)

. (6)

'/ denotes ensemble mean (which is assumed equivalent

to either a horizontal mean or a time mean) and ~ is the vertical

velocity component.

Next characteristic roles are áttributed to various terms in
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(,5) and (6).
a.T

- u. d.J" in

fluctuations

(5) represents creation or destruction

of temperature by action of the velocity field on the

mean temperature gradient. . The terms

x'V:1tp cicl - (t.\j Lj- ~L).\7 4i)J

represent smoothing of temperature fluctuations by molecular and

""

eddy conduction, respectively. . n 't If represents buoyancy.

_ v\"~J (1")Q V i" and - U'v jL represent molecular and eddy damping of

the velocity field respectively.

Now for the main assumptions of mixing length theory.

In analogy to the case of thermal conduction where

x = (thermal velocity) (mean free path)

we define

v :5 )t =: (characteristic velocity of eddy)eddy eddy
X (characteristic length of eddy)

Now local Reynolds and Peciét numbers can. be defined, which measure

the relative importance of convection to molecular processes in th~

transport of heat and momentum.

/. () y eddy (~)()l e 3 - V

le c~) =a
XeddY(~)

bt

It will be assumed that the characteristic length åf an eddy

is equal to its distance to the nearest boundary.

Thus we have
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/" ~
IX è (ø)': (.'"i" t~) à

QJe. (:)) :: w;, ?.L.

-
where L.\.~. is 11 m S value of 1. at height å

Next, transition Reynolds and Peciét numbers can be

defined by
ûr (~X) ~J(

CP.. T:= -)( ----.~,-

.. W(d"")~))
(f~.~ T ----.';1..

where J ì( is the height where convection accounts for exactly

half the heat transport and J'Y is the height where eddy vis-

cosity effects are equal to molecular viscosity effects. The

numerical values of rPe. í and if~ T are guessed at after coa-

sui ting relevant measurements and theoretical studies.

cReT

cPe. l' ~ 3

-- 30

dte,. and fe. T are assumed not to depend on cr and dtCì .

It is also assumed that above J ~ convection dominates

heat transport and below Jdt molecular conductivity dominates.

Similarly, above JY eddy viscosity effects are assumed to domi-

nate while below d y molecular viscosity is assumed to be the

dominant viscosity effect. Since in general Jì(P JY we will have

three regions of flow. In each region we will be able to simplify

equations (5) and (6) since certain terms are assumed to dominate.

Finally by imposing a rough order-of-magnitude balance of input
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and dissipation for velocity and temperature fluctuations and

energy it is possible to deduce some approximate equations.

Two such resul ts are: l_ ? i).. '3 .. ~ (' )-1/3
lj - (:l íí £Fe í cr L) T ~lS~

w-- (yì( D T)~ (~~x )1.

where '1 .t å .c~ J), 0- is large anc: 110. is sufficiently high.

These resul ts are not good to more than a factor of two.

A Formal Approach

Another more formal method of dealing with non-linear

terms now will be discussed. Consider the same situation as

before except with the temperature removed. So we assume

\l.V=o (7)
(ft-Vr:t)V==-V.\JV-\ip (8)

If we take the' divergence of (8) we find

\12.1' := -\I. LV,\lV J

Thus if we assume no motion at great distances we can drop

\7 r from (8). Non-dimensionalizing (8) we get

(-2 -7-") V := - (.0 (1/ i \l V )-at '
where dr Q ='

L-" (,/l~ the Reynolds number.

We can treat V as an expansion from zero expressing

the right-hand side with Green's functions. The expansion has

the following form:

Vt' (x.;t)::Vo+ Ito rGeVtVllt R.: rr G.0c.cV .V.V" + (9)

where C;t - 'V.. )VIt -: "
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It is guessed that this series has zero radius of convergence

for all values of CRD Taking a few terms of (9) gives unrea-

sonable resul ts for the decay of the energy spectrum. So we try

something slightly different. We regroup the terms of (9) and

an associated series for U. ¿j ('1") t) x.'. tJ): (. V¿ (l'; t)J Vj CX~ t'))-

we ge t , *
U ~ UO+R:SGOGUU+ Rø rG(i GGG UUU+,..

If we take two terms of this expansion we get reasonable results

for the decay of the energy spectrum. at low Reynold's number.

But if we take more than two terms we get very unreasonable results.

This is because the system with just two terms represents a possible

statistical system and thus can give no unphysical results. The

equations have, been worked out for only the isotropic case. But

because of the correctness of the description of f C t?) for two

octaves suggests that the procedure will work for iarge-scale and

nearly large-scale motion. One drawback of the procedure is that

it gives too high resul ts for large f¿ in energy spectrum in com-

parison to Komogorof' s hypothesis. One suggestion on how to correct

this is to consider a Lagr,ag-.an viewpoint where

v =: V (Xi t J s) ==
the velocity at time S of the particle that was
at position x. at time "t .

Form( I I t/ IV lX) tis) V I.X J /S) and go through the above expansion procedure.

No te s submi t ted by

Benjamin R. Halpern
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Turbulence: Lagrangian Basis for Expansion

Klaus Hasselmann

We will first develop a fairly general probabilistic

approach to fluid motion. This will essentially consist of

writing down the equations of motion in a generalized form,

defining the relevant probability distributions, deriving the

differential equations for the time development of these proba-

bility distributions, and finally exploring the problem of

separating out the probability distribution of just a few of the

coordinates.

After this general theory is set down we will describe a

model and then in some detail describe the procedure by which

the probability distributions and covariences are calculated.

General Theory.

Only a finite number of generalized coordinates are necessary

to describe any flow of a finite amount of mass since there are

at most 6N degrees of freedom, where N is the number of particles.

Let the generalized coordinates be

Q : ( i i ) %~ \ .. ¡ L i N )

N very large.

The
)

i,s may be Fourier amplitudes or velocities at certain dis-

crete points, etc.

We assume that the equations of motion can be written in the

form
CL F:~(q)
-lY ì.:: '"

(I)
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It is of little use to follow the motion for a long time

since it is unstable and in an experiment uncontrollable pertur-

bations in the initial conditions will grow in time and will even-

tually dominate the motion. Therefore we consider statistical

quantities.

We would like to determine

7f (Q (t¡)¡ OCt:/) ;.. Q(t~)) (2)
which is the probability of finding Q (t;) at ~ and Q Lt'JJ

at ti and Q (t"~) at tt for one realization of the

experiment.

The problem is how (i) gives (2).

If we hold Qtt), C¡ (t). ., Q(~) and t;. . . tn

constant and vary t¡ we obtain a continuity equation since the

number of points is constant.

n ~ ( Q (t;) . . . Q (tn)) + r
a. ft (Q Ct)... ~ Ltn))

d ~~ (S )
:= 0 (3)

If we tried to solve (3) completely we would end up trying to

solve (1). But all we really want are partial answers.

Take (3) with p -= I

~ P(Q(t: + ~ 2- (iv ~) :: 0
a t 1) a 'òv

(4)

If F; is such that
i

~ ~ - 0-
l) c3~y

(5)
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then

& p ?" 1\
0:: - -+ ~ +- (CJ)¡)Pj

() t v 0 frv (

:: _,Ê)f + ~ (~f+ eLl) k P)
& t v ¿:¡'k ~ () 0 0 v

¡ap ~"c p -. ac:.y:: ~ ¡;- + ~ Gl ~j -.~:l + p.t..,"

\c; i. /P 0, V DoV v òtv"-----ii IIJJP 0
"Z

.
. ..

:¡yp_ := Ö
'Dr

under condition (5).

This is the often-mentioned Liouville equation for

special general ized coordinates.

Reduction in the number of coordinates.

We really want to know

Set,

?( 1-1 ) i~ . · · ê n )

a = Ci i' .. 15,,')

Q == (~M\ \ ¡ . iN)

"n~.tN 'ì ~ .2 3J

and define

fQ ~ fJ/P(Q)d Q

=: Iff P(~l" . ~l' in,¡. ii. iiv)d.'/'Itl" · d~N

If we integrate (4) with respect to d ~ we obtain:

~p.Ç§ ., fd Q r i..l (qv P(f¥))+f. i; (ivpci¥J)l = 0;; t U-=/ ~ ~\1 (. ~:Yl+1 (J ~
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êP(§J ~ i (l- (ivf(Q) cL Ä) + f. rê:. (â.vP(Q)) d Q :: C;

òt iJ=/ \; tv ) V=YI+I I)~ 0 ')

We define -.
a. =:
o'V -

fil)P(Q)dQ
P(a-)

If P falls off at large values sufficiently fast so that

i)) P (1;, ' .. 'I y .. · crN) -7 0
as I i)Ì I -4 0(

then

1-
V::ri+1 Y Ò, , ., V N f iN+1 ,:.tf:j%ri+:2:!+OC )~Y:'¡ØJN::+ Q:

-,-- ct)) p(a)dQ:: ¿õ iv D )J ::+1 i I. ," /
i hi-I :- "' il :: .. Cl ..orw:l. ~~.. -ø ~N o:-~

~ (4 P(1,". q,v" "fN'ìì cLq. ." dq ... d~d~v 0)1 D ~J Dì1+1 0), DN
and thus if we perform the 6Y integration first we see that this

term vanishes.

With the above definition and assumption about P we have

the following equation:

ôPçÔj + r. l-(1)J P(Q)) :: 0
õt 'V::/ d'ÏY (6)

if
6 = r:êc$) (7)

a nd if

pee¡) =: P (a) P(Q) (8)

then by the definition of 1)) we have
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Cf)) =

fi=ý (&) P(&) P(Q) d q
P(~)

= F; (q)
and we see that in this case the equations separate and we may

solve for gi' 'tY1

in general (7) and (8) do not hold and for turbulence (7) and

without solving for rnfl i , , 'tN . But

(8) do not hold.

The Mode i

The object is to find a model which does not depend crit-

ically upon the method of closing the equations.

We wìll use a Lagragian system because such a system has

the "memory" of the particles built in and this will represent

the convection terms rigorously. Assume that we have n parti-
,

cles. Let L (-/) be the position of the L tJ particle at time :: .

We want to determine

P (X/iì., ,X(YI)X(i)
. (",) ¡ ).X Q. J . , , C1yi

where
Cl :: X (t:: 0)

The equations of motion can be written as

" (v) -v,u ())) )JpÌ\. tJ .). (y)
X. i;A" X, + 8"A X, X,L + 

"hi" (t)0( o(d j .( J ,~ j (01 t (9)

(summation convection being used) where

of the position of the '¡ 1: particle.

Î1,,(V) (t)The term . (..

makes (9) hold exactly. We would like to make 1iN) Ct)

x(~)
1.

the
I~

0/ component

is the remainder or error term and

as small
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as possible in some sense. More precisely we want

c( -l~:) (t) 1~) (t)) X~).,.
~l''XI) .,, == minimum (10)

( ¡ i -J) not summed

under variation of A~~-lJ
r.-Y,.Ú,

and -D tJ Iv

The left-hand side of (10) is calculated (in principle)

by starting the system off many times with all possible initial

positions and velocities (initi~l pogitions are tried uniformly

and initial velbcities are tried in proportion given by an

assumed initial velocity probability distribution). Out of

all these realizations of the system at time ~ we consider

as our' conditioned sample space only those realizations in. dt (¿).which the L - particle is at X for.L ::/j , . .) n. . We then
average "1i (t) ry(t)on this sample space.

will abbreviate (--- ii:~ i x'ri)) by
the calculation of .( Y¿,¿ 1,,:) we take

value as calculated by Navier-Stokes.)

In the following we

.( -). (Also in

XI. icY)~ to be the correct

Dropping all indices we have the following necessary condi-

tion on A and ß for 1. ~ to be a minimum.

5: /(" A' . .)"io"X-, X -ßXX).:O (11)

:. ~(X-AX -sxx)X)$A t~CX-AX-BXX)XX)$B =0

Finally we get
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., (II) . (ci) vp. çw . (:i)
l:X~ X.p )= AiJ\xi )lt ) + a'~~À ( x v.) X. 0) X Co() \.idA l' f? .e /

(12)

/¡:(V)x(cii; (,e)ì=A~ IXtJ)Xl0X (¡\ßV)lÃ I'Xt1X (~ X (0() X (Ii)) (13)'\' '" J. 'M ¿J \ j .e ?' / + I.jl? \ j ~ .e "W

Since the above expectations are conditional expectations with

condition being that the particle must be at fixed places at

time ;t , and also since the flow is assumed incompressible

these expectations (or covariences) are actually Eulerian

covariences.

Navier-Stokes Equation in a Lagragian System.

The Navier-Stokes equation in the Lagragian system is

x = -\ltJ + iJ'7'2X
(14)

Since

.

X.- õ X + (X, \7) i
'0 t-

and by incompressibility
.

\I-X;: O.

We obtain by taking the divergence of (14) the following equation

\i. LeX' \7) xJ = - \7~l

This enables us to calculate "p from the

(is)

.
X distribution. Also,

we will be able to calculate covariences of the form ()( X) from

covariences of form (X X)) (X XX). In fact it will turn out

that only triple moments involving just two positions will, be needed.

( . . ~ . ~)An example of such a moment is X I~) Xla-) X:2 (t, ~ . In order to
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derive the desired formulae we first note that

rie' ) 'J õ . èJ ·
n'L'/.\7 X =-ê'X.lxd~ifXL

_ :ê,. ò (") ò (Ô ')'
- a l. f-Ð '/)' Xj Xt - -ã ~ 'Xj Xt

, 0 . ""But \7.X=~)lJ;x.j""O

So \7' L(X- \7) xJ :: '(dx:¿;x.7 (XJ xeJ (16)

where

.. p(X) ~ f 6: (x;t.)k-;a.7 Xj Cà) X~ (a:) d.ëL

-i i "" ?. '" 3 AA
oi = Q.;. + 0. d -+ eX rt

X :0 ,ct:: + ~"'f + x"-t

(17)

and G (1 J â.) is the appropriate Green's function.

Rewriting (14) in component form we have

Dot (18)

X*, c ~) ;: - õÔy. ~ p (X) + ))::-0 ôtJ;; X ~ (it)

- ~
by, Xl' (~) and average. Making use of (ll) we

(18)

find the

desired formula

(Xil 1/) X", (~)) '" -l~ 1G (it, "1)b fu-(Xj (ët)~t(æJx~;))d it + (19)

,+ YãÔx:1. f¡ (~(~) )(rv C~))

Procedure

The actual procedure followed by Dr. Hasselmann made use

of simplified versions ofe-quations (9) - (13). These are

x~y)= A~ X~p.) + ñ tu) (t) (9i().l ilJ j ( 1.'
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Av))(10*) is the same but under variation of ¿j' only.

the variations as in (Ii) we get a set of equations for

Taking

A~~
1,()

(~r) X~~) ì - At (Xl) xt))
(12~'()

In connection with the comment following equation (13) we

further note

\ x~.,) X rl) ~ \ X~v) X~~) I X ~ ) = (Xi (1) X~ (~))

also t Xj (t) X/~) X~ (~) ì =(XJ~)X~Y)X ~) X(Y)= ~J X (~)= ~ ì

= (XY)Xt) X~C())

Similarly for all other covariences used in (19) and (12*).

This observation and equation (19) enable us to calculate all

the covariences used in (12*) from velocity covariences involving

only two particles.

An iterative process can now be described which gives this

model's prediction for covariences. Stibscriptsand superscripts

will be dropped in the following.. . l . l
First the'values of.(XX) and ",XX X) as functions of

time and pairs of positions are assumed . By (19) ( X )( ') is

calculated and then ;1 is calculated using (12*).

The minimization of ¿ 11 '/ implies that

(1'X / = 0 (20)

So n is assumed up to some parameters which are adjusted so that
l
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(20) is fulfilled. Now that we have A and 11 for all pairs
of posLtions and time we numerically integrate (9it) from 0 to

~ for many different initial conditions. The initial condi-

tions constitute a pair of initial positions and a pair of in-

i tial velocities. The initial conditions are chosen by a "Monte

Carlo" method using a uniform distribution for positions and a

Gaussian distribution for velocities. For each value of 4t

zX X ì and (XX X ì are calculated as functions of pairs of

positions.
. (I) . (1)

For example to calculate \ X.3 X i) at the pair

I ."
I j Y one would select from the total set ofof positions

pairs of particles those pairs which have the property that

i

f/Xl(t)-Y II ~~y 6. Y is some small number set
at the start of the pro-
cedure.

,11 X:¿(-l) _ yaii ~ ¡j Y II X /I represents the
maximum 0 f the compo-
nents of X .

Using just the "selected" group of pairs of particles we form

· (I) X' (æ)X:¡ I.the average of

Now we have completed one cycle of the iterative process

and the rest is clear. We just keep cycling 
until (X X ì con-

verges.

Note s submi t ted by

Benjamin R. Halpern
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Flow in Rotating Systems

Allan Robinson

I. The Equations of Motion

This series of lectures will be concerned with large-

scale fluid motions having a rotational constraint. Hoping

that turbulence as such will not have a dominant effect, we

will employ pseudo-laminar models involving eddy coefficients

on free parameters. Although we do not pretend to study the

real ocean, our models will be constructed with the intention

of illuminating actual oceanic processes.

Consider a reference frame R. , rotating at constant

angular velocity.n with respect to a fixed frame, S , and

having its origin coincident with that of S
..

vector A ~
cLAdA ~ ~- :: + ~L X fA

elf dt
.5 R

-..
Therefore for a radius vector r

For a general

(1)

\l"::r +SLxr's i' (2)

.
Applying (I) to íS then gives, with (2)~. -~..

rS =: rR + 2.n y, y. 1- Jì X (n 'l -r ) (3)

The acceleration term in the hydrodynamic equations of

motion then takes the form..
~ + 2,Sìx V,.Jlx (b.X1)
.Dt

(4)
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for motion relative to R. The second term in (4) is the Coriolis

acceleration and will be of prime concern to us throughout these

lectures. For motion on the rotating earth the third term, the

centripetal acceleration, has a potential and can be absorbed in

the gravity term.

As spherical coordinates are difficul t to work with, and

tend to complicate the effects under study, we will derive a

simpler geometry. We will take a Boussinesq f~uid with sub-tropical

Let e = latitude, with

boundaries, and develop a lati tude-dependent appro~ima te geometry.

SL

/i
/

f

I
i

\

~'----

80 the reference latitude as

shown, ø = longitude and
-"
r = .radius vector. Define

x ::R CO eop - positive East

y = Ree -80)- positive North
-i

~:: r - '" - positive up
-"

where R. is the radius of the

spherical earth.

Thus the equation of

continuity, which in spherical coordinates is

r~ê ~ø + ~~ e ;è (v ~ e)+ ~2 ':r (r?-w) =: 0

becomes

(5)

"R~ eo Ux -v sÂ(eo + ~)+ ~ (eo + l)r 'Rvy +.2~ + (R+ r-) wrJ (6)
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We now introduce L as a characteristic length of hori-

zontal motion and H as a characteristic length of vertical

motion. By Taylor's theorem

and

~ (eo + tç ) = Cß eo (i -"t G" ~ + H . J

~ (eo + ~):: ~ eo Etam Gc + ~ t . . . J

(7)

We will now use L. and H to characterize our system

in such a way that, when non-dimensional variables are intro-

duced they will be bounded (of O(l)) throughout. This requires

that we deal only with "smooth" functions, defined as bounded

with all derivatives on ( 0) 00 ). Make the estimates

cL _ 0 (J.)

c1)l - L f~ = oCt)
The requirement that we deal with shallow, sub-tropical

oceans which do not have too great a lateral extent is now

expressed by the following assumptions:

(i) HiR L. ~ 1

(ii) IfR 1i eo ~.( 1

(iii) ~:i L': 1

Using (i) - (iii) and retaining only 0 (I) terms, (6) becomes

Ux t Vy + W~ = 0 (9)

~
(i) - (iii) also serve to reduce 1) V and 'Vp to cartesian form.Dt
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The rotation vector of the earth has the component form

Jl :: SL (0; ~ 8) sm e.) so that the Coriolis term may be

written

2Jl xV = .2Jl(-si ev + c. eW) s. 9v) - ~ Sv) (10)

We now assume that UV takes on its maximum values to achieve

mass continuity and that the vertical scale of motion is much

less than the horizontal. Thus to (i) - (iii) add

(iv) ~ ~ Jio L
(v) Ji l: .b

L. R.
where Wo) Vo ~ vertical and horizontal scales of velocity.

The term c. Gw in (10) may now' be neglected. Our final

assumption (vi) is that the motion is hydrostatic.

The model system under consideration now takes the form

Ut: of UUx + VU)( + WUa -fV + t"'x - ~ :: 0 (11)

Vi: + UV)( + VVy + WV? +fv +l; Py - F,. =- 0 (12)

~(\-tXT)+*Pt;:O (13)
LJ¡i + Vy .j W'i :: 0 (14)
D.I _ H := 0 (is)
J)t

F; ¡;i and H are the divergences of the eddy fluxes of momentum

and heat, while fey) :: :in(wY e~+co eo tr):: t + By'

The geometry involved in (11) - (15) is that of the
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f9 -plane, for which there is no simple intuition and which has

never been successfully modelled in the laboratory. It may be

interpreted as a vertically rotating horizontal plane, with the

rotation vector varying linearly with latitude.

II. Geostrophy

A simple but non-trivial form of I~ (II) ~ (14) may be ob-
..

tained by considering .Dv ~ 0 I F; i: F:i = 0 We see that a::t.
class of linearized motion is available to a rotating fluid that

is not available to a non-rotating fluid, namely geostrophic

hydrostatic motion satisfying

- t V + ~o Px:: 0 (I)

t ~ + ~o Py = 0

~(I-cxT) + *" Poe =: 0

(2)

(3)

It is found that the characteristic slow motions in the

open ocean satisfy (1).; (3) approximately. In fact our more com-

plex analyses will pivot about the geostrophic case. The vertical

mode of motion may be exhibited by cross-differentiation of (i)

and (2) and use of the continuity equation to get

f Wi! - 13 V :; 0 (4)

Cross-differentiation of (16) with (18) and (17) with (18)

gives the thermal wind equations
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f u= + ex ~T y = Q

rVë:-~~T)( -:0

(5)

(6)

For 0( :: l3 = 0 we obtain Vi! ~ Vi! =. w'2'= O. The motion

obeys the Proudman-Taylor theorem, there being no change in

motion in the direction of the rotation vector. This does not

imp I y W := O. .

For C)= 0 ß 1= 0 we conclude that horizontal velocities

are independent of depth, but thatUl is a linear function of

depth

W :: f Vo = ..vJo (7)

For 0( =1 0 13+ 0 we get
rXß1..Wë il = f'a f X. (8)

so that longitudinal temperature gradients within the geostrophic

velocity fields control the curvature in the vertical velocity

profile.

Most of the observational knowledge of the ocean is derived

from the observed density tield. In our model ocean, ¡r is

loosely used for ~ ' and integration of (5) from any depth jD

gives r
LI (lC, y, ;,) =' U (X'j,IJ) ~ =t r T y d.;¡

:D

(9)

while from (3)
H+h

p (;¡) - f. ~ LC H + h - =) - ox S T 01;0 J

~

(10)
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where h is the departure of the free surface from the mean

height H Assuming negligible effects of atmospheric preß-

sure we set 'Pri + h := 0 The predicted velocity in the x-

direction is then

u(x,y,) ~ l (-h) - 0( J~~hd.;'

¡¡

and s:imilarly for V ('I J ~ J"ž). Since

(11)

h ('I,~) is gen-

erally not determinable, (Ii) implies that, from a practical

point of view, oceanic velocities are not well known from

density measurements. One may, using one of several criteria

derived from experience and intuition, take a level .1OCl as

a "level of no motion" and compute velocities up to the vicinity

of the surface which agree well with observations. ,However, a

large local transport errQr may arise due to neglect of oaroclinic

transports in the deep layers.

III. Non-dimensional Form of the Equations.

The complete equations of motion for the steady laminar flow

of a uniformly rotating homogeneous fluid are

." ...... ~ \
-y'i V + V. V' V .¡ .... X V + -l Ii P := 0 (I)

Define the Taylor-Ekman number

'Ic .:i; .i.n i. .

r =
.y

:2.. t: and the Rossby number

In order to pivot our iiwest:igations about the notion of

geostrophy, we divide through by L J1 Va , the scale of the
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Coriolisparameter. (I) may be written

,,"" .. .. ~ ..-'(\l V+ê:V'\/V+KxVtVP=O (2)

Geostrophy occurs in the limit '(...0 E.-~ Ò and

represents a mathematically singular cåse.

In the ocean, both temperature T and salinity Shave

. .effects on the flow, The Boussinesq approximation in the ocean

is then

f == ~ 0 - 0. (T - 10) + 6 (s - s~ ) J

or f~ ~o (i-o.T*JWhere T*= (T..To)+ ~ (5-56)

(3)

(4)

is the apparent te~perature, and will be what is meant by -r

in what follows.

For a horizontally isotropic fluid, introduction of eddy-

viscosity coefficients A h and A II gives

F: d fA êilJ)+ Ó (A dU) d ( óu)i =- ~ ~ h d¡ ~V h ~~- t~ 0vãä= (5)

and similarly for F::4
Ah

ß ---- Aöh

We introduce

A'¡ :: -L
Aol/

where Aa h ' A nv are for the present undetermined reference

eddy viscosity coefficients. Subtraction of the hydrostatic con-

tribution due to the mean density leads to the following nbn-dimen-

sional förmfor the pressure
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p= p-+~~'2

fo fQ L Vo

With the length scales L-) H the vertical velocity scale is

H
to 0 :: Ve L

The non-dimensionl ized equations are then

where f :: I + ej

i- Aó~ A1)'l,'I = foL'a 1=foH:i

Ó Ut + Ë (UUl\+ VUy + LJVrJ~Y('(¡).)i1-r~uY)1 +VlU)/)J -Lv+ ~ :: 0

~V-l+ £l\JVx~IlVj rWVi'J-¥(YV~r-r~Vj)jtý;~)lJ+tv'¡~ ~O

~T t Pi! :: 0

(' - .!
el - To

(6)

(7)

(8)

~e- . ()
- TeL

(J= ~îJ6TH
to L VtJ

B~ '= ì CU e ø .

We introduce as scaling estimates for the large-scale flow

Aoh:: 0 (ioB)

E :: 0 (IO-if)

A == 0 (It/')0"

y= O(IO-L/) r=(IO.I1)

B*= 0(1)(f::O(/C)

The eddy scalings chosen are roughly those of the largest observed

values.

Notes submitted by

Michael F. Devine
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Frictional Modification of' Geostrophy

Allan Robinson

a) An Exact Solution to the Navier-Stokes Equation
,

Consider a horizontally infinite plane which is semi-

infinite in the verticali with a uniform stress on the hori-

zontal plane i! = O.

The Navier-Stokes equations are:-" ~ A. ..
E. V -\1 V - '( \)~V + tt X V' + '1 p:= 0

~ -+
In this model V' \) V :: 0 since there is complete

. h h' i i d' ~W -alA õV - 0symetry in t e orizonta pane, an since -~:: õX 01 ~ - .

and W = 0 at surface requires W:: 0 th;roughout the system,

~ -V
the only available length scale is L =;L'

Since the boundary conditions of the problem are

to :: V V¥: at 2- :' 0

thus
'ÇL

Vi) = T
LO (~)1: i::--- -.. ~-
y :LA - (V;Lri)V~

and Y = 1 -

The equa tions now become

- u.¡. s - V := 0
- V!\l + Ù. :: 0

p.:: 0

since W-a: 0

and boundary conditions at 2 ~ 0 V2- '= 1

t; 2':: 0
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Then I.\'I -I I) :: 0,
~ll

Try e which gives
;!

u: e-V3~C~''' ~)
_ ~ i l'i ~)

1. :: e ~ $. l. -; - v;

(i :iÀ.)t):t fi

This is referred to as Ekman layer flow and constitutes one

of the few known exact solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations.

Characteristic of this solution is a velocity at 450 to

the stress to the r;íght in the northern hemisphere and to the

left in the southern hemisphere. The integrated transport is

at right angles to the stress. It is this last characteristic

of the flow that might be expected to be most significant since

it is independent of the detached structure of the Austauch

coefficient.

b) As a second example ofa boundary layer model consider a hori-

zontal laminar boundary layer which is finite in the vertical ex-

tent of characteristic depth L- and has horizontal boundaries

which impose a horizontal scale L ¡

The Navier-Stokesequations are no longer exactly satisfied

""V. n "'Vsince the non-l inear term V is no longer necessarily zero
to

and thus the model must be restricted so that E. = ~ ¿"c( 1 .

If the vertical (horizontal) length scale

.. iL;:)(rr)
Then )( ~~ 1 and since the differentialed terms have small coeffi-

cients in the interior it is to be expected that a frictional boundary
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layer will develop to bound an interior geostrophic flow.

Consider - -l (U.Xlt t Uai)- V+ P-y = 0

_ Ý (Vt.x. + V;nJ + IJ == 0

_ y (W't'I+Wit~) + p~ :0

Ut + Wë :: ~

where because of the infinite extent in the.:: -direction

derivatives in that direction are expected to vanish by sum-

metry. With finite boundaries the hydrostatic assumption

cannot be assumed ~ priori from the laminar model with a single

length scale.

In the interior it is. assumed that Y is small enough

so that the flow is geostrophic. If the scaling so far is

correct the functions must be smooth into the boundary layer.

Thus if the geostrophic approximation holds in the interior,

then with this scaling it is required to hold at the boundary.

This cannot be the case since in the boundary the differentia ted

velocity terms must. contribute and the value of Y is no longer

sufficient to suppress them.
/Â

Le t ~:: Y?: then
-20.

!l¿r,i -- Y U. ff
U.xx will always be of an order

etc.

The derivatives of the form

s~aller and thus can be neglected in the boundary layer. This

term must balance the coriol is term. Thus i-:i~:: 0 and a. = ~.

To. have a consistent model it is necessary to show that the
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pressure term is a smaller order in Y than the other terms.

Assuming as a first approximation

and continuity

. Un + V :: 0

-v + U = 0n i
U 1- (! ) + '( -$ VIr t.Xj ji r) = 0

is of the same order as LL theri

Now

If '."4 C:/ij¡ J)

W ( X.I j.J D == 0vv4¡ ( XJ j,J !) from the continuity equation..i r -I'J.!
- 'ó 2. L W~)(t- + '( Wi. n + õ - ,. Pr := 0

and if ~I ('l¡ Y i 5) is defined as the same order as W -l and thus

as U. and V , then l ('¥ 'j f) :: õ pi ("tj)) to satisfy the last

equa t ion.

Thus P is of order i smaller than the other terms in

the boundary layer. We have incidentally shown that the non-

hydrostatic terms are of order ¿( smaller than the hydrostatic

terms in these equations throughout the whole region.

The velocity is divided into contributions from the interior

flow ; (-l)~,) and from the boundary layer iJ C ì(; j.i S) so that

the total velocity-7 -; --
V(X.J~J 0:. Vr (?C;~) t V (7CJ~\ l)

The surface boundary condition can be set as
~

I) Velocity field V (1.; 'di 0)

2) Surface stress 1: (-l¡ j I 0)

For dimensionful coordinates the interior equations are:
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_ Y U-ë-il -:.Jt V = 0

-V V!:"i +:i n. /. ~ 0

u.~'tVj+Wa- -:0

Integrating across the boundary layer
ò

-y I.a, I :. - L.. of L~.. :..2 n \/

-CI
assuming at the bottom of the boundary layer

".
LX -= 0 .

60
Since

this is essentially the definition of the boundary layer and where

yr is the integrated transport in the Ekman layer.

The equa tions become

L +.2.n 'V == 0i-
t'~ _~JìV-:O

v'l +- V~ +- (We - Woo) = 0

Combining these

( Â "l(:tJ ~)Wo - Wl;) = k. 'V 'i :2 r:

This supplies a boundary condition for the interior ."flow since

at ?-.. 0 tV. . + W'" -= O.interior "

Notes submitted by

Patrick Davis
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Frictional Modification of Geostroph~ (continued)

c) As a third boundary layer problem consider a system where

cf

the boundary velocities are specified rather than the stress.

In particular:

2
't u.=v= w= 0 \

;2

I.=w..o

~=o
v= i

u...v- W=O
- ii

taking W =- l¥)( and ,U (9'7u..: - "f where the ecfuatÜms of motion for:
the interior are:

i \711 lQ + Va :: 0

'( \J ~V - ïp ¡¡ :: 0

and'
du. '+ Ci ~ :: 0
ôX Ò J

where derivatives in the ~ -direction are omitted because of

symetry, and because of the continuity equation a stream function

~ can be introduced into the first two equations. These then

give
o '; \7" 4' + 4J;! i1 := 0

and V ('t~)/can be determined in terms of 41 from the first

equa tions . Then -l r. ~ A
v=-;" lf:a + ~ Y - k ll 't .

The boundary conditions imposed on the interior problem by

the Ekman layers at the top and bottom are
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(see the next lecture for proof)

at X = 0 V=l and 4ì:. i-,x = 0

.::: ao ' 10 : 'I == 0'1 ä! ~

and V = L¡ '= O.

Thus there must be a shear layer at X =0 where V decreases

from 1 at the boundary to 0 in the interior.

f -0.. 4. -= t-b~First try scal ing :: CS X. and not changing

V or ~ ' Then

õV i+b-Ilo. d~---õ -
"0 r- ò J" )

o iP l-b-2o. ,tv
ò~ = "Ó d Š:2

Now the boundary

· a.=-b=-3".. 1.+ "'b ;l
conditions ~:= -6 (V+'t cPz.) Z,.. +, ..-- ::

thus cP = 0 +0 (yl) at Z' - + 1- - ~

II V ~ 0
. .. 2:

at Z =. t. .L':

at X::O
5 :.0 ~r~1rl = 0

a/Pv

oç"

(from tpboundary conditions)

then c/'v+ .: 0
Ô',22.

Since V is even in ~ , we can expand in Fourier series

co

V :. ~ CO + fi Vy¡ (0 CO 2 Y1 îr t

Vo (n = S-i Yc (L ~ ) cl i!-i i
vri(5)" '-rV(Ç¡t)~.2níT=cl~

--l

at r=O 'I~L '1= 0 (h 2)1)
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and

-: ~
d V-r :: ~:: 0
d r2. Õ ! 3

(~)'! - h~4iT'JV'n :: 0

(all 'Y )

Now

fbr Yl = O.

The solution to the equation for ~ is a polynomial.

It is therefore not of boundary layer character (exponential).

Thus the sçaling must be incorrect at least as far as ~ goes.

That is~ the ~ independent part of V adjusts to the

imposed value at X = 0 through a boundary layer of some thick-
i

ness different from 'l '3

Therefore rescaling
-G

'1:: '( ex
4i:: 'ld.e

using boundary conditions at Z = .; J. to set scale
:¡

v ~ :t zJ. e if cJ = .L .:¡

From the differential equation

òV i l-t -Ltc. d ¥e- =- '( .-
Ô~ d 1"1

then C - l. and
y"JV

== 0 wh i ch is again no t 0 f a
- 8 Y"t :i

boundary layer character.

Alternately scaling from

~
~ e =: Ò 1--5 -:i c .£dr Ôl'~

then C := t

òV
and the other equation becomes êla:: 0
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i

Which is acceptable since the l'J scaling fails only for the

Z -independent part of \I .

Now employing the above scal ing_.1 *i.e.,f=y3X ~:.Y- l-
V :=::(-l) t 'I~ V ( L i!)

But

and since

V (1):: :t 21: e at Z:::t-l~0 _
'02: ': 0 and '4 'r - e ¡, - 0

e :: V~~ 2 + Ú' (~) .

Now from the boundaryç.0nditions at Z. = .: l

v ('"):: + -i 'J~ ~ + G ( "?)

=- + if V~I' - G (:r¡)

then G (-r) =. 0 and 0 (~) = ~¿

:. V = e..~"t

-1Î).!r¡
r'. V:: e + yo. veL?)

q; :: èf~ e + 'lQ.¥~ ~ (L?:)

!f := (2¥)l.t; e-(:l).l~+ ya.+lef Cf¡=-)

Now to satisfy ~:. 0 at X.:: 0

'I C\+;t ~ CO; ê) = - (2 ~)-t~
i,

... Cl = t and ø (Oi:a) :=

\

- :2'£ i!.

also 'le 0) 'i) .. 0 ,

Now physically in this problem there are three boundary layers.
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I

:l

I -'
3 i.

¡

In the two boundary layers associated with the lateral boundary

the scaling of each of the velocities can now be assessed.

..
¿(3 boundary layer

.L
V ~ Y b

j,
¥¥ boundary layer

,. 1

I

u. ,- Y ~
.!_ ya.

IW ~ y-i
I~y-a

The effect of the Ekman layers is unimportant for a balance of
..

the normal flow in the Y.3 region but is important in the

t region.
i

To determine physically what is happening in the '13

layer it is interesting to follow through the scaling again in

each region for the equa tions

y íJ~u. - V + p~ = 0

'( \1~V ,+, i. :: p

-y \7"'W+ p~ -:: 0
Discarding higher order terms

-v-l
o boundary layer

j.
(fY boundary layer

- V + Pj' :: 0

- Vrr + 4Jë =- 0

-LfUf + ~ :: 0

- V t p~ :: 0

- V~~ t 'l~:: 0

Pë:: 0
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In the 11 boundary layer, geostrophy and hydrostatic

balance are maintained. The Ekman layer functions to reduce the

value of V.
.i

In the )(3 boundary layer geostrophy is maintai.ned, but

the hydrostatic balance is upset by the need to satisfy the

boundary conditions.

It is interesti.ng to note that the hydrostatic assumption

is violated before the geostrophic one, This result is not so

surprising if the equations with the Ekman boundary conditions

are re-examined.

The existence of an internal geostrophic region free of

viscosity depended to a large extent on the ratio Ji = À of the
L

horizontal to the vertical scale.

If the parameter is introduced to the equations it is pos-

sible to order the terms with respect to both 'l and À

v (x. t-b),. We : :t (:À" f 4J + f*-~ (X)

L 'l ?/' J'v .L+- jj -V+Py =0- 0 Ò;C" ôa2. V\ /"

_ ì( E: ;2. + ;~ J V + U- ~ 0

..-~r a'2 + Ô"i .JVV+ p - 0
- '( 1\ L'd'l i. fi 'e -

Thus ~ is scaled conversely to ~ to maintain the continuity con-

dition.
..

Then for a boundary layer (¿~ 1 for hydrostatic balance Y(( A .
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For the boundary conditions of the last model

i.e., V+:b (x) = V_~ (X)

the V is geostr.ophic and 4i = 0 as X ~ 0I.

For boundary conditions

v ~ ~~) = -+ 1

'I.I (t.) If -1

V (0) = 0

There is no geostroph:ic term V and tp= 1. However pro-

vided the ord~Ling of the expansion in Y and À expansion is

correct, a plausible answer is always achieved which is independent

of Ìt asapai:,ameter; for every region of the flow that is, if

a.

Y Lit X ~c( 1. The boundary layer solutions are similar for all

À if the system can be shown to boundary layers.

Notes submitted by

Patrick Davis
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Problem I.

Verify the boundary condition on the interior fields

discussed in the lecture

VI ('X¡.: -1) + iv~ :: :: (~ )~Wr at ~=:t1: (I)

Solution

The exact boundary conditions are

l) .. V ~ IN '&" at t~ ~l (2)

We replace (2) by the more convenient form

~(=u.) =v:: '4= 0 at e :: 1. .1:¿ (3)

Using the additive approcah we write each of the total fields

'ill V ill (11~eJ' V ~ "\1)13)'l¡. , , '1, as the sum of a boundary layer part 'fë. . 'f

and an interior part (ì.: i V:ti ìlX).

B
ìl; (ilJ)Vi: ': Va (5 ¡"1) +

V = va (L x) + V~ (:r¡ X ) (4)

1l :: ~(3 ('Lx) + 1/ 1- (Z=¡ X)

where ')
-l

is the stretched boundary layer coordinate ') ~(¿(() i!

and Y.r~ 1 At the boundaries Z-'::! i equations (4) become

0= lJ:Co,X) t 'L; (:iliìl)

Cl ;. Vß(o)x) + V:r (it i X)

o := + -i6(ol'i.) + ì..i (.t t) "X)

(5)
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In order to write (5) as conditions on the interior fields

(j VB)
alone, we must solve the boundary layer problem for 1V~ l

y8. To do this we start with the exact equations

v' ~\7"')\ + V. -- 0o '1 ?i!
o..v/ø V + Vi-a =. 0 (6)

'( \/" V - 't?- "' 0

where the third equation is one of the two auxiliary equations

used to obtain the first two equations. Replacing 'i: by the

stretched coordinate, equations (6) become

do:

(f (~r + 4 ì.) :: 0

d a.

JS2. (~$ +L¡V) -=0

-l ()'l v. - :i LV) =- 0ó)' r
(7)

The acceptable solutions of these equations are

e J -S
LV = (Ct ~ S + b Wn) e

VB = :*- c- (ct,.),) ~ ') + (a.-b )~Y1 ') J e-)
e

. where the criterion of acceptability is that 4V ,

(8)

Vri be smoo th

functions of ') for 0 ~ ).: 00. Now we insert the solutions (8)

into equations (5) and equation (i), the desired result, is

obtained.

Notes submitted by

Kern Kenyon.
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Wind-driven Flow

Allan RobiIlson

Measurements show that large regions of the oceans are

in approximate geostrophic balance. It is of interest to

explore theoretically the different types of boundary layers

which çan be fitted to an interior geostrophic flow. The

type of boundary layer which is discussed in this lecture is

one whose dynamics is a balance between Coriol is acceleration

and vertical momentum diffusion and whose geometry is a thin

flat layer whose normal is parallel to the rotation vector,

Such a boundary layer is called an Ekman layer,

As a model we take an ocean with an interior geostrophic

flow which is driven by steady winds at the surface. The charac-

teristic non-dimensional parameters areá =. E: := T = aD = 0) (~~ 1.

The basic equations are

-7f -- I)~~ -fv -+ Pi ~ 0

-¥ V Vl-~ +fvi -I Pj ~ 0
(i)

p _.0
~

lAx+ V~ -+ IN.. ;: 0

and the boundary equations at the flat ocean bott6m (z 0) and

the flat se~ surface (z = I) are

U. -: V:= W =. 0 at t = 0 (2)
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-I r* T (v.

V i.¡æ :. '( () ()t¡~)

-I 'ir(~)y v:- :: 'l To(x.)~)

,VI = 0

cd i!:;1 (3)

where 'r(y) and r(~) are non-dimensional stress components

"1-*
representing wind- stress at the level sea surface, and (.0

is ¥ Io HjAo'l ~.

We describe the interior fluid motion by the geostrophic

equations
:i

lÁ =
P'l

T
v:r: P)(r
WT:a (¡3f~) ~ +v.(I.¡ ~)

(4)

where superscript I means interior. The first two equations

are obtained by setting'l: 0 in (i). The third equation is

the solution of W.ia:' 0 and W~=(3 ~ /r2. obtained from eliminating

the pressure in (I).

Near the surface and bottom we expect boundary layers in

which friction is important. For simplicity we will discuss the

laminar case -J:: 1 .

negligible in the boundary layers and try

),:: (.f/'-'~) v.(1 -'i) as stretched boundary layer coordinates in

If we assume that the pressure forces are

~
~ ~ (fpt) i: and

the lower and upper boundary layers respectively, we find the

scal ing choice is consistent with the assumption. The boundary
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i

layer depth is C( ~¡), and we can form a dimensional character-

istic scale (.. H -: (A O'l/.f)l. which is independent of Hand

~. If ((.. H rv/õD'r. then Ao'l "" 1(/' C/ls. Dropping
the pressure terms in (I) and using 5 for a boundary layer

coordinate we find that the horizontal velocities in both

boundary layers satisfy

('ò Õ): + ~ (cA, V) '" 0 ,
(5)

Of the four solutions of this equation only the two which

decay exponentially in S are acceptable.

u. :: Co ~ ; +b ~ ) J e - 5

V = C"- b Wr S + a. ~ ) J e - J'

(6)

We now apply the boundary conditions to determine the coefficients

a, h, by formally writing

I' .IU:: u. +Ul V :. Vø -I V :i (7)

in the lower boundary i aye r and

¡ :t I i. (8)
tA :: U. -+ u. ~ V:.V-+V

lLo
i

11° , V'in the upper boundary layer, ij sing (6) for LA , ,

and then substituting into (2) and (3) we get

a. - - ft If

F~ If

(9)
h -=

for the bottom boundary layer, and
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a. = r: (?. ìr.ç rl (T (x) - 1: (~))

b = r: (:lY r-) -~ Crw + 1" (~) )

for the surface boundary layer, where r; = (f I; H /A V:.i ¡ øv a

(10)

From the boundary layer form of the continuity equationwe can

obtain the vertical velocity by integrating it across the

boundary layers. If we require \l" and WI to vanish expo-

nentially in ) and use the boundary condition W:: 0 at

r :: 0) i Jwe get two equations for the interior functions
WtI'd )llnd f (1-ld) . .

-ç ~ · \l X (1/f) + ,ß't + W = 0

(t)! -l f
\T:¡ L-\7'1' +~ ("pt + 1'~ iJ t VI · 0

- ~ r(J ', T (~) "' "Î ~where L. = i. + j and 1. ,; J i rR, are unit eastward, north-

(11)

ward, and vertical vectors. We get an equation for the pressure

by eliminating W from (11)

~~~ +(äfl( \7'" - ~(p"1'~)J--( ~ .V~(¥F ì · 0 (12)

For uniform rotation ¡3::D. f:.l and we must take r:=)"-t

from (12) which implies \1 ': te (1\ "fo r*. Equation (12)

reduces to a Poisson equation for the pressure and (Ii) shows

-t(y
that there is a uniform vertical velocity W= t /Q.\I X r in

the interior region. The vertical velocity in the boundary layers

is 0 Crt.) times the horizontal velocities, and the hori2ontal

velocities have order of magnitude I everywhere in the fluid.

(The stress in the surface layer has the same order of magnitude
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""
as that in the bottom layer). If \7 xC ::0, the horizontal flow

may be confined entirely to the upper boundary layer since there

is no driving of the interior flow.

More appropriate for the ocean is the case ;8 at 0 ( I)

then we must choose r::: l in order to balance the two leading

\10 _- i-o (t... H) -Iterms in (12). Now v. ~'w which is independent of

Aoy Within 0 (¥i); W=o and 1'/(=.t~ t . \/X (7:) which

determines the pressure to within an arbitrary function of j

corresponding to an arbitrary meridio~al distribution of zonal

flow. In this case the vertical velocity at the lower edge of

the upper boundary is

o( -d-.J ) because of

o ( I) and the horizontal velocities are

in the lower boundary layer the vertical velocity is

:l
Lo =-1 and the continuity equation. However,

o ( cd=) time s

the horizontal velocities. As a result the stress in the lower

layer is 0 ((Ii) times the stress in the upper layer;

As a still closer approach to the real ocean we discuss

briefly the effects of incorporating variable density into the

model, i. e. (9:f 0 .We now use the thermal wind equations dis-

cussed in the first lecture to describe the interior flow, and we

must re-examine the boundary layers and the boundary conditions,

If we assume there is no 0(1) contribution to the pressure which

is a function of ) I ' the upper boundary layer coordinate, then

the dynamics of the upper boundary layer are unèhanged. However the

surface boundary condition (3) is modified as
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V (ule. + u.~ ):: y (u~ - ~ Ty l)(J~J')) ~ '(-IT: T (f)

-1'I"l t.'d)

y(v~ + v;;) :: )) (V~ ,. fiT~ Cl(j~i I))=- y L.ll
w=o

(13)

due to the thermal wind equations.

Now the vertical velocity at the bottom of the surface

layer is computed as follows: First, the horizontal momentum

equations are put in boundary layer form and are integrated

across the boundary layer, and the boundary conditions in (13)

are used. This gives the two horizontal transport components.

Then the continuity equation, integrated across the boundary

layer, is combined with the divergence of the horizontal trans~

port to give

WI(t;.',H)"WEC ¥lr:~'VXW.ç.YG)i6)¡f (r (.,y")4~))
(14)

Consider the relative importance of the two terms on the right

side of (14) by taking the ratio of the first to the second.

This ratio is

-t
"t )I c. ) GD

~
Adi; V(I)t:~ li1

(is)

There is some difficulty in evaluating the ratio because Y may

be very small at the surface but increase with depth. We take the

point of view that the second term on the right of (14) is a bottom

stress correction in computing the hori:;ontal transport components.

Then we evaluate Y (i) somewhere in the lower part of the constant

stress region, L e. in the lower half of the surface Ekman layer.
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Taking the following values in c.g.s. units To:: 
I , ~::dO-:

Aol/= /0", V(i):i , cx~cTo;l, l-:.lO'ò, the ratio in (is)
becomes unity. However, in the past the second term on the

right side of (14) has always been neglected compared to the

first term on the right-hand side,

Notes submitted by

Kern Kenyon.
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Double Boundary Layers

Allan Robinson

The formalism which we have developed up to this point

can be applied to situations in which thermal boundary layers are

important. In particular, if we consider a typical mean density

profile of the ocean (Fig, I) we can recognize two distinct

characteristic depths. The smaller of these is .. 100 m, and

can be identified with the Ekman boundary layer; the larger is

the main ther~oclihe, and may be treated as a thermal boundary

layer.

The~ existence of the double boundary layer emphasizes

that we must consider two independent driving forces in any real-

istic model, heat transfer and momentum transfer due to wind

stresses. For a preliminary treatment, however, we look at the

case where no wind stress is present.

Densi ty

~/ Ekman
boundary layer

thermal bo~ndany layer

. Figure I.

The assumptions of this model are as follows:
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a) -surface heating produces a thermal boundary layer about

i km thick;

b) the flow is geostrophic and hydrostatic in the thermal

boundary, layer;

c) only the vertical component of turbulent transfer is

important in balancing the advection of heat.

As a resul t of assumption b) the momentum and continuity equa-

tions may be written

fv + f'r-

fu + lj
- GT + \?r

=: O.)

.. " :,

- O')

(i)

(2)

(3)

u.-¡ + V'I + Wi':: 0; (4)

where

e = cXß6TH
to L Vo

(5)

Also, following assumption c), we may write the heat equation

_(KL \T. + u. Tx + vTy +wT",:: Cli-':V~) 6Ïl 2:
Here k is a thermal eddy conductivity which is assumed to be

(6)

constant througpout the fluid.

The assumption of geostrophy throughout has an additional

consequence. In the case of the Ekman boundary layer, geostrophy

was assumed invalid in a small boundary region. The parameter ¥

which appeared in the momentum equations provided a natural way
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to stale the boundary layer thickness. There the Ekman layer

turned out to be independent of the ~ean depth. Here it is

necessary to use a new ;scale depth H (again not related to

the mean depth) which does not arise quite sO naturally.

This scale depth, and the scale of the horizontal

velocity as well, are determined by setting the free coeffi-

cients in EqB. (3) and (6) equal to i.

o(~T
foL
K L-
H-rVo

~ - i '
v. - ~o

(7)

:. 1 . (8)

This gives

. l-fL)~,. ~H ~ ~ ~/) ~ T (K L) ;

v. ~tr~t~ )y.;

w.:: V~ H :: (o(9loÖ ~)~ (i):to L f¿ L'

(9)

(10)

(11)

An additional relation which will be found .useful is the

geostrophic vorticity equation, obtained by appropriate manipula-

tion of Eqs. (i) - (4),

WI:i! = lr-i Ty. . (12)

The non-linearity of the problem which arises from the

advective terms in Eq. (6) makes the present situation consider-

ably more difficult than the Ekman problem. A possible way to

proceed in this case is to look for situations which admit
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similarity solutions. This approach will place some restrictions

on the allowed surface temperature distributions, but useful qual-

itative results can still be obtained.

In particular, we choose transformations of the torm

1 = X -r fA j (~-~
X :J.I\ + I r '- 4 .l 2.,)f :: i 1i (1 ~

yJ= )(~tA W (1).

(13)

(14)

(15)

(Recall that j is a function of ~ only.)

These forms are substituted into Eqs. (l) - (4) apd

Eq. (6), and we obtain, after some manipulation, two coupled,

non-linear, ordinary differential equations for 7T and W.

wlt_f3 C(3Y"+ 0ii'+ r117I/J = 0,;

- ill -II I ) ( (ii (I :3) I J
- 'ii + W II t Pei - ~y ~ 'i if - if) + iT 1T :: o.

(16)

(ll)

Eq. (16) is the geostrophic vorticity equation. Eq. (ll) is the

heat equation, where the three terms represent, respectively,

vertical diffusion, vertical advection, and horizontal advection.

The remarks about surface temperature distributions can

be clarified by looking at Eq. (3) in terms of our similarity

variables.
'T 3 'i+ I f 311 + ~ ,
'S ()£ J ~) :: X. IT (0). (18)

Since f '= 1 + ¡S~~ ' we see that only a restricted class of X./~

distributions can be represented by the functional form (18).
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The boundary conditions for Wand -i are as follows:

At the surface, t = 0, Eq. (18) shows an order I temperature

field related to ÍÎ I. Hence íI (0) can be set eqiial to i,

The velocity boundary condition is WeO) =6. To see this, we

note that: a) an Ekman layer analysis for thermal wind shear,

but zero stress gives a small vertical velocity of e-(?f1j;

b) here we are dealing with an'order I vertical velocity, so

it is sufficient to solve the interior problem with inviscid

boundary conditions; c) hence, the úO field need not contri-

bute a t the boundary.

Away from the boundary layer, as 11l I ~ oc , the solution

should approach the interior solution. We have a vertical velocity

of the same order in the thermal boundary layer and the deep geo-

strophic region. Hence, from the scaling of the continuity equa-

tion, we see that the deep horizontal velocity is reduced by a

factor of the order of the ratio of the thermal boundary layer

thickness to the depth. In this sense then, U. , V , T ~ () in

the interior, as does the pressure gradient which drives those

fields, In the similarity variables, this corresponds to -i and

Tf i both going to zero. This can be seen by recall ing that the

differentiations indicated in Eqs. (I) and (2) involve X. and d-

both explicitly, and implicitly) through 1

Now that the problem is stated, we may ask how /1 and A

are to be chosen. One approach is to make the choice to corres-

pond to a realistic surface temperature distribution. Such a
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model might depend on latitude only ell =- -f). With this

choice,
_.L r A. ( )

1 =-'j :i T ;2 - I ~
(19)

so, because of the "( dependence, the temperature beneath the

surface depends on longitude as well as latitude. Reference

to Eq. (12) shows that an X - dependence of T implies

W-è'è ~ 0 and it is precisely in this feature that the

nature of the thermal boundary layer differs from the interior

solutions where Ll is linear in it

Because of this role of the longitudinal temperature

dependence, it is more fruitful to choose /t, ~, such that

Eqs. (16) and (17) can be solved, rather than to hew too closely

to a realistic surface distribution. By choosing .1= ø , A. =- -1 ,

we can find solutions in the form

Lv :: CL -+ h e Q,~ (20)

1T :: ~b) '-Ie 0.1 (21)

Here a. represents the limiting value of W for below the

boundary layer. Appl ication of the boundary conditions at the

surface gives

or

a. :: -h . a. "ih
=. f3

,
.) "

:3 J
-(31c. - WT =

(22)

(23)

and .JWr = -,ß 3 (24)
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Some arguments about the signs of various terms are now

needed, From Eq. (24) we see that WT is negative. For the

solution to decay exponentially,~: must then be positive.

The non-dimensional form of,~ in Eq. (13) is negative below

the surface. Hence the vertical scaling, factor H must be

negative to make the dimensionful ~ positive, This, in

turn, implies, through Eq. (9), that .: T is negative.

The dimensionless temperature field sàtiSfies

òT- ::
'Ox.

eWr~

f '/ o.

L is positive, so, with ~T.. 0 ,

(25)

The horizontal scaling factor

the dimensionful temperature gradient satisfies

'aT- .. 0.;
òX (26)

in agreement with the actuål conditions in the major subtropical

gyres of the real ocean.

As a final remark on this problem, we may point out that

the total meridional transport is zero. This is a consequence

of assuming geostrophy throughout, and can be seen as follQWs:

Elimination of l and T from Eqs. (1) - (4) gives

¡j V :: r W¿? . (27)

If this is integrated oVer ~ , we find

I

/3i("¡S f ¡t oIr ~ t Lwei) - we",)) = 0

d

(28)
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We may now turn to the more complicated problem where wind

stresses are present in addition to the thermal boundary layer.
i

Here a model much like that in Fig. I is chosen, with a

thin Ekman layer above a thermal boundary layer.

The thickness of the Ekman layer is ass~med to be much

less than that of the thermal boundary layer. The value of

the vertical velocity at the bottom of the Ekman layer is deter-

mined in terms of the surface wind stress by the methods dis-

cussed in previous lectures. This quantity is then used as the

boundary condition on the vertical velocity at the top of the

thermal boundary layer. It is further assumed that the thermal

wind shear is much less than the stresses in the Ekman layer, and

(. ) r -Ithat the term k.. V)('1 varies as j Then the dimensionful

velocity at the bottom of the Ekman layer (refer to previous lecture)

is

WE~ \H To" k -\I (~) ~ y = -Ww~

f
(29)

The boundary condition on 6J is now

w (0) -. Wt: ' (30)
Using the same temperature distribution as before (lt -- 0 , A:: -I)

we sae that the boundary conditions now lead to a more complicated

cubic equation

W; ( Wi: - WT ) ~ f3 (31)

Rather than attempt a detailed solution of Eq. (31), we look at
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some limiting cases. If the flow is primarily driven by ther~al

effects, We will be small, and Eq. (31) has the approximate solu-

tion
JÆ

WT = - f3 +LJ~4 (32)

Here the qualitative nature of the solution discussed in the first

part of this lecture is preserved. In addition we note that the

effect of the wind on the deep motion is reduced by a factor of

1/3 in the presence of the thermal boundary layer.

The opposite limiting case is that in which wind, stress

is the main effect. This is probably a more real istic case.

The approximate solutio): for large Wë is

WT"' +!t' +- e(~.) (33)
More arguments about signs are now needed. For the solution to

show a boundary layer behavior rather than an oscillating beha-

vior, c.T must have a real leading term. Since r? 0 , this

means we must have W€' ~ 0 also.

From Eq. (29) we find

Wi; ~ "V
"" POS, ccmst

Wi: (34)-~ H

Hence for tJe ~owe have either

a) -v ~O .
H :; 0 or.J ~

b)
'~

£. Cl H ¿. a

A given cho i ce of H fixes the sign in the d imens ionful form of

~
and allows the correct sign for the root in Eq. (33) to be
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chosen. Burthermore, by Eq. (9), ~ a.nd ~ T have the same sign,

so the two cases may also be characterized as

a) ~ ~ 0; L:T /' 0 or
b) We L 0: .or¿,o,'
Both cases lead to the sameresul t for the dimensionful

forms of the upwelling velocity and ,the thermocline e folding

dep th

..
t k ( c( ~ LJ 'T) .iW\J't =(3 T fo¡Y/

i!,. L(~~fJ.

(35)

(36)

It is important to note here that an increase in surface wind

stress -Vi leads to a decrease in the deep upwelling.

There is a third root to Eq. (31) which has physical sig-

nificance if Wi:). 0 This is

WT -:, WE - ~; (37)

Here t)T:;O so ~ L. Ò, which implies that ¡.) 0 and cT ~ '"

for boundary layer behavior. In this case the upwelling is in-

fluenced very little by the thermal boundary layer. The e

folding depth is i! T :: L . (38)
"'e-

Finally, for ~.c 0 , .t T) 0 , no solutions of the

boundary layer type exist.

Notes submitted by

John G. Pierce.
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Ocean Circulation

Allan Robinson

Now that we have discussed solutions for the open ocean

circulation, we shall consider regions where the flow is more

complicated. We consider the case of vanishing thermal diffu-

sion and thermal forces smaller than wind forces. We know

from our discussion of the thermal boundary layer that for the

case K -? 0 we still have a length scale determined thermally

and that the motion is confined to the thermal boundary layer.

Thus we consider a two-layer system with the lower layer at rest.

The upper layer has an Ekman "sublayer" at the surface; in the

interior the geostrophic velocities are independent of depth

(provided thermal forces are small) and W decreases linearly

toW(')¡~):D), which is o 

('tt) of W at the bottom of 

the sur-

face Ekman ,layer. By considering mass conservation for a column

of fluid of height J) CY-)~) (.D is taken to be positive), we

obtain the interface condition, IN &¡l¡jl.D) ::i..D t v.D (neglecting smallV X 'á
differences in density and gradients of sea level with respect

to gradients of,1 ; we shall presently show that the latter

assumption is a very good one).

If we consider the two layers to be homogeneous but of

slightly different densityfi )=0( (j T , then the condition that

the lower layer be motionless implies that P't = 0 and hence

hi = ocl:i J)x where h l~~) is the elevation of the mean surface
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above or below the surface 'of the undisturbed fluid. Thus

horizontal gradients of h -3
are of order 10 of gradients of

.. (or alternatively we can take the point of view that changes

in h are magnified by about 1000 at the interface between

the two layers). The pressure gradient in the upper layer is

related to J) in this case by Px :. (f D,x (where this equation

, has been non-dimensionalized in the .same way as in the previous

lectures) .

There will be an internal shear layer (Ekman laye~ at the

bottom of the moving layer but, since W is O('tt) there, to a

first approximationJ we assume that the normal velocity is zero

and that there is no stress at the bottom of the moving layer.

We now introduce volume transport functions by integrating

our equations over Z. This integration has two advantages; it

reduces th~ problem to a two-dimensional one and it makes a

detailed knowledge of the turbulent stresses in the body of the

fluid unnecessary since the only stress terms which appear are

the values of the stress at the surface. It has the disadvantage

that we lose information about the details of the three-dimensional
i.ih jl'¡h

flow. We define volume transport functions as u.:: ~ ud~ and V= V cL~;rl+ h S s
f is defined by -p :' ) l di! , where 5 (l',~) is some arbitrary

S
surface in the fluid. The equations of motion then become (in

non-dimensional form)

Continuity: U¡( +'V; :: 0 provided that the normal velocities

at the surface anq at 5 (1-~) vanish.
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Momen tum:
_ ~~(;C:)_t V -I l)( + PSSx. = 0

- r:L!~~ rlÀ + 'P~ + 'PS S~ :: 0

.. (t) 1" l'¡)where! J'" are the

surface stresses in the X and ~ directions, respectively.

Vorticity: obtained by cross differentiation of the momentum

equ.a tions

1/ *" ~
V:: (~) (te K. \J X L + J (F. J S ))

Jacobian (io.s~¡( s ~ - L f~ )~ 5)( ·

If oS =-:0 or S '/.D everywhere, then 'J ~ 0 since

where J"(fs~S) is the

r",:: ~.oj( , p~ : tî.D ~
in the first case and

~ ': f~:: Cl in
the

second. The vorticity equation becomes:

-I'' ~
¡sY ~ t., 'K. · V X't

(the Sverdrup equation).

We can consider various two-layer systems, but provided

that a lower stationary layer exists our equations are valid,

If we consider the case for which
~

r; = 1 and cB :. i then the

H= ~L(o(~ÓïrjJ~characteristic scale and velocity are given by
."1

ìl:: r: (to H)
. Putting ,in values for i- and the surface' stress

of 5 x i08 and i dyne/ cm2 gives 300 mand 1/3 cm/ s as character-

istic values. These are typical of observation.

From the Sverdrup equation we note that If vanishes i~
..

curlK~ vanishes. Thus it might be possible to consider some

small region of the ocean as a closed system rather than having

to deal with the whole world ocean at once. Such regions exist

in the major gyres of the North Atlantic and North Pacific and
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..
curl~ t vanishes along lines which are nearly of constant

latitude. We introduce the further simplicity of neglecting

coastal geometry. Thus we eonsider a rectangular ocean and hope
i

that our simple system will illustrate the major features of the

circulation to be expected in the real ocean. The boundary con-

ditions are that V vanishes on the latitudinal walls while u.

vanishes on the north-south walls. The major winds over such

a region are westerlies in the northern half and easterlies in

the southern half. We takei the wind stress to be of the form

-i"" (,/ )
r= £ LCd) r(~) ~o

T:('t)) .

(often a half- sine wave form is used for

Since the equations have been reduced to a two-diment

sional form we can introduce a stream function which is defined

by ~if :: V - \\/ - LA. The Sverdrup equation then has the form:'f 'f l 't~-

\V)( -= - t' (~)/¡. ) which has the solution

w:(t' (~)/IJ)(- ì( + Xø(~)) , where

of ~ which is found from the boundary conditions.

cannot describe a closed circulation since the flow is always

south; alternatively we see that the solution cannot satisfy all

the boundary conditions.

We shall regard this solution as an interior solution to a

boundary layer problem. The boundary layer dynamics which we

assume will have a strong effect on the interior solution si~ce

they will determine Xo L~)' We must return to our original equa-

tions and relax our assumptions. Two very simplified approaches will
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be considered to illustrate ways in which a boundary layer may

be formed. In the first approach, we relax the assumption that

the stress at the bottom vanishes. Thus we consideJ: a boundary

layer which is frictionally controlled. With the depth :D fixed,

we know from our discussion of Ekman layers (see earl ier notes)

that we have the condition: ..
¡3px (1.)~ -i rV~ -L (p ..p )l: K · \Ix f .
.f:l +:i t'l L P i.t 'i" X, ~ IJ í

We assumed that t was smooth and that '( was small, giving the

scale this equation.

Our description is

d
êi ì'

We replace

not complete

~ d
by (!) 'ô~

so we mustSverdrup equation.

a.
y
Qtl

I! "L 4-

.t

i

I \ ","f +~ lOyr + other terms:: a .
,¿ "." 2.ii- .t 3/11 CI ' r í

To måke the two pressure terms of the same order we require

tha t is a.:: -~ All the 0 ther terms are 0 C 1) or

the dominant terms are 0 ('t-I). Thus in the boundary

layer the local wind driving is negligible. The scaled equation is,

et ::.. + .1 t:~
smaller while

after integration over 2:

p~tLp =0.t t (,:' r
The equation.tV ~ P'¡ holds to order

i

-t": Hence ~:: t ìl~ and the

equation becomes:

iln +~.. 'r = q. with solútion

fe " C1 t C. ~ (- fd)

(l8 denotes the boundary layer part of the solution..)
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This boundary layer must be on the western side of the ocean if

the boun4ary layer stream function is to have the proper behaviour

(lf -- OuA f -¿(X) . If we put x.old)= i, then the eastern boundary

condition is satisfied. The application of the western boundary

condition to the total stream function then gives the complete

solution: iie ) )3
-itohd = -l (i -,)( - t/ (- TV~ ~)J

The boundary current is driven by mass influx from the wind-driven

interior.

Next we consider another possible approach to obtain a

boundary layer for our interior solution. We retain the assump-

tion that the stress at the bottom of the moving layer vanishes

but now let G be non-zero, that is, we consider a boundary

layer which is inertially controlled. We neglect local driving

forces and assume that the flow is produced by influx (or efflux)

of mass. We assume that the flow is two-dimensional, that is,

that the velocities in the upper layer are independent of depth.

Then in non-dimensional form u. = u., V = V since the depth of

the layer is 1 in the non-dimensional system. The equations

of motion (in non-dimensional form) are:

£. CUUx + VUj J tV + F~ :. 0

E CUVx + VVjJ + tU + f~ :: 0

U)l + V ~ :0

t :2
=0
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The vorticity equation is:

EL ~ n~ ~ - ~ \7 ~ 'oX J + p ~ = O.

We expect a boundary layer in the X-dirßction. Therefore we

put t:= fCl~. From continuity we expect V
cv

to be 0c E.) if

LA is 0(1) FroTl the j- momentum equation we require

Q. = - i if we are to obtain additional 0 (i) terms in tbe
i

equations. Putting V = f. -~V' CL ~) (V i l. CJ( 1)) we have:

-rvl+ p~ := 0

'U tJ~.: VIV; + fu. +- p~ =0

'Ur+V~=O

11 ìVII ~ - 'l d \fn f 4- (3 lYr :: 0

Consider a solution of the form

i. == - ~ Uo cp LO J ~ -7 1 ~ I ~ 00

-i ~ -~ :; 110 cpcr)

00 is the uniform flow into (or out of) the boundary layer.

Try a solution for 0/( r) of the form

(Lf
(l=-i-e

Uò L - a: e a. l J - ¡d 0. e. 0. 1 = 0

Q.'J = - ,l /1Å? Q. ~ i: Ç"(d'
U"

For a boundary layer type of solution we require that lJ() L 0 .

~
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For u.o? Q we obtain oscillatory solutions (standing Rossby

waves) . The boundary layer can be on either coast for this

solution, with an influx of mass on a western boundary or an

efflux on an eastern boundary.

The inertial boundary layer theories, with a more detailed

formulation than the simple illustrative model discussed, give

good agreement with observations of the boundary layer current

in the lower half of the ocean regions considered. After the

current leaves the coast, it appears to be mainly controlled by

topographic effects (for the Gulf Stream). This topographic

control is similar to a ¡S -effect. Approximately, the current

follows contours of constant r/~ (This result follows from

the vorticity equation for a homogeneous layer if local fric-

,.
tional forces are neglected and the relative vorticity, curlKV

is much smaller than + ; more generally, the condition is that

(.. + curi¡.Y)6 remains constant).

Now we shall consider another interesting feature of the

real ocean which is not predicted by the mean circulations which

we have so far considered. Recently, measurements made in the

deep water by Swallow using neutrally buoyant floats have shown

that the instantaneous velocities are much larger than those obtained

from geostrophic calculations (integration of the thermal wind

equations). The velocities are of the order of 10 cml s rather

than the O.l to i cml s which we might expect. The length scales

appear to be of the order of 100 km so that the Rossby number is
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of the order IO-2. Thus the motion is still geostrophic but

the Rossby number is about 100 times greater than that of the

mean circulation. The motions are very deep; apparently, they

extend right to the bottom and hence are probably barotropic

(in the sense that the velocity extends to the bottom and is

well correlated at all depths). There appears to be more north-

south than east-west motion. At present there are not enough

measurements to do any statistics; individual floats have been

followed for several weeks to several mouths but these are not

long times when compared to the time scales of the motions. The

method has the difficulty that the information rate is not very

high but the measurements are very significant since previously

we had no information at all (of a direct sort) about the veloci-

ties in the deep water of the ocean.

Consider an ocean containing small scale almost geostrophic

transients and suppose that the motion is almost two-dimensional

(this should be a fairly good approximation since the motions appear

to be approximately independent of depth). We introduce a total

stream function ~ l~d) t) and separate it into mean and fluctua-

ting parts

-p -= 'i (-t)~)+ rp(X-)~lt)J r¡ = 0

The stream function then satisfies the vorticity equation (written

in dimensional form)

\7~t +~ lït -t (3 Yx
A ..

:= Ie. vy,t l't¡~it)
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where ip "\) - is shorthand for the Jacobian of ~ and ,/'11.

The equations for the mean and fluctuating parts are then

~ cp + lI;i +1 ,e, ~ ~. \J X V I

'" ~ .:
\l ') rpt t CP) ìl + cp /P - Cf/f + f3 Cf = k. V7 X (r - 1: )

where the terms enclosed in the box give the Sverdrup equation.-:
We consider, as an example, the very simple case r = O.

The mean motion is then driven by the fluctuating motion only.

We consider solutions for the free modes of the fluctuations

(no driving forces in the ~ equation). This case is easy to

solve since the zeroth order equation for ~ is very simple

( E. , the Rossby number, is used as an expansion parameter).

v2Cf + j3 Cf ~ 0 ..

We shall assume that f satisfies the same boundary conditions

as tp does in the case of the mean circulation of the rectangular

ocean discussed previously, although this is not a good assumption

since it depends on the Sverdrup relation which does not hold for

the fluctuations. The rectangular basin and the boundary conditions

produce quantized solutions of the form:

(0 =: s: 4l ~ + IT j X)' ~ "'(lif l-Tn¡m ~:l It ~

where 1" =- n" + \''l and d =: w40

.

s. WllT d

This zeroth order solution is

then put into the equation for the mean stream function to give

the zeroth order solution for the mean motion which the fluctua-
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tions produce.
:i

ìl ~ - (E"TTJYr~i ~_I)(im Î1 iiX) s1 2rrlïrd

where ~ is an arbitrary amplitude since we have a free flow

so i u t ion.

The sketch below shows the first mode and two second mode

solutions for 1f

c ) ~~
We note tnat the lowest mode contains two gyres while the mean

wind driven circulation, which we discussed earlier, had only one.

The ratio of the mean to transient amplitudes of the meridional

velocities is of the order:

~ R. iT:; M ~?-'

251 c. eo L:2
( ~ is the radius of the earth

and ~ 't ii is the transient amplitude).

For WI and n equal to 10 this ratio is of order i; for h equal

to 10 and h1 equal to i, a 10 cml s transient amplitude gives a

i cml s mean field. The scale of the transients is 1/10 of the

~ 1?

an L~ eototal ocean. The free periods are given by and

the miminum period is about i month.

The type of motion which will be produced depends strongly

on the boundary conditions imposed on Cf We don't want to deal
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with the whole world ocean but putting on the boundary condi-

tions which are used for the mean motion governed by the Sver-

drup equation is not very satisfactory either. One approach

that is being tried is to put in a wave train of i imited extent

and then see what motion results; one hopes that this will make

it possible to infer boundary conditions for the problem.

Another difficulty is that in the presence of strong mean cur-

rents such as the Gulf Stream, decoupling of the mean and fluc-

tuating equations, such as the decoupl ing which occurred in our

simple example ~ does not occur.

Notes submitted by

Stephen Pond.
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Onset of Convection

in,a Rapidly Ro:tatin,g Self-gravitating Fluid

FredeticM. Bisshopp

Let us consider first the momentum balance in a self-'

gravi tating system,

t: ~ :: - .£ -I Df + ~r d.tÔx. r ax:

with f (~) '" - G) 1:=:"1; f (.,~ ,ex'

(We shall consistently suppress subscripts and other indicators

of transformation properties of familiar quantities. Contractions

may be indicated by a dot, and later vector products of two vec-

tors will appear as indicated by the symbol X .)"

When p:: 
fo (r))Y" :: Ixl , we have

Mo Cy) G
f::- -ç., -x.

where

/I-V,-) = 4 iì f~' "1,. (.,') d. .,'
()

-:' i- íf Y"~ fo if fc is constant.

We take great advantage of the Boussinesqapproximation, in

which we have, for a liquid

pC~). ~t: c.,) (i-ex (T('l) - To ()"))) ~ leX (T-To)) "~Id. )'
(~e( It (i-To ì

p.u.::O
òx,

~ ~ - -l .l + 1. t ~.. i ,( ¡Jo (~. .. ~ T) ì

d. t ~D 'ô 'X t'CI Pc à,c \! D ~ " ') 'j
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aT \ d ~ òT lLo Óu. (ÔU. Ov- T) + q~
ò-t:= teoCo'òX# oóI +pøC: êlx.~ n+~ Ci:

, f, r _ MoG O(G(~O(T-~)X + 0 f CT-ïo)(ìC~i:2 ..!i)--1 -- -x+ 'Y¡ 10' :3 "" "lfio '(3 I X. '-)(' I
where PO) Cc: ) )AO) kO) Qo are given functions of r .

To obtain the corresponding equations governing the

same phenomena, we must postulate what we think happens in a

rotating system. Before we become involved in this to the

exclusion of the problem at hand, let us just suppose there

is an inertial coordinate system in which the equations we

have written above work. Then let

1 '"T R"T"r, :: R 'R T;: I,
'X = 1\ X. with i,

be the equations connecting a rotating coordinate system (~1)

with a stationary one ex.) . The motion of a material point

then is
x ( Xl t-) ='R X i (X; ~ )

where X and
,

X may be taken to be initial position if you

like. Now J 1) :i ·
1)= ~: = "R(U + Il?( where SL= R R

1ç " 4f. = 'R (~ +J..n u.' + (11. + fl')'x. )

j- := Tf t 1:1 I' æ pi J L =: '" r' R T

The fundamental postulate of continuum mechanics (of late) then

may be formulated as:
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f (~J(X'.Jt)) =j- (x ex tJ)

p'(xi(x;+.)) = p(x.cx¡t:))

r:/(X '(X~ t)) = r:(%. (x) t-))

when
;; I ex; t' ) :: 'X C'XJ t )

Before anyon~ here takes this too seriously, let me hasten

to point ,out that these assumptions are already buil t into

the N-S equations. The postulate becomes important in the

study of non-newtonian fluids. Note that

'R 'R T = I -? nT + Sl = 0

and it is evident that the similarity of our relations with the

ones obtained by the formal device

i --?i +n.)(
-at at

is no accident. In a familiar notation, we have in the rotating

system equations of motion and heat conduction which are modified

only insofar as

f~ + - .lSLxu - n'l 'l - nx (.n y. X)

We shall take as an equilibrium state of no motion in our

rotating fluid, the state where

r' 0 ,I ko J lJø ,) Co .. Q 0
are given constants.

Then g õi:i. _""~ ~---('Co ~ r'd., - Fe Qo

gives ')L =(3 -~ro 0 i ~
~ Qo

¡3e. ~
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where 'l.' _ ,/to"0= "D
10 ()

v/' 
= ~

fb

.,
The term o(SSL'X will be dropped, i.e. we treat the case where

Also, we shall take

.n~-.ioi,l.
GPo

'r= RC) as the spherical boundary of the fluid

G (X-Xl 3 ieven when that boundary is not rigid. The term 0( po J/ïr--¿I.: e do " ~
'a (l

which at first glance looks troublesome, can be written as -CiGFo dJ

where \7 ~q: := 4 ¡¡ e ~

In the rest of this lecture

!l , nevermore to be seen.
Po

we shall follow fairly closely

Thus it can be put in with

a treatment of the problem by P.H.Roberts where the equations are

made dimensionless according to,

X -7 Ròx., t -4 R: t;/Vi:) U.. Ro nou,¡ f).. :;r Ro4ne¡ e/kó

# + ot6po Cf ~ Vo 5L ir.l

and linearized to give
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"òu. +- r? x u. = - Óù. .."' e'X.. '\~..òt ~ ~
l ~'~ := 1)'~ + 9 ~e

"õ · LA_:tO~
'ò ?G ::

with r:i T V:3:: ir::~ . R~ li t ¡¡ GC)fo,8RoÅø VI' ·

By the usual artifice of twice constructing curl we obtain the

set of equations

'"u. + ~ c. _ Õ UJ
Õ~ 0 ~ n 'e
(~-V~)t-r-;~ =Ro.C~~-x~)

(;t:-\7i)\7ic.+ r~:= 'R (r\l~e-li(:i&+x~ + ~~))

(E~ -\)2)9 :: XU + ~V+i! tA

~ ~ _ 0 1)= t
Ô~ ô'(-

Note that the first two equations provide

"3

'V ~lu= - "ò u.i Õ¡. õX
ã~- ~
Ô~

to., ã LI tl\//11= -Ò,.Ô~ + òZ

Here we should point out that the equations are not separable in

either rect'angular, cylindrical, or spherical cOGrdinates. Things'

look grim, yet we may hope that in the limit r ~ oa the equa-

tions will become separable ina c. s. appropriate for the limiting

form of the boundary conditions.

Several traps must be avoided not just any solution

will do since this is a stability problem and we are therefore

interested in the minimum critical value of 1ê~ of which there
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is a solution. In particular, there are several choices of.~

for which 'R:: 'R rIA allows solution, and we want the minimum

M too.

As far as I know there is no rigorous argument that the

next step is the correct one, so we must consider what follows

a hUeri~tic theory. If the exact ~olution of the analogous

problem for a rotating plane layer heated from below be analysed

for its limiting behaviour as r ~ 00 , it is found that

i ,-.Q ~ r l.. l' r -5ô ~ êl~ aib.
What we shall do is to introduce this exact resul t of the plane

problem into our anallysis of the spherical case? I shall save you

all the gore and give the only reasonable transformation I can

think of, viz: .~ 'a Io t.
~ ~ r- ~ ~ t -? r - !t) "Rø.:= "R r " '" -?' r ~

U-l r%U;) ir~ r~V') W-l r a./~W" ~ ü. ~ r o/~ u:

-l
X.-r ~.o

Then (?lt -7'") e :: fLV -\ r..l LX u. + ~ v)

(* -ïl~Ç - ~ · r-lR (~~ - )L ~)

(~ -17~I7'ur+ ~ · ~ (,,1; ~e - ri-~~ (2 e +" ~ .¡ ~ ~ ))
"', ?;t 'à ãi' ~ .. ..~ ò""

vi 1.:: -~' \/, i.:: ~ ~ \/ :: \11 +r ~ll
The h.c. one to be satisfied at r=j;Ji-r-'J("Xi.;,~..)' and we may
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use cylindrical coords in the 'interior'. Let ('Xi 0Ji) ~ (r~ qië)~

(I.'t ì IJtp ì i.¡ ):: L!), v: UI); then

("pft - \7~e.. i! W'+ r -1(" u.

~ ii)", ~u. r-tJÖ~S(fE-\! l- - ~ .. IV-a

t: -\7~) \l~ur + ~ '~ "R (2- t11~6 - r - ~ls j¡ (2 e +- ult.,J)

(\J~-l-)U -~ ~.. - i-lii '(2. Y ö~ y ô~
(1" ~ I) :¡ òi... livi -Vi v.¡ -r -'òep ôt'

(\7~=.L2. (r1.) +h ~i '( Ô '( â'(i (' ?¡ Cf ~

b. c. on '2- = :t Ii - r -:a¡;;"'.

The interior equations are now fully separable when r -Y DO and

we may let

e eo e(i!) f('r)eLCml+wt) +0(.1)

W':: ûr(ii)i(r)e~6Y\'l+wt) + 0(1)

r:t ¿(mC(-twt) t~ '= ~ (æ)~ C'r) e + 0(1)

where 1' :: 0(1). This last reuirement on 11 is neces'sary if

the solution is to be consistent with the scaling we have adopted

where U. i t. and CA are all of 0 (r~). (The case rn :.0 pre-

sents no difficulty, but l'::o(rJ)iS our undoing.)

If W (: 0 it follows that
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\7;- p.:: - ~ :l cl ~

or that ~::2M (0(\,),

and that ¡¡''_e:'a(ZW+O(ll)(l.'WfQ(i._ ,Re~ -.,),s =0
i.W 1:+0(

-
What we do not yet know is the boundary condition on ur at

~ :: 'i 1 '. This in fact is all We need from the boundary layer

(now to be investigated) near ~ = ~ 1. Given the boundary

condition we can solve the ~igenvalue problem for 'R lJ ~m) and

W (eX: yY) and compute "R i: \ We ) o(~, 11 c.. As it turns out,

the boundary condition does not involve -w when 1¥" 0(1'),

neither does the equation, and therefore we have orily to con-

sider R (C(2.) and W (i::;,'") in seeking the critical value Kc.'

Let us turn now to the problem of putting a lid on our

solution. Let

(~ ;¡)=r"~~'f
~ : ¡ I - r '(~- ri

define the b. i. coord.

or ('f~ 0)

:: I - ~ r ø ?3 r ll_ r Y1ã + 0 (r .. l )

i~:L li
ô i: 'ài' "ae J

i.àrThen _~i. + ~ 'ò-iõr ff ô 't
'.

== _r-V1~ ~ i _ r-Y\-3y"~ô. '2 ay â i'
\7~r-l-i.Y'~ õ~_ +Li.y~ _ a'r -n~~)âi!~ r e)y o'f \

CE~ -\7'= r-l-:t~:~)S =u.+ O(l -'*.1- ~, r:-lt~l)
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f.s _\J~_ri-2M.,a'))~ Ì" r-Yilu. ,A r-'/3R ô9\;òt i 7à ¡? õ? -, ôi9
(i -"l,"'- r-l.~ â'" ) 

(rl'\ r -l.~ q': )w-.¡ r"'1',d t .. 'R 'Q~e\.'òt 'ò ¡. '2 i inl" Ô ¡'a. i

l1= -.t gives a thermal b.l.

0)

(10 .. e: )~ -i. .i UJ + () - d.i~ e.. t.

where ê~= õç 0: o and'aa a i'
Wö - ¡;l i! =0where

or
-' ~
e _ ..0

(LP() to(~
úJ -UPW+c. :a)*ãt; . e

ee ':wte;~)

g i vi ng ëL. =0;
t! .:0

..
6ei :: Wõ

(,J P ùi¥X ~)
as required.

)' = -t ë := 0 ( i!) gives an inner, Ekman layer where

â"'~-
d~i

r~ dW ~ 0
õ -ë

õ4w + r -l â ç C= 0

ô¡;-l ê)~
thus W-= 0 Li--'¡)) t ': 0(1) in this b.1.

The actual b. c. are:

Rigid u.1i U. .. U":: 0 ~ ur = t; =. ~ = 0 at .i' os 0

F Id' ell) - cLV' -0 ~ LV - KtJ ci ~ ~.' t-';¡ 0ree i.:' cl~ - ¡¡ - -1 ~ o; ': U = I. a ~ ':

1.

2.

Again I III 13pare you the gore, the transformed 1.~ r -l¡w

gives a 6th order system with three conditions corresponding to

i. or 2. and three more for boundedness. Corresponding to 1. the

Ekman layer is divergent and a correction of O(r-t)iS propagated

to the interior; with 2. the Ekman layer is non-divergent. The

bottom boundary layers are of the same type, so we obtain in either
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case, ( '&. .. R'i"')-t;11_cX"" LW+Q( )(t.W-rQ¡ - iWPt~1. W-::o-

;;(~) = G;C.I) :: 0

To the present, the case which has been most thoroughly

investigated is where W:: 0 .

Then W"- eX?( Q( Il - R, "") ¡¡ :; 0

and the results are available from two sources.

Niiler-Bisshopp Roberts

'Rc: = 24.33

eXt: = 1. 09

Rc. = 20.7126

()c. = 1. i 08

The results of N-B are derived from a three-term trial function

using trigonometric functions in a variational method, those of

Roberts by direct numerical integration on a digital machine.

N-B have rechecked their result, Roterts' result is not in

doubt, the agreement is very poor for a three- term approxima-

tion, and, at the moment, 1'm quite mystified by it.
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The Response of an Unbounded Atmosphere to

Point Disturbances

Shoji Kato

Abstract

The response of an unbounded and isothermal atmosphere

both to time harmonic disturbances of force (Part I) and to

impulsive forces (Part II) are studied mainly for point dis-

turbances. In the former case, the exact solution is obtained

in the whole frequency range of disturbances by applying the

method of retarded potentials after a simple transformation of

coordinates. An interesting phenomenon occurs in the trapped

frequency range. For disturbances whose frequencies are just

above the lower characteristic frequency of the atmosphere,

W2 (=-(-t_/yk ~ / c )

ciently, especially to vertically oscillating disturbances.

, the atmosphere responds veryêffi-

Moreover, those oscillations excited by vertically oscillating

disturbances consist mainly of a vertical velocity field and the

regions of intense response are restricted very sharply to the

vertical region from the source. These characteristics of the

response still remain even in the frequency range of acoustic

waves if the atmosphere is sufficiently stable to convection. In

the latter case (impulsive forces), the asymptotic solution is

obtained with the use of Lighthill' s method. Fronts of distur-

bances propagate with two different modes corresponding to those
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of acoustic waves and of gravity waves. Behind the front

resulting from propagation of acoustic waves, intense dis-

turbances are radiated vertically from the source if the atmos-

phere is sufficiently stable to convection.

I. Introduction

Problems of wave generation have usually been attacked from

two direction£. One is to study the coupling between turbulence

and wave modes and to obtain the power of waves radiated by tur-

bulence. The aim of this approach is to learn the amount of

mechanical energy available for the heating of a stellar corona.

Since the original suggestions of Biermann (1946, 1948) and

Schwarzschild (1948), several authors have studied this problem

(e.g. Lighthill 1952, 1954; Proudman 1952; Kulsrud 1955.; Unno and

Kato 1962; Kato 1963) although not always in the same context.

The second kind of approach is the attempt to study the

generation of waves from given concentrated sources. In this

latter case, the attention is focused on the chaxacter of the

response of the surrounding medium to given simplified disturbances.

As is well known, a time-harmonic point force in a homogeneous and

isotropic medium gives rise to acoustic dipole radiation (e. g. Lamb

1945). If a medium has a magnetic field,disturbances generate

hydromagnetic waves. This was studied by Lighthill (1960) for a

non-gravitating compressible medium having a uniform magnetic field,
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using the method developed by him to obtain the asymptotic

solution of an inhomogeneous wave equation in an isotropic

medium. If a medium is stratified under the effect of a gravity

and the stratification is stable to convection, disturbances

generate acoustic waves and gravity waves. This was studied

by Moore and Sp iegel (1964) for an unbounded and isothermal

atmosphere in the case of a time-harmonic disturbance of

force, applying Lighthill' s method.

In an atmosphere stratified by the effect of gravity,

however, disturbances in a certain frequency range cannot

propagate (e.g~ Bjerknes, Bjerknes, Salbery and Bergeron 1933).

For mathematical simplicity, wewil1 restrict our attention to

an unbounded and isothermal atmosphere under a constant gravity.

Then, the trapped frequency range is specified by two character-

istic frequencies of the atmosphere, W, (= Y'~ /2. c) and W~t (t-I/&;:).

where Y ~ and c denote the ratio of specific heats, the

acceleration of gravity, and the adiabatic sound velocity, res-

pectively. f.ør frequencies above the upper characteristic fre-

quency, lJ. , disturbances can radiate waves in all directions
, -

below the lower characteristic frequency, bU~, energy can be

radiated within the direction defined by ~~e L uf ¡liv~ ' where

e is the angle between the vertical direction and the direction

of the observer (Moore and Spiegel 1964): On the other hand, dis-

turbances whose frequencies are between Wi and W:i cannot propagate

as waves, They will, however, produce oscillations in the sur-
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rounding medium.

In a previous paper, Kato (1965) studied the oscillation

in this trapped frequency range under a simplified condition

oj ~ o. The interest there was to discuss the nature of the:i

source terms due to turbulence and to study the relation with

the atmospheric oscillatory motions observed in the solar atmos-

phere (e. g. Leighton, Noyes and Simon 1962; Evans and Michard

1962, etc.). Hence, that study rather belongs to the former

category mentioned at the beginning of this section. So, it is

necessary to learn the response of the surrounding atmosphere to

disturbances in the trapped frequency range with more general

condition W'l"* 0 , although the assumed sources are simplified.

In this sense, our study corresponds to an extension of Moore and

Spiegel's study into the trapped frequency range. Interesting

phenomen which were not recognized in Moore and Spiegel's paper

occur in this trapped frequency range as we shall see.

We must also recall Lamb's work (1908) as a study about

the response of stratified atmospheres to disturbances. Lamb

studied the vertical propagation of disturbances both from an

impulsive force and from a time-harmonic disturbance of force. In

each case horizontal dimensions of the sources were infinite. One

of the interesting results obtained by him for the case of an

unbounded and isothermal atmosphere is that an impulsive force

produces a vertically propagating wave front with a wake whose

frequency tends to the upper characteristic frequency of the
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atmosphere as the front goes to infinity. The other is that

there is a resonance phenomenon with resIlonse of infinite ampli-

tude for time-harmonic disturbances whose frequencies are just the

upper characteristic frequency of the atmosphere. We can say that

the study of this paper corresponds also to a generalization of

Lamb i s study into a three-dimensional case. The results obtained,

however, are quite different from Lamb's case because of the in-

crease of dimension. For example, the resonance phenomenon at

the upper characteristic frequency disappears in the three-

dimensional case and existence of the lower characteristic fre-

quency has important effects upon the response of the atmosphere

al though this frequency has no effect in Lamb i s one-dlmensional

case.

The purpose of this paper is to study how the efficiency

of atmospheric response depends upon the frequency of the distur-

bing source, what kind of sources (the direction of force) the

atmosphere responds to effectively, what the angular dependency.

of the response is and how the stability of the atmosphere effects

upon the response. In Part I, the response of the atmosphere will

be studied for time-harmonic disturbances of force. We can obtain

the exact solution in the whole frequency range of disturbances as

shown later. However, we will mainly focus our attention to the

trapped frequency range because Moore and Spiegel (1964) studied

the response of the atmosphere in the frequency ranges of waves

(al though they studied it by means of the asymptotic solution),
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moreover, because interesting phenomena about the response of

the atmosphere are intimately related to the trapped frequency

range. In Part II, the response of the atmosphere will be

studied for implusive forces, u$ing Lighthill' s method to

obtain the asymptotic solution at great distances from the

source. Finally, in Section VIII a summary of the results will

be given and a possibility of application of our results upon

the formation of the spicule structure in the solar upper chromo-

sphere will be discussed briefly.

II. Summary of Fundamental Equations

a) The Inhomogeneous Wave Equation

We begin with the following linearized equations:

fo;t ~~- ~vruL p+ f % +£

~ + ~: (al) V):: 0ea't i. /'eyb ') h'._~+ov.c..¡l)c CU '1::o
ôt \0", ~ \0 A.

(i)

(2)

(3)

and

c.'J .. -t lc I to ( 4 )
with i = (0 ò 0 J -~) Here, p and t represent perturbed

pressure and density from undisturbed pressure, f, , and

density po , and ~ denotes the arbitrary forced disturbance

of force which will be specified later. Other notations have

their usual meanings. For simplicity, we assume that the
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atmosphere is unbounded and isothermal. Hence, the undis-

turbed density stratification is given by

t~ (i) -: foe erp ê-.z/H ); (S)

where the scale height, ri , is represented by

H = ~ i/~ :: c'1¥~) (c"::~), (6)

From equations (I) to (6), we obtain the following inhomo-

geneous wave equation for t'¡lfoY~ (e.g. Moore and Spiegel 1964,

Kato 1963)

E 0'+ Ôi. i. ~ ~ co.) ( ) ~J( i... ''dt¿¡ + ~'i\.C l - 4 H~ + y-/ ~~\7 "PM Y,)::Sl!yl1t) (7)

where

Sfx~i~it): -t to v~-~~: L (ol 6/-1) ~ ~~J Ct~()-It:ø)-

.. t~l -~ ~ + ('(-I~J ~(to o(-f~) + lj ( f~ ~-l f ~ )J (8)

and

.,
r7 _Vi -

Õ 1. "a 2.-+-
ÔX 2. ~ ~."

(9)

In subsequent sections we will discuss effects of $ -functional

point sources with respect to too(-I i where 0( is an unspecified

cons tan t , So, as a preparation, S in equation (8) is expressed

with the of bind form
Qt-I t

(7) the basicuse a
~o

Equation is

equation in the discussion of wave generation and atmospheric

oscillation due to external sources. It should be noted that
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the dependent variable, namely f/ fJ ~ is used in the fundamental

equation (7) because we can more easily calculate energy density

and energy flux with this variable, than with the variable used

by Moore and Spiegel (1964).

The dispersion equation obtained from the left-hand side of

equation (7) suggests that it is convenient in the later work to

introduce the following notation

W, -: c~ H -= d"~ /1c. (10)

and

( )y,.W:i:: '(..l ~/c. (11)

Actually, these are the characteristic frequencies of the atmos-

phere (e.g. Moore and SpiegeI1964). For frequencies above the

upper characteristic frequency Wi or below the lower character-

istic frequency oU~, disturbances can radiate acoustic waves or

gravi ty waves, respectively.

b) The Energy Density and Energy Flux

As the energy conservation equation, from equations (i),

(2) and (3), we have (Eliassen and Palm 1954)

it L -k(fil+il ~e' +1(t-I)~' SYc'J + J.(P)()" 0 (12)

where $ denotes the displacement in the direction of r -axis.

It is useful to represent the total energy density and the

energy flux in equation (12) with the dependent variable, 1'/f+) y~ ,

adopted in the fundamental equation (7). We decompose the velocity
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and pressure fluctuation into Fourier components as

oc

l.~i:;: S f(w).e (iwt )J.v.
-00

and

Cl

t4: '" r feW) li (iwt)d.w.

-Of
Then, from equations (1), (2) and (3) we have

, "' t" -!/i\I. W 1:)l (W)= - T; l r.W.,

¿ w ~~ (w) =' -- i; f (w)

and

tw(w~W;)l¡. (w);: L~ +(WI2--W;)~J ~~ Cw) i

Thus, the total mean energy density (the mean of the terms in

the bracket in equation (12)), r: , associated with waves or

oscillations is represented as

00

E"= f £CW)~WJ
~

where

E (w)= ~ 0 ~ few.) )~+ ¡-øt(w) ¡.i)w l' ~x d ~~ 2.j I i.W fWi, ô "L '/'S '"
t (w"~",D" (~+(wl-w.)j;ll' (w) I

I)"" )'2
+ 7~ -l CuJ) "

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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Especially the frequency component of the kinetic energy density,

t~ (w) , is given by

_ ( ~ t\ (W)j:l Id ""CW) J 1)Ek(w): -b l-t X'" + ..t~ - +
'2 ) ~I, ')1.

-¡ ~,.- r~l'¡W'l_Wi.):iC' J~/,'W)
(t.:V'aW: t ~-e lC l"i I i.

(20)

In this equation the first two terms in the left-hand side repre-

sent the kinetic energy density of motions in the horizontal plane,

and the last one represents that of motions in the vertical direc-

tion.

Moreover, the frequency component of the mean energy flux,

l lW), defined by
oc

\ ~ k) :! f !i (w)d.w
Gl

(21)

can be written as

:t(~ì): Lf(w)~*(w)~ t*cw);0 (w)J · (22)

With the help of equation (is), (16) and (17), the quantity,

~ Cw) , can be al so expressed by f lW) .

In subsequent sections we will use mainly the kinetic

energy density and supplementarily the energy flux as measures of

the response of the atmosphere to disturbances. However, the

density fluctuation may be a more useful measure if the results

should be applied upon the formation of spicules in the solar

upper chromosphere (Section VIII). Of course, this can also be
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"-
expressed by r (W) A frequency component of the mean square

,
of tl/t~ ' defined by an equation similar with equations (18)

or (21), can be written as

': ) ft '& 'd-l () eø ) 1\ I ) ..
C~(W~_wI3' \ w -:i ~ + Y"'l~"f f L W)

(23)

Part I. The Response of the Atmosphere to Time-Harmonic

Disturbances.

III. The Solution of the Inhomogeneous Wave Equation

The inhomogeneous wave equation for the time-Fourier

component can be written from equations (7) and (8) as

c- w£f_wy~iar¡':W~)+ 0' W~VI''' few):: s Cw)
(24)

where

S(¡;~¡i:W)=C~ff-CKW' ((~y"i)!l tiJ(to~"tr)t

+ e '-t.1:..c w'- w ~ (l ((6 ""t:c) + ~ ((' "-t¡j ) J. (25)

We introduce the new coordinate system where the hori-

zontal scale is contracted by the ratio W /(l) 'Z ~'l t. That is,

the new coordinate system (x.~ '1 ~ .1) introduced is related to

the original coordinate system (x,) ~).) by

W:t :: (w: w~ )J,.x1 ì

W~ :: lw'i- u.:)-t~J

2:: ;2'

(26)
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Then, equation (24) is reduced to

r '3 It) t IIlJ A/í. ",I J
L(WI~W -c \l t'iW)=S(W)/W2.:J (27)

where primes added to fd (wj and SeW) show that these values

are represented by the new coordinates, Hereafter, the quan-

tities represented in the new coordinate system will be denoted

with the use of the prime.

With the use of the retarded potential method, the

solution of equation (27) which satisfies the radiation con-

dition is written as

",I I f i I- i Cw'. w~ )Yt/Jè(y.;)::-oa -i~ +~ -r 4~C y ~fr C
/I I
s Cwl ci i
-i;2 ~ (28)

for W)~, and CJ ~..W, respectively, and

( '" 2) Yi. J -,.1.l I ), ) (J. L 1J l .. W ; S (w) IÂ: (W :: -4 i ;.bp we - ." ,- 'f _ cL-x (29)., TIc y c: W", -
for ) w j.t Wi ' whère the integral is performed over the whole

I
source region, and r denotes the distance between the obser-

i
vation point and a point X.- in the source region in the new

coordinate system. lri equation (29) the frequency range,

I w ) L. W:¡ , is included. In this frequency range, however, a
careful interpretation of this equation is necessary because the

transformation (26) implies a transformation into an imaginary

coordinate system.

The transformation (26) corresponds to the following one
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in the polar coordinate systems

~ ~/ 'l ~, ." )//. -;.d '2)yl :: '( \. w - WI. ~ 9f c.W .. "":a (30)

~Sl ~'L (w:: W ~ ì/Ct.i; ~ c.:- CNop ~ ) J CQ~ I: (31)

and
i

:J :: J (32)

where e and
I 1

61 are the angular distances from r- and í!

axis (the same direction) in each coordinate system. As shown
';

in equation (30), the 1(1 becomes negative in the frequency

-i '3 2. ')
range of W~)o W ') W,.~ ê, (this frequency range corresponds

to that of gravity waves), Therefore, the solution in the

frequency range of gravity waves can be expressed by inserting

'Y /: :t i. I 'f I (the sign:! is for tA ~ ()) into equation (29).

That is, we have

f (w) "A~d~~I.Dp L+L Cw~:¡JJìrïJ t~~ ~ (33)

Consequently, the exact solution of the equatíon in

the original coordinate system is

Il 'b
"i. ~.. ( S Cw~ L, rw':w71 (tu:W~cMG)rJ' d (34)
flW)::1nc'2iW'À_w~IYa)r(w!w:co'léY"2. ~PrL Iw~w~\~ 1:

for frequency ranges both of acoustic waves (wl2.) W~) and the

W~ ) .i.:i 'æ 2-sign:! is for ' 0: 0 and of gravity waves (W~,. W ., W:¿ ~ G

and the sign:! is for () ~ 0 ). The value of A I is i and

+ i (for W ~ Cl ) for acoustic waves and gravity waves
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respectively. The solution in the trapped frequency ranges

6'3 ~ 1..J 2. oz ~')W') OJ) LV OJru W ~ Wog (Q)~ e isi ' t
) '" f '1 .\ ii,.) l 1. I .i 'I J4j

A i A,. S (W) , (w1.w'l,. W-WQ W r;__
~(())=4rr¿ rW~lj~\\l 'rlw:.wi~2el~ JJf - ' e. - /t.o'3.w;:'¡ ~ '( dl- (35)

A '3 -i 1L :2 i. '21,where ~ is + for Wi" W 7 l... a. and for (..c W;2 m c; ,

respectively,

With the use of Lighthill' s method, Moore and Spiegel

(1964) obtained the asymptotic solution of equation (34) at

great distances from the source. We can show that far from the

source the exact solution (34) coincides with their asymptotic

solution (Appendix A).

iv. The Response of the Atmosphere to Point Sources of Force.

Some general results about the response of the atmosphere

are already shown in equations (34) and (35). The most prominent

phenomena are the facts that the response of the atmosphere is

~c ,"J! i.,very effective to the direction ~ t7 ..W¡W in the case of
"J 2-

¿l) ¿, W 2,

-i 1.
, and to the vertical direction in the case ofvJ ..WI."

Al though the former one was already pointed out by Moore and

Spiegel (1964), it is unclear how much of this phenomenon is

important in actual media by the reason discussed in the last

paragraph of subsection (b) of this section. The main purpose of

this section is to stress interesting characteristics 
of the

response of the atmosphere to disturbances whose frequencies are

near the lower characteristic frequency W2,'
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To facilitate demonstrating these characteristics, we will

study effects of the following two simplifi.ed asixymetric point

disturbances. A vertical i inear oscillator:~.L )
po f¡ =rLeJ~(-twt)¿(~)~l) (¿= ¿ ~ wl J (36)

and a circular oscillator in the horizontal plane:

ßc(i=AHJt .ef'awt)¡&.~ C.i::IJ,J;~~)
(37)

where A I.. 13:: 0 and A Hi I and A¡"J ~ have a same amplitude.

~ ~ ~
IAJ./ == IAii ,I ~ i AH1-1MJ ) (38)

but their phases differ by 1f1 ~. In equations (36), (37) and

(38), suffixes i, 2 and 3 represent )L, j and :; respectively.

In the following discussion, we shall prefer to use the

new coordinate system defined by equation (26) as far as possible

because whole calculations can then be done more easily, The

point sources given by equations (36) and (37) can be written in

the new coordinate system asI ~ i
(Rix-~.)= -~,,?A .eC~IJJt)J('X')ójJr/r:lj2.r:3)J ~ w -..:. y -., ..)l (39)

~nd

(fo~.~)'r: w~~~AH~i: UlF(L~wt)¡Ct-) J (£.::1) 2. ~ 3) (40)

0(-1 rwhere the prime added to lo fL.' QI-i
means that ri j¿ is

represented by the new coordinates, In addition, from equation
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(25) we have

At"..-i i-r, ) ~ d J C ix-I C ) iS (w);: ~ fbiJ W L.ir. (-I c- -I 'ó fO::~ t

1... ~.. ~ r,~ ( IX-l-)I 'd r; QI-/(' )'J
+ c -. ic 10 l.(w-w1) JF' te Jx. +~8' \.~ 1'1 . (41)

Inserting equation (39) and the first term in equation

(41) into equations (28) or (33), and performing partial inte-

grations, we have, for the frequency range of acoustic waves ,2. ~ "2 -: 'i ii é
W ~ W, ' and of gravity waves W'. ~ W ., W~ ~ j

I ( ri 'l¡11,A I I w" ~ -0( r _. W ..Wl I J
IfyLW)-: -A:Tf-rl w':w-f;o Äy..p l+l; c: l'"r1

r(w~-w:/~ (.. t ~ ~~W~I)~IE:/IJXL c. + 1Y'1 G (42)

where the sign :t is for W ¿ 0 , the
Fi.~

denotes the undis-

turbed density at the position of the source, and, for convenience,

~ I ~/I denotes C I W~ W; \ Yl wllw ~ CAi.81~':J\~9. Qui te simi-

larly, we have
¡ 1. 2.1lt f.

A'G \_n-i ~ w..w" "JG-oerA¡. ~~+-Aij~Mn ~/J

f¡. W r V~1T '(It, l:W~ ~ t1~ .1 i

I 1. 2./~ J r /' ~ 'i1~, r-i w -Wi _ / t . -l · w- Wi J' iX.v tL ~ i: r I +-Id :t L -.. .'c 4\ e. (43)
'" 1\

In equations (42) and (43), Py C w) and rJ. LW) represent

t I (W) due to point disturbing sources represented by equations

(39), and (40) respectively. Using similar procedures, we have,
". " o¡

for the frequency range of oscillations, W:i ¿ uJ " Wi and
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2- 2. 7-;'W ¿W;¡eG e,
..;\ I' I

1fT'!));: .. ff'

:. v _,v /: '2 :i)~W A 'i-'A r- LW'-w_ 'J
() :'W;- ( ~o l'!Jp c. Y"

,z "') y, ii.
((wi -w~ '2+(-1 + (u.~W'l) 1.) L: '))( cY" i C. CJ ¡; r (44)

and / f.:i ",iv" l J l
£ (w)= _ i- ~ w-W,. )1-0( I- ~r+ A dA l', H 4ïrr' wllw:- toe t H)I H¡2.

if. :2 "2)I/2-J I

f~f-w'-:ilJ(..+Cu.'-w- ,4le1, (45)X Mf - ~ Y' y' C!

where ;i I e'l denotes rW/¡W-:W~Cb2eJY"'J tW 8,

a) The Frequency Ranges of Oscillations

(w ~, W"'"" I. ~? WZ.c w i~'J ~),

We will use the kinetic energy density as a measure of

response of the atmosphere, as mentioned before, A Fourier

component of the kinetic energy density, equation (20), can

be written with the use of the new coordinates as

( ", ~ A i
, _ ~ -0 l' CW) d f (w) :.

E~C"')-i",~",¡i I 'ti' 1+ I ~~I I, )+)

, (46)
:i I 11. 'l\V:i 2.+. w _ r2, + \,tA,-W,- J J lb (w) 1

~2._W~J¡ ~.l c ,

Therefore, after inserting equations (44) and (45) into equa-

tion (46), we have.. ~. i
E-v.,(r:e;w)= f'lw~w~)4)AV')GV;., (~CI~~'; w; W~w~ ) (47)

t-I' (' ,\ i w¥ jA I"G' (' " 2, '1~ i 2.) i/(1-¡1 Y)è-;WJ::F¡C;~wiP V l4? T)~e;iJ~uJIJUJ"I~/8/(48)
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, I w~ I II I
E ~I l/r; ~ i lJ) :: F I w2, w~ I e.¡A I- ) c¡ v,l- 0;lcn Ð; w 1 i. ,: w; )I4,/ I f/ I (49)

and

E/ ( , u) $. I i." i (' , o¡ '1)/(11,11 V;9Iw)=F iw:w~l" Ari G14¡1- 'r)eca.é1;wJw¡)W,. (50)

where

I( i ' 1.

Fy-~u.; W, ):.
lJ 1..20 L (w'i..W"') ~ Jro 0 .u -.2 r i

II: TT $.'(1"- ~r c: (51),I I I
and ~V, G ¡.iT l Gf¡i- and G Hi ~ are similar terms to each

I
other. For example, Gr.., has the following form:

l

I

G1;V ('(~ cV'-e' ~ w ) W ~l W~)::

( -a ~ f¡ I..i i.) ~ ~ j r. i. " \l~ n""
... WI-W2. r-L +-LWI"W,,_ J+J. ~9 +J.r.l .ii~I"~J l ::)~;1

.. C3. - Lr' c .,/~ ~ flU" , c: (J
Moreover, £~ I.. .,(Y'i ~J' W) for example, denotes a frequency com-

i

ponent of the kinetic energy density by the horizontal velocity

field excited by the vertical linear oscillator defined by equa-

tion (36). Other notations have similar meanings. To obtain

the angular distribution and intensity of the kinetic energy

density in the ¿riginal space, the transformations (30) to (32)

shouid be inserted into equations (47) to (50).

If the frequency of the source is near the lower charac-

teristic frequency of the atmosphere, £Ù~, there is. an interesting

phenomenon. That is '£"T':r (y; e '~ W) has \ñery large values in
J

the restricted region (the region vertically below or above the

aource). The values or their angular distributions of other E~
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have not so interesting characteristics compared with those

of El(VI r

frequency the atmosphere responds very strongly to a vertically

In other words, near the lower characteristic

oscillating source, and the respondent region is sharply restricted

in the vertical region from the source, and the velocity field in

that region consists mainly of a vertical one. These results

come partly from the form of equation of the kinetic energy

density (equation (20)), and partly from the characteristics

of the transformation of coordinates (equation (26)) required

to cast the inhomogeneous wave equation into the standard form,

To demonstrate sharpness in the respopdent region of the

atmosphere to vertically oscillating sources whose frequencies

are just above the lower characteristic frequency of the atmos-

phere, curves of iso-value of E'k'V..(Y7lfJ'W) in the original space,
i

are drawn in Figures la and lb. In Figure la, the square value of

'i
the frequency of the disturbance, ¿V , and that of the lower char-

acteristic frequency,
~ ~ ~

W,2 , are 0.6 W I and 0.556 Wi (this

Q. ..
In Figure lb, W : Wi and

corres-

ponds to 'i = 6/5), respectively.
\.W.. = O. 96 W~ (this corresponds to )( = 5/3). Numerical

fkV/L~~n(IAr)ïl¡,rtH ¡'w~J.values in these figures denote those of

The zero intensity surface cuts the . -axis at a great distance

.. l.
from the source (if () c: W1. ' the surface does not cut the ii-axis),

and in the inner region of this surface the vertical velocity of the

atmospheric oscillation is in the same phase with that of the source

and in the outer region of this surface it is in the anti-phase
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with that of the source.

To demonstrate ,that sharpness of the respondent region

increases with decreasing of frequency difference between the

frequency of the source and the lower characteristic 'frequency,

the angular dependencies, of E~'Vi'f ( ~ e J uJ) at the distance

:i H from the source are drawn in Figures 2a and 2b for the
'2 '2çases of W.: Wi and of '2 'IW :: (),O¡ W" respectively. Three

curves in Figure 2a are for '( = 4/3 ( W;= o. 75 W~);

'l :: 3/2 (W~= o. 89 W~) and Y = 5/3 C W ~ = O. 96 W~) in

order moving inward, Two curves in Figure 2b are for '( = 4/3

and ~ = 3/2 in order moving inward, In these curves, values at

the vertical direction from the sources are normalized to a same

value.
/, ~ 1-" ,. i. :i~ )

b) The Frequency Ranges of waves"W)W1.W2)oW "7(.:l(J .

Generation of waves from a vertically oscillating point

source (see equation (36)), was studied by Moore and Spiegel (1964),

using the asymptotic solution at great distances from the source.

However, they overlooked interesting effects of the degree of the

atmosphere upon generation. The purpose of this subsection is to

emphasize this poinL As a measure of response of .the atmosphere,

we use different ones (energy density or energy flux) from that

used by Moore and Spiegel, because the former will be more funda-

mental.

If the degree of stability of the atmosphere increases, the

lower characteristic frequency approaches to the upper characteristic
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frequency. So, in that case, we can expect that phenomena obtained

near the lower characteristic frequency (see the previous sub-

section) will remain even in the frequency range of acoustic waves.

For example, in the case of '( = 5/3 (W,,"':: 0.96 W~)WE; obtained

the curves of iso-value of i=~'TV (w)
i

at W:I., in Figure lb,

It is obvious that the characteristics shown in this figure

(strong response and sharpness of the respondent region) are

conserved continuously to higher frequency range, al though these

characteristics are weakened gradually with increasing frequency.

So, we will mainly study the effects of the degree of stability

of the atmosphere upon another interesting measure of response

of the atmosphere in the frequency ranges of waves; namely, energy

flux radiated from disturbing sources.

To avoid unnecessary complications, energy flux at great

distances from a source will be calculated. Using equations (is),

(16), (17), (42) and (43), we can calculate a Fourier component of

the velocity field. Consequently, the energy flux defined by equa-

tion (22) can be expressed in the original coordinate as

(re1w)--L ~ ¡-~J ¡' w'lw~i.~ly,-_4-, ,; . 81T~'l~ C' ßo Ar ¡"/:w,,"lY-'(.w';¡,;o.?"9)'4

v Ú/. '2 "i~)l Iw:w:lJw~w~1 :2"01:" L(.,-"",i ., ,-~ C' -
(w':w¡ cqfi"e) '(

(53)

and

.31 a. a. i)/i

i ~ i tJ/' I- "011 it. W 14) - Wi, __ IQ ..~ 't
1~('iB.lW/~rii'r,?~D AH Iw':w;IVø(w~w";t#"G).,A -:;

(54)
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for two kinds of disturbing sources defined by equations (36) and

(37). At a great distance from the source, energy is radiated

radially in a dependency of )l~ as generally expected, Moreover,

. far from the source we can show after a calculation that the energy

density, E iw)(:::2 E'k(W))' energy flux, *' (w) , and group

velocity, jl Cw) are related by

Few) 1! Cw):: ~ Cw) (55)
as generally expected, where the magnitude of the group velocity

is given by (Moore and Spiegel 1964)

V(wß) ::
jw"'-w; ¡i¡, ¡lJl-'W~1 i¡.(w~w~~ ~) Y2.fj ~ CúJ ((¡~uJ~) +W:-(w~-W:)~aê J

(56)

The total energy radiated by unit time, ~C~), defined by
'I

F (w) = ;i ii ) i ('" B; w) ,.'.i 9 J. 9

II

(57)

can be easily calculated from equations (53) and (54) for acoustic

waves. The resul ts are

t i. fl :i)V~ r

' .,' '2 1-10 2 WLW-W¡ ~" Ii 1.
aCW):'~?~6 IAvI (w-:W;)'- 3(wi-W,)+(w_W¡ ))J (58)

and

oJ 2.L" .iï:Vi.J
I W'2 I..~~ (WP.-Wi

l1 (W): if ëT ¡ÒO I A~ J WlW~I.~-i) "
(59)

We do not calculate the total energy radiated by gravity waves

because their intensity becomes infinite at the critical angle
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8r.( eJ&e~W7w~.

of equations (58) and (59) times the value of

In Figures 3a and 3b, values in the large bracket

wlw~ are drawn

as a function of frequency for some cases of the degree of stability

of the atmosphere, The vertically oscillating disturbances whose

frequencies are very near the upper characteristic frequency are

good generators of waves if the atmosphere becomes sufficiently

stable to convection (see Figure 3a). This excess energy is mainly

radiated to the vertical difection from the source (see equation

(53) ) .

Finally, we should mention about the critical direction

CCQe~::w7w~) for radiation of gravity waves, At this direction

energy flux radiated by gravity waves becomes infinite (equations

(53) and (54) , originally shown in equations (34) and (35)). Moore

and Spiegel (1964) suggested this fact may be important in delivering

energy to the outer region of the sun. However, a caTeful discussion

whether this is actually important is necessary because the wave

number of waves radiated to the critical direction is infinite, So,

the exponential damping due to dissipations becomes dominant for

waves radiated near the critical direction even if the coefficient

of dissipation is small, The fact that the wave number of waves

radiated to the critical direction is infinite and its direction is

perpendicular to the critical direction (the directions of phase

velocity and group velocity are perpendicular in each other) may be

also seen from the dispersion equation.
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Part II. The Response of the Atmosphere to Impulsive Disturbances,

V. Lighthill' s Method

It will be useful to study quantitatively the response of

the atmosphere to impulsive disturbances to demonstrate effects

of the degree of stability of the atmosphere, although we can

roughly anticipate results because we have studied the response

of the atmosphere to time-harmonic disturbances,

In our own case, an impulsive disturbance can be written as

ß~-'f. ~ A ¿ Ó('!)d (t) ~ u= ~ ~ ~ 3) (60)

and the suffixes i, 2 and 3 denote X , ~. and ~, respectively,

In Part I we have studied about effects of two kinds of distur-

bances whose directions are vertical and horizontal separately

and have known the difference between effects of these two types

of disturbances, So, in Part II we will adopt a hypothetical

pulse whose direction is statistically isotropic, That is, the

A R are the same
e.

amplitudes of these

-: .. '2 ~
/AI .: JAil :: 1Al.J :: IA3\ ~

(6l)

but the phases of them are uncorrelated. Adopting this kind of

disturbance, we can concentrate our attention to effects of the

degree of stability of the atmosphere upon the response of the

atmosphere to disturbances. For, the response of the atmosphere

to this kind of disturbance will be spherically symetric if the
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atmo'sphere is convectively neutral (ý= i) . As "a-mec&sur-e of the

response we will use mainly the kinetic.ene.r,gy .,density ,as in

Part 1.

We can write, in .prin.ciple, ,the Green function of Hthe

fundamental wave equation (7) in .an in,tegral fOJ::m,bec-ausewe

have obtained the exact solution fnrthetime-:harmoniccase in

Part I. The form, however,i.s,.compl.icatedand not practical,

We will be sati.sfiedw:Lththe ,.a.symp.tnti.c,so.1utionohtained with

the use of Lighthill'.s method (1960).,_ Lighthillstudied the

asymptotic solution of inhomogeneous, wav.eequa.tionsinan, iso-

tropic media mainly in the case of time-harmonic disturbing sources.

In an appendix of his paper, Lighthillment.ioned,the&symirtotic

solution in the following non-time harmonic case:

õ'2 d'" ò~ i "2'2)!.
p(~ ) ?i ) w ~ 7" ¡t, tf1iV,-):I 5 ~.Idj1iJ t)

(62)

under the condition that dependent variable, 1, /fa 1/"' , is every-

where zero until an initial instant, r.: 0 , after which the

source,S, begins to operate, In equation (62), íP is a poly-

nomial and S is a function vanishing outside a restricted region,

We will introduce a four-dimensional space in which a point

~, '% )= r.. rr)íS ex, ~,~ t) ., U(ß ¡. wt)J d.;i J. (ct) (63)
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and the dispersion relation can be represented by th~ hyper-

surface c¡.O in the four-dimensional wave vector space, where

J"- :i :i
G :: P (- "Rx.) - k d) - h a l - I.'/ c. .. ) . (64)

Then, using the approximation of stationary phase as

'( -4 OQ and t--l ~ where .. is the distançe between 
the obser-

vation point and the source, Lighthill obtained the following

asymptotic solution of equation (62):

fi¡ V~:. ~"ii)~ ~ Ctl~.vp Ci (~r. + wt ) Jlfö~ 1/~ ¿. lOG l. I k I y~
(65)

where t:: (y"+ c."fl) II"" The sum:g is over all points on

the hyper-surface C;: () whose normal is parallel to the four-

dimensional observation point (x. iet) : that is, over all points

where

r. : c.t:: \l c; : c '0 GÄw (66)

Moreover, in equation (65), Co is a phase factor of modulus I;

CJ~T is the gradient of G in Cartesian four-space; and K

is the Gaussian curvature of the hyper-surface (i ., each element of

the matrix of products of first derivatives of ti being multiplied

into the corresponding cofactor of the matrix of second derivatives,

.!-
and divided by I DC; I '

VI. The Fronts of Propagating Disturbances

Without the help of the asymptotic solution in the inhomo-

geneous wave equation, the concept of the group velocity makes the
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calculation of the fronts of propagating disturbances possible.

In general, energy propagates from sources with the group

velocity (e, g, Lighthill 1960; Whilham 1961). The group velocity

of the wave whose frequency is uV is given by (c. f, equation (66))

1!(è.¡w),: vúA~ (67)
The explicit expression of the group velocity in our case is

given in equation (56),

A pulse has, practically all frequency components, So,

the fronts of disturbances propagating from a pulse can be con-

sidered as the envelopes of the wave fronts resul ting from waves

of all frequencies, In the atmosphere which we are treating

here, two kinds of wave modes are possible: the acoustic wave

mode and the gravity wave mode, Thus, we can also expect two

kinds of fronts of disturbances propagating from. a pul se.

A polar diagram of magnitude of the group velocity for

acoustic waves is drawn in Figure 4 for the cases of t = I,

4/3 and 5/3, Similar curves are drawn in Figure 5 for gravity

wave s for the cases of t = 4/3 (the left part of the figure) and

¥ = 5/3 (the right part of the figure) . The curve s in Figures

4 and 5 are drawn so that the magnitude of the adiabatic sound

velocity, ( t l( t ) Vi- , becomes a same unit even for different

cases of ((. In other words, figures whould be expanded by the

ratio of I, (4/ 5)~ and (5/3)~, to obtain the actual ratio of the

group velocities for the cases of ~ = I, 4/3 and 5/3.
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Some characteristics of disturbances propagating from a

pulse are shown in Figures 4 and 5. One front propagates spher-

ically with just the sound velocity ('t 8' 1; )Vi., from the source.

This front oonsists of the infinite frequency component in the

pulse, After the passage of the front there remains a wake whose

frequency tends rapidly to the upper characteristic frequency

of the atmosphere, This is qualitatively same with the results

in the one-dimensional case treated by Lamb (1908). The other

front is that determined by the envelope of disturbances propaga-

ting from a pulse as gravity waves, as shown in Figure 5. After

the passage of the front, the atmospheric motion consists of wave

motions with two different frequencies. This second type of front,

of course, does not appear in Lamb's one-dimensional case.

VII. Intensity and Angular Dependency of Propagating Disturbances,

We put. in Appendix B the actual expressions of each of the

terms in equation (65). Inserting the expression of equation (65)

into equation (26) under the assumption of great distances from the

source, we have finally the kinetic energy density at the observa-

tion point (r.) ct) as

¡o;i IAI w3Iw:.w~J
C ('l t) - IfJt/- ~ !."Z¡:¡ç..) -: 4('-iT)'¥:1 C1. ~ ';w:cq'l9/

J

v"a 1i~wi. ' (68)

where t is the time interval after the operation of the impulsive

force v(e)w) is the group velocity (see equation (56)), and the

sum should be performed over all positive values of uJ which are
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related to the observation point (r:i,t) by

2-

yX'tt~ ~ V (~) W)/c.'i (69)

f -,,'j.. ,.i..."I . 'b h . .I '~ r ~ ~ , no point contri utes to t e sum in equation

(68) . Thát is, no disturbance can reach the observation point."' ,.
If Y' "" a:it on the other hand, one or three frequencies contri-

bute to the sum (see Figures 4 and 5). One is that behind the

front resul ting from propagation of acoustic waves, and the

other two are those behind the front resulting from propaga-

tion of gravity waves,

Quite similarlY:, using the expression (23) we can obtain

the mean square value of f'i / f¡; y~ , namely (0'1 Ifl) ~ ) "J) , in

a form similar with equation (68). The ratio of the correspond-

ing terms, R'J(w.e), in the expression of((fi/tÐvl)..) and of

E: K is given by

(í~/-l)~~~eXi.l-i w~)~(~-I)W~ ~-w~Xw:,w:)eoe
w3.L.(w -:tJ':)~ IJ;-(w ~W: )AÚ:ie J

R'YWj e):.l~c
(70)

Finally, it should be mentioned that the attenuation of

intensity like t-3 _3
or Y' (

-YJ
y- in the h -dimensional space)

along any radius vector is characteristic of pulses propagated

three-dimensionally outward in a dispersive medium. For a pulse

contains a range of frequencies, so disturbances propagate as a. 3
volume and their volume increases as ~ (e. g., Lighthill 1960).
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a) Disturbances behind the Front resulting from
Acoustic Waves.

Equation (68) can be written as

JO 1-21 o¡ ~ ~ ,,,'IW~/)"') v -C 1/_ J". Wi '- I , () ( -I .
El!it)= -1(~l1)Jè/AI C;.,;Z w~(w~w;c~~tel v~vïòw" JP . (71)

where Cy=i denotes the isothermal sound velocity, The

large bracket in equation (71) is non-dimensional and its

values behind the front resulting from acoustic waves (the

sum in equation (71)) is done only for one frequency) are

drawn in Figures 6a, 6b and 6c for the cases of ¿( = i, 4/3 and

5/3 respectively.~;In these figures the radii of the spheres

representing the fronts are drawn in a same radius for the above

three cases of Y At a time ~ after the operation of a

pulse, the radius of the sphere representing the front is c.l.

so that the actual ratio of radii is i: (4/3)~: (5/3)~ for the

above three cases of ¥ We do not calculate intensity of

disturbances nea~. the2front~because the approximation of sta-

tionary phase used to obtain equation (65) becomes bad near the

front. Another example of this situation is shown in Appendix C,

That is, in the one-dimensional case, the intensity on the

front ts finite (Lamb 1908); however, it becomes infinite if

Lighthill's method is applied,

The Figure 6a shows that intensity of disturbances propaga-

ting behind the front decreases monotonically and spherically if

the atmosphere is convectively neutral ( ~ = I), This fact is
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natural because a hypothetical isotropic pulse is operated in

an atmosphere having no particular direction (convective

neutrality). Figures 6b and 6c, however, show that behind the

,front strong disturbances propagate vertically from the impulsive

source if the degree of stability of the atmosphere increases,

as expected from resul ts in Part I. On the ~ ~axis, the bracket

in equation (71) has a simpler expression:

_~( l3)..~1 .. ': :i)-::'t I-CX \1-,8 + 0( (J (72)

where O(::'r /Yf -: Y:~t
/ l .ront ie.

and -: "i 'i¡ 2-
¡B '; ¡, =i wi .

At the origin Cot:. 0) , this value becomes I, 6,75 and 131 for

the cases of 'K = I, 4/3 and 5/3 respectively, al though our

approximate solution is not valid near the source.

Intensity of the density fluctuation may be a more useful

measure of the response of the atmosphere if we want to apply resul ts

upon the spicule structure in the solar upper chromosphere. The

rom. s, of F/t,Y,. is given by

:i J1 (e,'-2.W ..
~ C B ~ Y':) )":l 4 (:l~~"¡t r I A J

.: ) 1;'3

uJ¡~a~,:1

f

L 'J "',,) y..i C )va- ~
(J W -w i ~ .! . t., C e

'j Z f.1);.w~eiGJ i~1r~ wlo ~ R.(w)) .

(73)

Behind the front resulting from acoustic waves, the non-dimensional

quantity behind the symbol of sum in equation (73) is calculated

and drawn in Figure 7 for the case of '( = 5/3, The vertical

_.
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phenomena and efficiency of response represented by the measure
i

(( fl /tO'I¡f") V,. are not so prominent compared with those repre-
E-~ ' because the measure corresponding

to Ek is not ((fi/t;/)Il but ((F!fil./).
sented by the measure

b) Disturbances behind the front resulting from
gravity waves,

These are calculated only for the case of Y = 5/3. The

intensity curves corresponding to those for acoustic waves drawn

in Figure 6 are added in Figure 5. On the front '0 V~~ becomes

zero (because the front is the envelope of disturbances resulting

from gravity waves of all frequency components) and intensity

becomes infinite, This results from the fact that our approxi-

mate solution is not valid until the front is the same as in the

case,ofacousticwàves mentioned in the previous subsection. The

intensity shown in Figure 5 comes mainly from waves radiated near

the critical angle, So, we may not be able to accept these values

literally in actual cases by the reason mentioned at the last sub-

section of Section iV,

VIII. Summary and Discussions

We have studied the response of an unbounded and isothermal

atmosphere both to time-harmonic disturbances of force and to

impulsive forces, We hope some essential characteristics about

the response of stratified atmospheres to disturbances are involved

even in this simplified model of the atmosphere, Our main purpose
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in this study is to know how the efficiency of atmospheric

response depends upon the frequency of disturbing sources, to

what kind of disturbances (the direction of disturbing forces)

the atmosphere responds effectively, what the angular distribu-

tion of the response is, and what kind of effects the degree of

stability of the atmosphere has. As measures of the response

of the atmosphere, we have adopted mainly kinetic energy density

and supplementary energy flux or density fluctuation,

In Part I, effects of time-harmonic disturbances of force

have been studied. The exact solutions of the inhomogeneous wave

equation have been obtained in the whole frequency range (fre-

quency ranges of acoustic waves, oscillations and gravity waves).

Further study has been made for two kinds of point sources: a

vertical linear oscillator and a circular oscillator in the

horizontal plane, separately. An interesting phenomenon appears

ih the frequency range of oscillations, That is, the atmosphere

responds very strongly to disturbances whose frequencies are just

above the lower characteristic frequency of the atmosphere, espe-

cially to vertically oscillating disturbances. The vector velocity

field excited by the vertically oscillating point source consists

mainly of a vertical velocity field and the region of the response

is sharply restricted in the vertical region from the source

(Figures la, band 2a, b). These results near the lower character-

istic frequency are preserved continuously to the frequency range

of acoustic waves across the upper characteristic frequency if
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stability of the atmosphere is large, because the lower character-

istic frequency is near the upper characteristic frequency in this

case. Tendencies such as increasing efficiency of response and

sharpness of the respondent region also appear upon the energy

flux radiated from disturbances whose frequencies are very near

the upper characteristic frequency if the atmosphere is sufficiently

stable (Figures 3a, b),

In Part II, effects of impulsive forces have been studied,

The asymptotic solution at a point of great distance from the

source in four-dimensional space-time has been obtained with the

use of Lighthill' s method, Two kinds of fronts with wakes propa-

gate from the source, One is the front resulting from propagation of

acoustic waves, and the frequency of the velocity field in the

wake tends rapidly to the upper characteristic frequency (Figure

4). The other is the front resul ting from propagation of gravity

waves, and the velocity field in the wake has double periods (Figure

5), Further study has been made for a hypothetical isotropic dis-

turbance of force because we already knew effects of the direction

of force in Part I. Intensity of kinetic energy density behind

the front resulting from propagation of acoustic waves has been

figured for some cases of 1 (Figures 6a, b and c). These figures

show that intensity of the kinetic energy density behind the front

increases and the region of the response is restricted to the ver-

tical region from the source as the degree of stabili,ty of the atmos-

phere increases. As another measure of the response, the root mean
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square of
~

fí / fa ( / U '2)~, namely C fi/~ ~) '2, has been calculated only

¥ = 5/3 (Figure 7), Intensity of the kinetic energyfor the case of

density behind the front resulting from propagation of gravity waves

has been calculated for the case of Y; 5/3 and added in Figure 5,

An interesting phenomenon in a convectively stable atmosphere

is an increasing response of the atmosphere to vertically oscilla-

ting disturbances whose frequencies are near the lower character-

istic frequency of the atmosphere, In addition, the strong res-

pondent region is sharply restricted in the vertical region from

the source, Mathematically speaking, these resul ts are related to

the form of energy equation (20) and to the character of the trans-

formation of coordinates (see equation (26)) required to cast the

equation into the standard form. For an impulsive disturbance of

force, we have a strong disturbance propagating vertically from

the source if the atmosphere is sufficiently stable to convection,

This reason is obvious, because behind the front resulting from

acoustic waves the frequency of oscillation tends rapidly to the

upper characteristic frequency (as in Lamb i s one-dimensional case)

and the lower characteristic frequency of the atmosphere is near the

upper characteristic frequency if the atmosphere is sufficiently

stable to convection.

The fact that our results were obtained for an isothermal

atmosphere is a restriction in applying our results to phenomena in

actual atmospheres, However, our results may be of interest in con-

nection with the spicule structure in the transition layer between
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the solar corona and the chromosphere, There are some mechanisms

proposed to the origin of th~ spicule structure; materials shot up-

ward, wave (shock) path from below, and condensations due to thermal

instability (e,g. Field 1963, although Field does not suggest ex-

plicitly this possibility in his paper). Here, we will omit the

first possibility because the mechanism as to why materials are shot

upward is unclear. In the shock hypothesis, the fact that the

spicules are denser and cooler than the interspicule media can be

explained by increasing radiation cooling with increasing density

(Uchida 1961), In the condensation hypothesis, that is a direct

result of thermal instability due to radiation cooling which in-

creases with increasing density. Why are spicules vertical? In

the former hypothesis waves are assumed to be confined along the

line of force; in the latter hypothesis magnetic field is assumed

to help condensations along the line of force because thermal con-

ductivity (which acts in the direction to prevent condensations) is

reduced in the direction perpendicular to the i ine of force 0

Spicules distribute over the whole surface of the sun,

al though it is difficult to suppose that the magnetic field is

nearly vertical everywhere on the surface of the sun, The strong

response of the atmosphere in the vertical region from a source ob-

tained in this paper may become triggers to make condensation due to

thermal instability(sometimes with the help of magnetic field) which

may not occur without such finite initial disturbances,
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Figure Captions

Figs. la, I b: Iso - intensity curves of the kinetic energy density
of motions in the vertical direction excited by the vertically
oscillating point source (36) whose frequency is just above the
lower characteristic frequency of the atmosphere, ~. (a) :
W'" =0. 6 w~ and w:. =0. 566W: (or Y =6/5), and (b): UJ"'W~

and w;=O. 96 w~ (or y =5/3) where wi is the upper charac-
teristic frequency of the atmosphere. The numerical values added
on curves represent E'Kn-/Cto~-:iatIAV'I'2/lfø íT')t."w':J.

Figs, 2a, 2b: Showing angular dependency of EKv,V' C'Y e ~ uJ) at the
distance 2H (H is the scale height) from the source. Inten-
sities are normalized so that they become unity at the ver-
tical direction, separately. (a): w""= w;, and w::(),'lJ(j;(((::,%),
0, 89 w~ (~=3/2) and 0.96 w't ( Y =5/3) in order moving inward,

(b): W"J=O,9w,'" and W~=0.75w~and O,89w~ in order moving. ,
inward,

Fig. 3a: Total energy radiated by unit time from the vertically
oscillating point source (equation (36)) in the frequency range
of acoustic waves as a function of to/tV1, Value in the vertical
axis isF(w)j(~~2øw~/A)l('1ic.J' Three curves are for yo =5/3,
4/3 and 1.

Fig, 3b: The similar curves with Figure 3a for the circular oscil-
lator in the horizontal plane equation (37). Two curves are
for -l =5/3 and 1.

Fig. 4: Frequencies of motions in the wake behind the front resulting
from propagation of acoustic waves generated by a pulse. fn
other words, polar diagrams of magnitude of group velocity for
acoustic waves, Three curves are Y =l, 4/3 and 5/3. Curves
are drawn so that the magnitude of the adiabatic sound velocity,

('1 )t 1; )Y':, becomes a same unit even for differenc cases of 'ì

Fig. 5: Curves for gravity waves similar to Figure 4, The right
part of this figure is for ¥ =4/3 and the left part is for

l =5/3. The unit about the magnitude of the adiabatic sound
velocity is the same as that in Figure 4. In curves for t( =5/3,
intensity of propagating disturbances is added with the same
unit as in Figure 6 for acoustic disturbances.

Fig. 6: Iso-intensity curves of the kinetic energy density in the
wake behind the front resulting from acoustic waves. The numer-
ical values represent

/ ( f: -:i :: w'. El( t¡(;;)'Jt'5 /A I C¿

'(=I(a.)~ 'I:: 1(&) ~ Y;:4h~Cc.): ¥;:-%.
.I
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Figure Captions (continued)

Fig. 7: Iso-intensity curves of the root mean square of

IUP/i. in the wake behind the front resul ting from acoustic
waves. The numerical values represent those of the quantity
behind the symbol of the sum in equàtion (73) in the case
of õ= 5/3;
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Stability of Finite ,Amplitude Solutions

Dietrich Lortz

Abstract

Introduction

If a horizontal layer of fLuid is heated from below and

the corresponding temperature gradient exceeds 
a certain criti-

cal value, the static state pf the fluid becomes unstable because

the density decreases in the direction of gravity acceleration,

That the instability happens at a finite temperature gradient

is due to the fact that the buoyancy forces have to overcome

the dissipative forces. The arising convective motions and

temperature fluctuations lead to an increase of the heat flux

through the layer. If the temperature difference between the

top and the bottom of the layer is not too high the motions are

steady andi as we shall see, there is an infinite number of solu-

tions to the stationary problem. So we are in general confronted

with three stability problems. I. At which temperature gradient

does the static state become unstable so that convection is pos-

sible? II. Which of the various stationary motions is stable?

III. What is the temperature difference beyond which all motions

are unstable so that we have unsteady convection? The first

problem is completely solved, see for instance (8), We know

almost nothing about the third one. In this paper we shall be

concerned with the second stability problem.
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If the temperature gradient exceeds the critical value

only slightly, the amplitude of the motions and temperature

.fluctuations should be small. We try to find expansions in a

small amplitude parameter as Malkus and Veronis (6) did. (Our

aim is to handle the whole manifold of steady solutions in con-

trast to Malkusand Veronis who ti,eated special solutions.) The

stability problem is treated. in a similar way. We shall prove that

all three dimensional motions are unstable, if the volume expansion

coefficient, the thermal conductivity, and the kinematic viscosity

do not depend on temperatui,e.

Conclusion

We found the result that all three dimensional convective

motions are unstable with respect to infinitesimal disturbances.

The only stable motion is two-dimensional and has the form of rolls.

Since in most convection experiments three-dimensional cellular motions

with almost hexagonal cell pattern are observed, let us discuss the

assumptions which led to our fundamental equations. The boundary

conditions of an ideally conducting surface and the horizontaUy

infinite layer should for rigid boundaries be good approximations

to the experiments. Also the Boussinesq approximation, taking into

account the density variation only in the buoyancy tE!rm is val id if

the relative change of density in the convective layer is small.

The latter condition is fulfilled in most convection experiments.

But the assumption that eX , - V , and 't do not depend on tempera..
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ture is' toó ideal in .ffOst experimental cases . The works (2),

(7), 'and (11) take into account ,slight dependences of the

material properties on temperature. The main results are

that the corresponding vertical unsymetry in the layer leads

to the stability of hexagonal cell patterns in a range between

the critical Rayleigh number and a certain over-critical value.

Beyond this range rolls are again stable, and the stability range

of hexagonal cell patterns tends to zero if the material proper-

ties become independent of temperature.
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On a Lagrangian Approach to Turbulence

Klaus Hasselmann

Abstract

In the problem of turbulence one is concerned with

unstable solutions of a system with an infinite number of

degrees of freedom (qi' q2' '" ) 51
If a system is un-

stable it is in practice meaningful to consider only statis-

tical quantities defined as averages over an ensemble of

real izations. The system is then said to be completely

determined statisticalLy if the joint probability distribu-

tion P (£!(ti), q (t2) ... q (tn)) is known for any n. Inn - -
principle Pn is determined as the solution of a Liouville

equation whose characteristic equations ai;e the equations of

motion.

The distributions Pn contain much more information than

one is actually interested in. Knowledge of P(qi(ti)' q2(t2) ...

qr(tr)), where r is a small number of order 2 or 3, is normally

sufficient to determine the gross features of the turbulent fluid.

The main difficui ty in turbulence is that all components of the

flow are non-linearly coupied, so that it is not possible to

derive a closed set of equations for a finite number of coordi-

nates only. To do this one is forced to make some form of

"closure" assumpt:Íon aboqt the interaction of the components

qi' ... qr with the remaining infinite set of components.
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Turbulent theories hitherto have been characterized by

their s,trong dependence on the closure procedure. The goal of

, . the present approach. is to minimize the dependence on closure by

a) choosing a Lagrangian, rather than the generally employed, .
Eularian representation; b) extracting the maximum ,amount of in-

formation out of the finite set of coordinates considered before

making a closure assumption about the remaining, unattainable

information.

In particular, we attempt to determine the joint probability

distribution of the positions and velocities of n particles imbedded

in the fluid, for arbitrary given initial positions, by setting up

approximate equations of motion for a closed system of n particles.

The coefficients in the model equations are chosen so that the

error between the true and the approximate equations is minimized.

The coefficients and the mean square value of the error can be

determined from the true Eularian mean velocity products at not

more than n points with the aid of the equations of motion. If

the approximating equations plus a (closure) assumption about the

actual form of the error (consistent with its known mean square value)

are good statistical approximations, we may substitute for the true

Eularian moments the approximate ones determined from the solution

of the closed system. (It can be shown that for incompoessible

fluids the Eularian mean velocity products can be derived from the

Lagrangian joint position-velocity distributions.) We thus have a

closed problem in which we must determine simultaneously a set of
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coefficients for the model equations and the Eularian

moments which are consistent with these equations. An

iterative procedure for deriving the solution is described.

The transformation from Lagrangian to Eularian moments is

performed by a Monte Carlo method. The method is currently

being applied to the case of isotropic turbulence.
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Some Interesting Oceanographic Observations

Nicholas P. Fofonoff

Abstract

The theory of wind-driven ocean circulation implies that

geostrophic motion is induced by a vertical component of velocity

from the surface Ekman layer. Can the presence of the vertical

motion be detected by routine oceanographic observations? Js

the magnitude consistent with theoretical estimates?

The vertical motion cannot be observed directly. Its

magnitude is measured in meters per year. In the steady state,

the geostrophic circulation must be such that no vertical dis-

placements of isopycnal surfaces occur. However, the driving

field of surface stress is not constant with time; a strong

annual period may be present in the variations. Furthermore,

precipitation at the surface can provide a tracer to detect the

presence of vertical flow.

Oceanographic data from Ocean Station "P" in the Gulf of

Alaska provide a useful check on the theory. The observations

are taken year round on an al terna te six-week schedule. The

mean vertical velocity calculated from divergence of the Ekman

transport is always positive (upward) and averages l5 meters per

year. The annual variation is sufficient to yield sl ightly nega-

tive values in summer,

The surface layer (100 meters) in the region is diluted by

i part in 20 by net precipitation. From an estimated i meter per
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year of net precipitation, it follows that the vertical flow

into the surface layer must be of the order of 20 meters per

year and that the layer contains about 5 years' accumulation

of fresh water. These estimates are in good agreement with the

calculated 15meters per year considering uncertainties in

estima ting wind stress.

Furthermore, the annual variation of the depth of iso-

pycnals, is iri phase with the vertical displacement calculated

from the departure of the divergence of Ekman transport from

its mean. The observed magnitude, however, is much greater

possibly because of horizontal movement of the density field

associated with variations of the vertical velocity.

The conclusion is reached that the wind-driven circula-

tion model is consistent with available observations in the mean

and can provide a useful insight into the time-dependent changes

of the circulation in the interior af an ocean.
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Theory of Two..dimensional Waves

T iruv a I am Kr i shnamur t i

Abstract

A review of the steady, inviscid two-dimensional mountain

wave problem is presented. The lee wave problem for a two-layer

atmosphere with constant reflection coefficient in each layer -is

shown for the case where there is one single lee 'wave.

It is shown that the lee wave problem can be expressed in

a frame where entropy is a vertical coordinate. In this frame

the lower boundary condition can be exactly represented at the

mountain surface. The x-equation of motion and the continuity

equation are readily integrable in this frame, hence the non-

i inear mountain wave problem appears simpler.

A scale analysis of the equations in the entropy fr-ame

for a widemoun_t.ain is presented with certain non-dimensional

expansionpar.ameters .as ahasis. These are: An inverse Froud

number, and a ratio of the height to the width of the mountain.

It is shown that the lowes.torder system has no..a-syme-try for

a symetric mountain and describes a potential flow.

The lowest order and all the higher order systems are non-

linear. Linearising the higher order equations ,it c-an be shown

that the lee waves in the wide mountain problem are excited by

terms of very high order. Hence we might consider flows in this

example to be quasi-static.
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Integral Constraints on the Wind-driven Oceanic Circulation

Pierre Welander
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. Fur..ther.informa.t.ion.about the role of, boundary friction

.c.an...he .aht.ained from the .integr.at,ed vorticity equa.tion. One finds

.that the in.tegrated wind s.tress curl is baLanced, not by the fric-

,.tion stress" but by the friction force at the boundary. One may

,hRve...c.ompletely slipping boundary and still achieve a balance as

long as there. is curvature in the velocity profile, created, say,

by turbulence. The vorticity created by the wirid stress curl can

diffus.eoutto allow a balanced state as soon as there is a vor-

ticity gradient at the wall.

As an example, one may give steady solutions to the oceanic

A /. ~i. .. \.JÍ'Iclmodel by Munk: H r¡ If .. lß -r ': c. i! 't.. C~) assuming slipping

boundaries for small friction C (-4 )1' CL ~ /' J where a. is a
Ii

east-west dimension of the ocean). The solution is

I '; w lmd
1¡-- ß (CL-~)aw¡i L~ (~) in the interior

r -te4 t.(~ 6- ~e- K~l'~~ (;i!t-lJ) a t the western boundary

The picture is quite realistic, with a slightly increased

Gulf Stream.

It is of interest to note that vorticity can diffuse out also

through a free boundary. As an example, consider an infinite fluid

cylinder of radius a acted on by a tangential force ~ = C(r--4¡ei)..

This generates a net vorticity (but no net angular momentum). With

a free boundary Navier-Stokes equation gives the steady solution

Cy~
u.:: - - ('(-~Q.) + solid rotation. Vorticity is diffused to the

i,M
boundary and is "destroyed" there.
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Time Dependent Motions in the Ocean

Francis P. Bretherton

Abstract

After introducing the Brunt Vãissala frequency and

the frequency relation for inertio-gravitational waves in

a uniformly stratified liquid, attention was concentraten

on an equational beta-plane, and in particular on inviscid,

adiabatic, linear motions which are perturbations from a

state of rest in which the potential density is a prescribed

function of depth independent of horizontal position. The

equations of motion are then separable and the horizontal and

vertical structure may be considered separately. If the Coriolis

parameter varies linearly with latitude oscillations can occur

trapped within a range of latitude about the equator. Physical

mechanisms behind this trapping were described for several

cases. For inertio-gravitational waves the frequency always

exceeds the local value of the Coriolis parameter, and north-

ward-moving waves of given frequency are reflected at a critical

latitude. Rossby waves at the equator are ageostrophic but non-

divergent further away the horizontal divergence is more

important, and results in a reflection of northward-moving waves.

Finally, the consistency of the assumptions made in this theory

was examined, It appeared that al though the hydrostatic relation
'.

fails'under certain circumstances, this failure does not signifi-

canny affect the horizontal motion.
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Resonant Interactions between Waves

Francis P. Bretherton

Abstract

A partial differential equation describing one-dimensional

weakly non-linear, dispersive waves was taken as a model to ex-

amine the process of energy transfer between different wave-

numbers by resonant interactions, which was suggested for ocean

waves by Phillips, It allows of quadratic resonances between three

modes, and the interaction coefficients are obtained after negli-

gible algebra.

The simpl ified equations for three interacting sinusoidal

infinite wave trains nearly satisfying the resonance condition

are similar to those proposed by Benney. They are, however, com-

pletely soluble and there is slow periodic transfer of energy

between the modes, with period depending on the initial relative

amplitudes and phases but inversely proportional to the overall

amplitudes. If the resonance condition is poorly satisfied, the

transfer of energy is small.

For a continuous spectrum of waves these equations are

inadequate, and different ones were proposed in which the wave

amplitudes are regarded as slowly varying functions of position

and time, propagating with the appropriate group velocity and

interacting resonantly with other wave groups.

The statistical theory of resonantly interacting waves

proposed by Hasselmann assumes that the different wavenumbers
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are statistically independent. This may be shown not to remain

a consistent assumption after time interval s comparable with

those over which a significant transfer of energy takes place

However, the manner in which it breaks down initially is such

that to a first approximation the energy transfer is not affected,

and the precise position is still obscure.

The model of interacting sinusoidal waves may be justi-

fied by an asymptotic expansion in which a typical wave amp I itude

is the small parameter only for discrete oscillations, in which

the spatial region under consideration is closed by reflecting

boundaries and the spectrum for infinitesimal amplitude is dis-

crete. For a continuous spectrum the wave group representation

must be used, but has not yet been satisfactorily justified.

¡
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Ocean Circulation

Kirk Bryan

Abstract

Solutions are obtained for the ocean circulation in an

enclosedbasin of planetary scale by means of a numerical method.

The model is geostrophic, and includes the effect of horizontal and

vertical diffusion, as well as horizontal and vertical advection

of heat. The flow is driven by a meridional temperature gradient

imposed at the upper surface, and the effects of wind stress and

bottom stress are neglected. Vertical mixing is taken to be

infinite for unstable stratification, and a constant for all stable

cases. The interior solution is quite similar to those obtained

in earlier thermocline studies. Although the net mass transport

is everywhere zero, a strong northward boundary current forms in

tlie upper layers near the western wall. Sinking motion is concen-

tr a ted in the northea s t corner.

In the asymptotic case of small horizontal diffusion, scale

analysis indicates that the total meridional heat transport should

be proportional to
X A (¿.y 1- ï cÌ

J\ II o"/iLwhere )( is the vertical diffusion, L)'V- I j

temperature gradient at the surface, and ct

the imposed meridional

the scale depth of

the thermocline. The constant of proportionality is estimated from

the numerical solutions. Errors arising from the neglect of viscous

and inertial terms of the momentum equations in the boundary current

are discussed.
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On the Theory of Transient Motions of a Rotating Fluid

Harvey P. Greenspan

Abstract

These lectures consider the transient motion of a vis-

cous fluid in a container rotating with constant angular

velocity. The principal objective is to study the manner in

which an arbitrary initial state of motion becomes a rigid

rotation. In order to concentrate on the effects of viscosity,

only the spherical container is studied in great detail.

Seve~al sources of non-uniform behaviour make the analysis

difficult and complex. In particular ,there are three important

time scales, viscous boundary layers, boundary layer resonances

at critical latitudes and intricate side wall effects. The

basic approach consists of an expansion procedure by means of

which the general inviscid solution is corrected for viscous

effects and is made uniformly valid in time through the critical

spin-up phase. Uniform validity is effected through the elimina-

tion of secular terms, with unacceptable growth rates arising

from the asymptotic perturbation series.

The interior (inviscid) motion leads to a non-self-adjoint

partial differential equation eigenvalue problem with many

intriguing properties. The general expansion theorem, orthogon-

ality relationships, and viscous decay factors are deduced and

used to solve the arbitrary initial value problem. It is shown

that the mean component of angular momentum parallel to the
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rotation axis is extracted from the. fluid in the spin-up time

scale T = L ( .. -V ) -~ This is accomplished by a secondary

non-oscillatory convective motion produced by suction into the

Ekman layer. The angular momentum not eliminated in this way

excites inviscid inertial oscillations which are also caused to

decay by the boundary layers in the Same time scale. Some very

small residual effects decay in the ordinary viscous diffusion

time, but all the essential processes are concluded in the much

shorter interval. All modal oscillations in a sphere are deter-

mined and several specific calculations of frequency. and decay

rate are made and compared to experimental data. Perhaps the

most important of these concerns the mode corresponding to rigid

internal motion about another axis which can be produced by impul-

sively changing the rotation axis of the container. Agreement

between theory and experiment is very good in all cases compared

thus far.
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Unsteady Ocean Circulations

Joseph Pedlosky

Abstract

The unsteady motions of a homogeneous bounded ocean

on the p -plane are studied. Both the free normal modes

and the forced solutions for the linearized problem are

computed. The non-linear response is computed by a per-

turbation analysis. Of pGrticular interest is the steady

(time-dependent) circulations prodnced by a fluctuating wind

stress with zero time-mean due to the non-linearities of the

dynamics. It is shown that the structure of the resulting

circulations, their strength, and their sense are strong

functions of the frequency of the forcing stress. Depending

on the magnitude of the frequency the resulting circulations

may have: I) only a western boundary layer (low frequency),

2) no boundary layers (frequencies less than atypical Rossby

wave frequency for the basin), 3) boundary layers on both

eastern and western walls (very high frequency).
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The Diffusion of a Line Vortex Normal to a Stationary Plane

Albert I. Barcilon

Abstract

We will investigate the diffusion of a semi..infinite line

vortex normal to an infinite stationary plane. Far from the axis

and from the plate each fluid particle describes a circular orbit:

the centrifugal force balances exactly the horizontal pressure

gradient. At the rigid boundary, fluid is decelerated and driven

inwards by the unbalanced horizontal pressure gradient. The plate

boundary layer erupts near the axis and fluid is forced upward.

Because no sink or sour~e are postulated at infinity, the axial

boundary layer discharges fluid into the interior. A vertical

circulation cell is thus created.

The fluid is assumed of cönstant properties and the axially

symetric problem is formulated in a "mathematical plane" where

the horizontal coordinate is ç :: 7fr and the vertical coordinate

is ?:: * .
space, 't is

Y; :l are

time, and r

the cyl indi"ical coordinates in physical

the is the circulation of the potential

vortex at y:oo,G::Jr is the only dimensionless constant enter-

ing the equations. The proble¡: is thus reduced from a parabolic

problem having three independent variables: 'r, j , t , to an

elliptic problem having two independent variables: f 7
The

solution in the plate boundary layer is obtained as a formal asymp-

totic expansion in power of If The O(ri) inviscid flow solution

is determined up to a set of unknown constants. These constants are
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to be found by using an integral flux condition across a

~ ~ ~
hemispherical surface ~+ ~ = constant. Knowledge of the

åxial boundary layer is necessary for the evaluation of these

constants. j
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Coupled Convection of Heat and Sal t

J. Stewart Turner

Abstract

When gradients of temperature and salinity are present

simul taneously in a liquid, several new phenomena can be

observed. The most interesting cases are those fow which

one component causes the density to increase, and the other

to decrease with depth, and the net gradient is hydrostatically

stable. Hot water containing a little salt, when placed above

cold fresh water, gives rise to the instability known as "salt

fingers". These are alternately downward- and upward-moving

filaments of salt and fresh water, shich are driven by the small

salinity difference between them while the temperature is kept

nearly uniform in the horizontal because of molecular diffusion.

Their formation depends on the large difference in the diffusivities

of sal t and heat.

If, on the other hand, a stably stratified salt solution is

heated from below, a series of discrete layers forms from the

bottom up. Each of these is in turbulent convective motion,

driven by the unstable temperature field, and again the phenomenon

depends on the different rates of diffusion of sal t and heat. As

successive layers grow, heat escapes through the top and begins

a new convective process above, while salt is transported more

slowly and serves to maintain the stability of the interface.
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Layers can form when the differences of density j3 ~ 5 due to

salinity are far greater than those due to temperature ex .6 T .

Experimepts have been conducted to investigate in detail a

simple system of this second kind, consisting of two layers of

salt solution heated from below. Both the heat transport and the

ratio of the rates of transport of salt across the single sharp

interface between the layers have been found to depend system-

atically on the density ratio ¡J 4J S/tXL' T. A dimensional argument

suggests that the form of functions found should be applicable

over a wider range of heat fluxes than those used in these exper-

iments. Another implication of the results is that the potential

energy changes in the upper layer due to the transports of sal t

and heat across the intenface are in constant ratio, over a wide

range of density differences. This result, and many others sqggested

by these experiments, are badly in need of theoretical study, but

so far theory and experiment in this field have not been very

closely related.
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Generation of Ordered Circulation by Fluctuating Winds

George Veronis

Abstract

The equations for a barotropic model of wind-driven

ocean circulation are treated approximately by expanding

the stream function in a double Fourier series. A solution

with a limited number of the Fourier coefficients is obtained

by numerical integration for the case where the wind stress

curl is steady. A fluctuating wind (zero time mean) is then

superimposed and it is found that the maximum transport with

the fluctuating wind is approximately 35% greater than that

caused by the steady wind alone. The increase in transport

depends on the amplitude and frequency of the fluctuating

wind.
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Some Transformations for the Mountain Wave Problem

for Incompressible and Compressible Atmospheres

Tiruvalam Krishnamurti

Abstract

A review of some of the recent contributions of Yih

and Claus on the mountain wave problem is presented with a view

of extension to generalized transformations. The transformations

have the property that one solves for new dependent variables

(pseudo-stream function) for which the finite amplitude flow is

governed by a linear differential equation. A simple example

for a particular upstream condition is illustrated in which the

precise role of the non-linear terms is found to be that of

"undamping" the amplittlde of the waves. In this example the

solutions of the linearized equations and finite amplitude

equations are found to be very similar even for finite-sized

mountains. The upstream conditions are defined by a constant

value of density stratification and kinetic energy.

Similar pseudo-stream functions are found to exist for

compressible fluid motion in a steady inviscid atmosphere under

certain simple assumptions of neglect of dynamic compressibility.

An infinite class of upstream conditions exist for which the

finite amp i itude flows are given by a linear differentiäl equatio.n.

The transformations are obtained by dividing the dimen-

sional velocities by a conservative property of the problem like ~.
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density or potential temperature in the respective cases of

iucompressibleand compressible flow. It is suggested that

if the transformations are based on arbitrary functions of

density and potential temperature, one could extend the analogy

to a still wider class of mountain-wave problems. These arbitrary

unspecified functions of density and potential temperature are

determined by the upstream conditions in a given problem such

that the differential equation for a pseudo-stream function is

linear.


